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Foreword
The British Columbia Office of Health Technology Assessment (BCOHTA) was established
on 1 December 1990 by a grant to the University of British Columbia from the Province, to
promote and encourage the use of assessment research in policy, planning and utilization
decisions by government, health care executives, and practitioners. The Office does not
participate in policy development for a requesting agency; its role is confined to appraisal
of the scientific evidence.
Assessments are performed in response to requests from the public sector such as
hospitals, physicians, professional associations, health regions, and government; private
sector groups such as manufacturers; and members of the general public. One or more of
the following criteria are used to determine the priority of an assessment and the level of
analysis: (1) number of users and potential change in quality of life; (2) acquisition and
operating costs to the health care system; (3) potential to influence provider and consumer
behaviour as a result of a review; and (4) the availability of accurate information and
appropriate research skills.
Health Technology Assessment projects are conducted by faculty and staff (including
medical consultants) who are expert in systematic review methodology. Electronic
bibliographic databases and fugitive literature (that is, literature not indexed or distributed
publicly) are searched using predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria based on a specific
search strategy. The critical appraisal of retrieved evidence includes the formulation of
logical and defensible conclusions about the technology under study.
Reports are reviewed internally, and then sent for external review to experts from a variety
of academic or clinical disciplines. All comments and suggestions are considered before
a final document is produced. Completed reports are available for public distribution, by
request from the Office or through inclusion on the mailing list.
The strength of BCOHTA’s method of systematic review lies in the process of explicitly
detailing the methodology and criteria used to evaluate the research evidence, which is the
sole basis for report recommendations. This transparent and reproducible assessment
process allows other investigators to review the evidence objectively for themselves.
Arminée Kazanjian Dr Soc
Principal Investigator

Copies may be obtained from:
BC Office of Health Technology Assessment
Centre for Health Services & Policy Research
The University of British Columbia
429 - 2194 Health Sciences Mall
Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z3
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this review is to examine maternal serum triple-marker screening (TMS)
for fetuses with Down syndrome, other chromosomal abnormalities, and spina bifida, in the
British Columbia context. Evaluation is both qualitative, addressing the personal and social
significance of TMS, and quantitative, assessing effectiveness and cost.
The review is organized around the evaluation of four possible options for funding TMS.
The first three options are in essence variations on current TMS practice in the province.
A fourth option adds co-ordination of TMS, that is, provision, standardization, evaluation,
and education throughout the province. In the interest of clarity, the options are discussed
as much as possible in relation to Down syndrome, the most common condition traced
through TMS.
The review has been conducted with particular attention to the interests of groups who
may in some respects be seen as vulnerable, women during pregnancy and members of
the Down syndrome community; and also to the concerns of TMS providers. The issues
examined are those relevant to large-scale population screening of women considered at
low pre-test risk of carrying an affected fetus. Not addressed are issues of particular
relevance to women identified as being at high pre-test risk owing to individual or family
history of affected births.

I.

Findings

1. Recent provincial health policy has strongly supported the right of individual women to
choose prenatal testing such as amniocentesis and abortion services on demand, a policy
reflecting the principles of individual autonomy and informed consent enshrined in the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. But while the right to individual autonomy
and informed consent has remained paramount in relation to prenatal screening, there
is a growing need to examine the social implications of this type of testing for, and
selective abortion of, fetuses with viable genetic conditions, such as Down syndrome.
2. Provincial health policy can neither promote nor discourage TMS use. The former
could lead to criticism that the province is supporting eugenics, while the latter could
be criticised as denying women their right to individual autonomy. In the absence of
directive health policy, TMS utilization will in all likelihood continue to reflect a
complex combination of social norms, women’s expectations, and professional
standards and anxieties. Furthermore, in the absence of provincial program status,
quality of TMS program provision will remain uncertain, and access is likely to vary
depending on locality.
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3. The Genes, Elements, Metabolism (GEM) program at BC Children’s and Women’s
Hospital currently analyses all TMS tests in the province. GEM data show that TMS
utilization has approached 25% of live births in fiscal year 1998/99. In the third quarter
of 1999/2000, utilization increased a further 75% (from 700 to 1200 per month)
compared with the same period for the previous year. Virtually all health professionals,
administrators, and policy-makers interviewed for this review agreed that TMS is well
on the way to becoming a standard component of obstetric care.
4. TMS is effective if used prior to amniocentesis because it improves upon several features
of using amniocentesis alone, an approach offered to women age 35 years and older in
BC. Most notably, in any age group, the use of TMS increases the detection rate per
amniocentesis performed. This results in a reduction in the number of unaffected
fetuses lost due to amniocentesis for each fetus with Down syndrome detected.
5. Although an improvement on amniocentesis alone, in terms of the ratio of amniocentesis
induced fetal loss to Down syndrome detected, TMS remains less than ideal as a screening
test, owing to an initial false-positive rate for Down syndrome of 8.7% (in BC), and an
overall detection rate of 60%-70% (false-negative rate of 30% - 40%). Amniocentesis
alone is not associated with false-positive or false-negative results.
6. Similar to the prenatal screening tests which preceded it, cost-benefit analysis of TMS
has found that the excess health-cost of caring for children with Down syndrome or
neural tube disorders is so great that it easily exceeds the cost of providing these prenatal
screening programs. This circumstance has been identified in the published literature
since the late 1970s, and validated in a series of more recent economic analyses. The
cost of providing TMS therefore is not a valid argument against its implementation.
7. A further argument that TMS ought to be provided because it will reduce health costs,
is properly considered unethical. In fact, current interest in prenatal screening in
general, and TMS in particular, does not derive from the inclination to make savings
by eliminating the cost of caring for children with Down syndrome or other detectable
conditions. Nor has this argument ever been sufficient in the province to justify
prenatal screening.
8. The current health-policy issue therefore does not seem to derive from the question of
whether TMS ought or ought not to be provided, or whether TMS will increase or
decrease health care costs. Instead, the policy question is how to provide TMS equitably
and efficiently across the province, assuming that the initial serum test will be offered to
women, whether paid for publicly or purchased privately. Policy-makers are faced with
significant imbalances in most regions of the province between ready access to the serum
blood test, and relatively poor access to diagnostic, counselling and abortion services.
9. The realities of geography and population distribution in BC mean that the development
of health policies supporting equitable regional access to diagnostic amniocentesis,
genetic counselling and abortion services, will, as with the majority of health services,
remain highly challenging. In the absence of a specific policy requiring regional centres
or distribution of funds to regions for the purchase of services, prenatal diagnostic and
counselling services are likely to remain centralized in Vancouver and Victoria.
x
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10. Currently, no provincial group is assigned either responsibility or funding to set standards
regarding the provision of prenatal testing across various regions of the province, such as
would ensure informed choice, provider and patient education, and culturally appropriate
methods of counselling. It should be understood that this status quo implies a level of
risk of harm to populations affected by TMS testing. Now that the province has accepted
some role in providing TMS services to women, if policy-makers wish to move forward,
balancing costs and benefits necessarily implies an evaluative process able to balance
provision with need.

II.

Option-specific Conclusions

In terms of the four options considered by this review, we draw the following conclusions:
•

Option 1. Current practice of ad hoc funding.
The TMS blood test is currently funded for women of all ages. There is no program
funding for co-ordination, systematic quality control, or provider or patient education.
This form of funding is termed ‘ad hoc’ by geneticists and proponents of comprehensive
program funding because individual clinicians, institutions and regions, as opposed to a
centralized authority, are left to determine whether TMS is integrated into diagnostic and
counselling services in their area. Local and international experience recognizes that to
pay for TMS without adequately funding infrastructure support for quality assurance and
education as well as diagnostic and abortion services, risks unnecessary harm to women
who lack ready access to adequately informed clinicians or diagnostic facilities.

•

Option 2. TMS funding for women over age 35.
Offering TMS on the basis of maternal age would seem to provide a way to integrate
TMS into clinical practice without fundamental change to existing social understandings
of pregnancy and disability, especially the awareness of an accelerating risk of Down
syndrome with advancing maternal age. However, this approach would detect, at most,
30% of affected fetuses. Moreover, women over age 35 may find the false-negative rate
associated with TMS unacceptable, and opt for amniocentesis regardless of negative
TMS result.
It is of significant concern that much of the literature on women’s experiences with
prenatal screening suggests that the primary determinants of ‘appropriateness’ of this
type of testing are women’s perceptions of risk, not actual risk, and women’s perceptions
of disability, not actual disability. It is therefore difficult to justify assigning an age cutoff level using pre-determined population-based features such as a detection rate or
maximum cost per affected fetus detected. Despite the acknowledged age-dependent
prevalence of relevant conditions, from the perspective of the individuals concerned,
TMS could be appropriate for as many women under an arbitrary screen-eligible age
level as over it.
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•

Option 3. No public TMS funding.
A decision to withhold government funding for TMS would send a positive message
to the Down syndrome and disability-rights community. However, although this
community would appreciate the broad-level support, they also recognize that TMS
would inevitably continue through private funding, and necessarily with much less
opportunity for them to influence the educational messages provided to physicians and
women. The privatization of TMS and the subsequent difficulty low-income women
and couples would be likely to experience in obtaining TMS risk further marginalization
of disadvantaged groups.

•

Option 4. Co-ordinated TMS funding.
Co-ordinated TMS funding refers to the cost of maintaining TMS standards, independent
of the actual utilization level. Informed opinion and focus groups interviewed during the
data-gathering phase of the review gave this option the widest degree of support. The
consensus was that TMS needs to be provided as part of a co-ordinated prenatal
screening service in order to minimize the potential for harm and to provide equitable
access. Since TMS is likely to increase in response to a complex combination of
factors influencing clinical care, this option is also the most challenging: to provide TMS
as part of a co-ordinated prenatal screening service in northern and isolated regions of
the province will require an active government role in achieving an unprecedented level
of decentralization for those diagnostic and counselling services currently concentrated
in Vancouver.

A summary of the population and economic impact analyses for each option is given
in Table A.

xii
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Table A: Population and economic impact of four alternative funding options (10,000 TMS tests)
Option 1:
Current practice
(ad hoc TMS funding)

Option 2:
TMS funding limited to
women age 35 and over

Option 3:
No public TMS funding.
Amniocentesis for
women age 35 and over

Option 4:
Co-ordinated TMS funding
for women of all ages

AGE < 35

AGE ≥ 35

AGE ≥ 35

AGE ≥ 35

AGE < 35

AGE ≥ 35

Eligible

37,150

7,221

7,221

7,221

37,150

7,221

Tested

7,471

2,574

2,574

----

7,471

2,574

Screen positive

397

578

578

----

397

578

Follow-up amniocentesis

278

347

347

3074 screening
amniocenteses

278

347

Down syndrome correctly identified by TMS

7/13

16/20

16/20

----

7/13

16/20

False-negative rate

6/13

4/20

4/20

0

6/13

4/20

5/7

10/16

POPULATION

UTILIZATION

DETECTION RATE

5/7

10/16

10/16

24 (amniocentesis
accuracy 100%)

False-positive TMS tests

390

558

558

----

390

558

Therapeutic abortions

Down syndrome confirmed by amniocentesis
POPULATION IMPACT

5-7

8-10

8-10

19 - 24

5-7

8-10

Normal fetuses lost through amniocentesis

3

4

4

31

3

4

Down syndrome births with negative TMS

6

4

4

----

6

4

1 to 1.7

1 to 2.5

1 to 2.5

1 to 1.3

1 to 1.7

1 to 2.5

Ratio of induced miscarriages following
amniocentesis to Down syndrome fetuses detected
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Cost per case detected

$101,000

$50,000

$82,000

$114,000

TMS cost

$900,000

$230,000

----

$900,000

TMS-related genetic counselling

$220,000

$55,000

----

$220,000

Amniocentesis costs

$397,000

$220,000

$1,953,000

$397,000

$1,500

$700

$6,500

$1,500

Follow-up care: amniocentesis induced abortion
CO-ORDINATION COSTS
TOTAL ANNUAL COST
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$186,000
$1,619,500

$555,700

$2,041,500

$1,818,500
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PART I • CONTEXT OF REVIEW
INTRODUCTION
British Columbia is deliberating whether to implement its first prenatal screening program:
testing for a fetus with Down syndrome, other rarer chromosomal abnormalities, and non-genetic
open neural-tube disorders.
The primary impetus for the provincial Health Ministry to consider a programmatic approach to
prenatal testing is a transition in clinical obstetrics away from offering amniocentesis testing of
older women, and towards mass application of the triple-marker screening (TMS) test. The
outlined program therefore includes both targetted testing of older ‘high risk’ women, and mass
or universal screening of younger ‘low risk’ women.
Prenatal testing for Down syndrome and open neural-tube disorders has been provided to women
in the province for almost two decades. However, while medical procedures and genetic
counselling have hitherto been funded as individual fee items, prenatal testing has not received
program funding or achieved program status (that is, funding for a co-ordinated prenatal
screening service, at any level of utilization and everywhere that it is offered in the province).
Anticipated service components include overseeing technical and logistical details of all prenatal
screening and diagnostic services, evaluating prenatal testing performance, such as initial falsepositive and false-negative rates, as well as addressing regional disparities in amniocentesis and
abortion rates for screen-positive women.
Establishing this kind of provincial prenatal testing program is a very considerable undertaking,
requiring re-organization of institutional roles, regionalization of professional responsibilities,
and restructuring of funding mechanisms. The effects are likely to be significant for clinical-care
providers, for administrators and for society at large. Equally significant however, and central in
any evaluation, are the costs and benefits likely to emerge for individual women.

Review mandate
In 1998, The British Columbia (BC) Ministry of Health & Ministry Responsible for Seniors
asked The Minister’s Advisory Council on Women’s Health to assist in developing a
comprehensive, province-wide approach to prenatal screening.
A principal objective of this mandate was to provide provincial policy makers with contextspecific data from BC. At the same time, the Ministry wished consideration to be given to
existing problems of access in remote regions of the province; and to anticipated problems
such as the increasing scarcity of abortion services.
The Minister’s Advisory Council has hitherto strongly supported women’s autonomy and
the right to chose all forms of reproductive care, including prenatal testing and abortion.
In the instance of TMS, however, the Council found itself considerably troubled by
a number of issues arising from the proposals, and uncertain how to proceed.
BC Office of Health Technology Assessment
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Issues of concern
The first concern of the Advisory Council was the substantial scale of proposed TMS screening,
a program potentially applicable to all pregnant women in the province. Established forms of
testing were formerly offered either to women aged 35 years and older, or to those younger
women considered at elevated individual or familial risk. But in BC, as elsewhere in Canada
and throughout the industrialized world, the advent of TMS has meant significantly greater
availability of prenatal screening, and accelerating utilization.
This availability of TMS has itself given rise to a second concern for the Council, namely the
number of healthy women who will incorrectly test positive to TMS and subsequently undergo
unnecessary invasive diagnostic testing, with associated loss of unaffected fetuses. The Council
asked whether a benefit to relatively few women warranted so much risk and related expense.
The Council was further concerned with a sharply developing imbalance in the provision of
services. They noted that over the past two years, physicians and midwives providing obstetrical
care had become greatly more inclined to offer TMS to all pregnant women. This has arisen in
part because TMS can be initiated with a simple blood test, collectable at any laboratory or
medical clinic in BC. Since, however, women who test TMS positive will require counselling,
diagnostic testing and, in a few cases abortion in either Vancouver or Victoria, a discrepancy
has developed in the utilization and the overall quality of TMS program performance, favouring
women living in the urban south-west of the province.
The Council was also aware that a funding decision related to TMS was pending at the BC
Ministry of Health. As a result of all these concerns, the Council asked for the review so that
it could at minimum obtain a summary of what was known about TMS, its utilization in BC,
and how it compared to other types of population-wide prenatal screening.

BCOHTA review
The British Columbia Office of Health Technology Assessment (BCOHTA), funded in part to
conduct these types of reviews, recognized the importance of TMS to the population and has
been able to apply its resources to compiling this report. The agreed-upon goal was to arrive
at an understanding of TMS in the BC context.
During the course of its investigations, however, BCOHTA significantly developed the
original study terms of reference. While retaining a strict focus on TMS and the issue of
provincial program status, the investigators have seen it as a primary task to compile the most
comprehensive data possible, reflecting the views of all interested groups in the province.
These include pregnant women, individuals with Down syndrome or spina bifida, parents
and other care-givers of children with Down syndrome or spina bifida, and health-care
professionals (geneticists and genetic counsellors, obstetricians and general practitioners,
laboratory technicians and pathologists).
In addition, in the light of the virtual explosion of genetic testing capability both pre- and postnatally, the scope of inquiry was expanded to examine critically the broader social, ethical and
economic implications of TMS programmatic development. Incorporating all these elements
has required a much wider qualitative and quantitative review than that originally envisaged.

2
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Methods
BCOHTA conducted both original research, using quantitative and qualitative methods, as
well as reviewing systematically-gathered secondary research findings from published and
unpublished literature. A general outline of the original and secondary research is provided
in this Introduction. More detailed description is provided with the reported findings.
The documentary search has been carried out with electronic searching via Medline, the Web
of Science, and others, together with extensive non-electronic searches for materials. The library
resources of the BC Office of Health Technology Assessment were used extensively. Gathered
material includes government reports and other documents, the reports and documents of other
agencies, information on the bio-technology industry and media reports.

TMS effectiveness
A formal protocol was adopted so as to identify recent syntheses of evidence on TMS efficacy,
effectiveness and safety, as well as the impact of TMS on geographical populations and costs
to the health care system. The full protocol is detailed in Appendix A.
TMS utilization
British Columbia utilization and cost data were gathered from the Genes, Elements, Metabolism
(GEM) Program at BC Women’s and Children’s Hospital. Administrative payment data were
obtained from the Medical Services Commission of the BC Ministry of Health.
Women’s experiences
The report utilizes both primary and secondary data on women’s experiences of prenatal
screening. Some primary data on women’s experiences with TMS were gathered
opportunistically from concurrent research with women caring for children with Down
syndrome. Time and resource limitations of this TMS review have, however, necessarily
required reliance on previously-published literature. The literature review is not intended
as exhaustive, but only as sufficient to emphasize that TMS cannot be adequately understood
outside the lives of the women, families and communities in which it occurs.
Genetic counsellors
Data regarding genetic counsellors and counselling were collected through a questionnaire and
at a focus group among geneticists and genetic counsellors within the Department of Medical
Genetics at Children’s and Women’s Health Centre of BC. Research on genetic counselling
was facilitated by the relatively small number of counsellors and their concentration in
Vancouver and Victoria.
Primary-care providers
Two major sources of data were used. First, literature relating to practitioners’ knowledge
and practice of TMS was surveyed and summarized. Wherever possible, data on Canadian
practitioners were included. Second, interviews were carried out with professionals who, in
different capacities and at a variety of sites, provide and interpret TMS. This exercise was
not intended as an exhaustive or even representative survey of BC providers’ attitudes.
Rather the interviews were carried out with individuals identified as key informants of
practice and policy issues in TMS and clinical care.
BC Office of Health Technology Assessment
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Model of population impact and cost
A simulation-planning model was used to estimate the population impact of various TMS
program options. The model was developed in two stages.
The first step was to estimate the number of pregnant women for each year of age in British
Columbia 1 and to estimate the number of fetuses with Down syndrome in each age group.2
The number of fetuses with Down syndrome was estimated for the 2nd trimester, the time of
TMS testing (as opposed to live births). The spontaneous abortion rate for fetuses with Down
syndrome between the 2nd trimester and term is taken as 23%.
The second stage was to estimate the effect of applying TMS to the modelled 2nd trimester
population. TMS test characteristics are known to vary according to maternal age, that is the
sensitivity (detection rate) of the test increases as the prevalence increases with advancing
maternal age. Because data from BC regarding TMS test characteristics 3 have been reported,
for the purposes of this analysis women are divided into two groups, those over and those under
35 years of age. The model allows for estimates of the detection rate, the false-positive rate,
the false-negative rate, and of costs for each sub-population and for the total population.
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CHAPTER 1: IMPLICATIONS OF PROGRAMMATIC TESTING
Who is affected?
Those likely to be affected by the introduction of a prenatal testing program fall into two main
groups of women, with their partners and families.
The first group are those most directly affected. This includes three distinct sub-sets of women
already pregnant or contemplating pregnancy and therefore candidates for pre-natal screening:
(i)

The first sub-set are those women, who, given the option, will want TMS. This is likely to
be the majority. Utilization of earlier forms of maternal screening with AFP alone 4 by the
majority of women has been found in Canadian jurisdictions 5-7 and suggested as likely
in large population surveys conducted for the Royal Commission on Reproductive
Technologies and reported in its summary:
“The vast majority of those surveyed would be prepared either to use PND (prenatal
diagnosis) themselves (79 percent) or to allow others that option (81 percent). About
18 percent were opposed to either personal use or wider availability of PND services.
A marked majority of those surveyed also support the availability of the option to
terminate a pregnancy after PND, with only 16 percent opposed in all circumstances.
The level of support depends on the severity of the disorder. For example, 73 percent
of people surveyed strongly supported the availability of abortion if a disorder that is
fatal early in life is diagnosed in the fetus. Approximately 60 percent supported the
availability of abortion for disorders that make it almost certain that independent living
will not be possible.” 8

(ii) The first group further includes women who, given the option, do not want the test. They
may decline because (among other reasons) either they are willing to accept the possibility
that their baby may be disabled, or because they are unwilling to contemplate the possibility
of follow-up tests and ultimately abortion if the fetus is found to be affected. Although they
may not proceed to the testing stage, these women are nevertheless likely to find the decision
process significantly demanding, perhaps disturbing, in itself.
(iii) This group must also include women who would want the test, but who are not given the
option. They or their primary care provider may simply be unaware of the existence, or
applicability of TMS; or they may be denied access because they live outside the Lower
Mainland where anything beyond the primary laboratory test is all but unavailable.
Some women in this last sub-set may come to feel that failure to provide the service - and
therefore the option of ending the pregnancy - represents a violation of their rights, entitling
them to pursue a case for damages before the courts in what is termed a ‘wrongful birth’
lawsuit. Chapter 8 examines this issue, and its implications for laboratory biochemists
and clinicians.
Of those women who subsequently have a baby with one of the relevant disorders, many
will accept the challenges of raising their child, usually with the guidance of the one of the
provincial support groups. Chapter 7 provides insights into the perspective of this group of
women and families.
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For this first group, however, TMS, accepted or declined, has the potential for a direct effect on
the outcome of their pregnancy. The implications of TMS in obstetrical and medical care are
summarized in Chapter 9.
The second main group are indirectly affected by the test, those women, families and individuals
already living with a relevant disability.
It may seem paradoxical to consider those for whom (except for subsequent children) the test
would seem to serve no purpose. It is however fundamental to the ethical issues raised in this
review that their voices be heard, individually, or as expressed through the main support
associations (Appendix B).
The principal concern emerging from within this group is that any testing procedure seeking
to identify a disorder such as Down syndrome has a eugenic purpose, namely to cleanse the
population of imperfection. This they regard as not merely bad for society, diminishing both
its genetic and moral base, but also as likely to perpetuate discriminatory attitudes towards
individuals with Down syndrome as being ‘unworthy’ to live as equal citizens.
Several respected authors have collectively raised concerns about the eugenic context of testing,
the importance of non-directive counselling, the problems women face regarding guilt and blame,
and the uncritical drive to standardize these prenatal testing programs without adequate public
debate.9-14 An overview of the published literature on women’s attitudes and experiences with
TMS, other forms of serum screening and prenatal testing with amniocentesis is provided
in Chapter 5.
In raising these issues in relation to TMS, the clear expectation of this group however, is that
the ethical questions must be addressed not just by individuals, but at the policy-making level.
They assert, for example, that it is unjust to channel public funds almost exclusively towards
TMS and diagnostic services, instead of providing social support for affected individuals and
families. The inadequacy of such support, they argue, is a major inducement for women to take
the screening option.
The ethical and economic implications of a testing program are complex and even contradictory.
A short outline of some of the arguments at issue follows here.

Economics or ethics?
As part of the economic dimension, this report seeks to provide costing estimates for various
TMS option possibilities. These estimates are to some extent based on current data, and to a
further extent substantially speculative. A central problem facing policy-makers, however,
is not their level of accuracy, but whether they are material to policy considerations at all.
This issue is no unforeseen and unwelcome baggage of the new technology. The question was
first asked in the province almost 20 years ago,15-16 and has been, it must be admitted, largely
side-stepped since that time. Raised again in current conditions, it still goes to the heart of the
matters under review.
Simply put, if the utility of TMS is to be measured only by financial savings, then a full program
should be introduced without delay. Allowing for even a broad degree of uncertainty in costing
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estimates, introduction of TMS with its corollary, the termination of affected pregnancies, will
undoubtedly secure substantial savings in public expenditure.
Several generally accepted reports have estimated the more quantifiable health (as opposed to
social) costs associated with Down syndrome. One of the more widely-cited appraisals, derived
in part from primary data from children in BC with Down syndrome, estimated that, in 1997
dollars, the excess cost of health care for a person born with Down syndrome is $350,000
(assuming 75% inflation since 1981).16 A similar estimate, after adjusting for inflation, puts
the net present value (in 1987) of the excess cost to society of a child with Down’s syndrome
at around $300,000.17
These estimates of excess health care costs for children with Down syndrome, although crude,
support the generally-accepted conclusion that even for younger women at lowest pretest risk,
prenatal screening for Down syndrome is cost-beneficial to society.18 The maximum estimate for
the cost of TMS per detected fetus with Down syndrome in the younger age groups is $100,000,
resulting in a minimum cost-savings ratio of 3:1.
Even the much lower lifetime excess health costs associated with a child with spina bifida are
estimated at $150,000 (assuming 75% inflation since 1983).15 A cost-benefit analysis of prenatal
detection of Down syndrome and neural tube defects in older mothers is sufficient alone to make
TMS screening cost-saving.
Given these figures, why was a comprehensive screening policy not adopted 20 years ago?
It is, simply, because the value of a life, disabled or otherwise, is not to be calculated in the
columns of credit and debit. The ethical questions, that is, the human questions, are not usefully
illuminated by bare arithmetic.
In this respect, far from providing a route forward, the new technology has only deepened the
problems for the present generation. It has, in effect, created two opposing lines of ethical claim.
The first is voiced most often by clinicians. The new technology has made the search for the
relevant conditions so easy and free of risk that providers now say: we must offer this test
procedure to women because it is the standard of care, and because we expose ourselves to risk
of malpractice litigation if we do not.
The second is the counter claim, mentioned above, of the disability-rights groups and of
humanitarian concerns generally, that to identify the targetted conditions as unworthy of
existence is to adopt a policy of eugenics more suited to the Nazi era than to the Canada of today.
Our supreme commitment, they argue, must be to humanitarianism and the Charter of Rights.
Until now, the apparent resolution of these claims has been to pass the question off to individual
women, under the guise of freedom of choice. But this freedom has proved largely illusory,
only truly available to those advantaged women living in the Lower Mainland, where a bare
laboratory test result can be given the full range of follow-up support: ultrasound, amniocentesis,
counselling and abortion facilities.
In summary, if the question for policy makers were simply whether to meet the financial cost of
extending these services throughout the province, it would be an easy calculation to make. The
ethical dilemma, on the other hand, is not so easily weighed, and it is this that any future policy
proposals must confront.
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Informed choice: individual and collective
In relation to this field and its ethical dilemmas, the assertion that ‘society must decide’ is not an
equivocation.
The principle of individual informed choice and consent is well established in medicine, law and
ethics. Facilitating informed choice in regard to TMS by as many as 30,000 individual women a
year is a very considerable challenge in itself, and the task will in all probability fall on primary
care givers, almost exclusively general practitioners and obstetricians, whose formal training in
genetic knowledge and counselling varies widely.
A second relevant principle, however, is that of collective informed choice, which in relation to
prenatal screening means population-wide understanding of and support for a genetic testing
program that could lead to selective abortion. This notion remains far less developed and
without an institutional, professional, or political home. The question to be addressed is: does
society support a universal prenatal genetic screening option, and if so, for which conditions,
and with what testing accuracy?
The literature contains several well-described examples of this aspect of collective informed
choice. The most often-cited instance 19 is the support given to genetic screening for Tay-Sacks
disease, a rare but distressing condition resulting in early infant death. Several Jewish
communities in large American cities collectively agreed that funding of this genetic testing
program was warranted. Although a test of prospective parents for recessive gene carrier status,
not a test during pregnancy, it provides an example of how collective consent may in practice
be achieved.
The Final Report of Royal Commission on New Reproductive Technologies does in fact provide
evidence of broad public support across Canada for the availability of prenatal testing to detect
conditions such as Down syndrome and neural tube disorders:
“A substantial majority (about three-quarters) say that if the fetus has a severe anomaly, the
parents should have the option to terminate the pregnancy.” 20
Knowing that women would seek this service or think it ought to be made available is, however,
merely the starting point for consideration. Another question might be: would women rather
allocate scare resources to other programs, known to prevent congenital disorders (for example,
programs to reduce neural tube disorders through folic acid supplements or to reduce toxic
injuries to the fetus by supporting drug and alcohol addiction programs for women) ?
At this interface between the broad social issues and resource allocation, significant questions
emerge as to where TMS and requests for program support might fit within government. The
issues are not only of spending priorities, important though these are, but also of how TMS is
to be evaluated and prioritized, and who its champions should be.

Population-wide prenatal screening requests
How should policy-makers respond to the present demand for a TMS program? The provincial
government is clearly in no position to arbitrate on the ethics and either promote or restrict
prenatal testing. In the modern context, to aim at the former risks accusations of eugenics,
while favouring the latter might be interpreted as acting to limit women’s rights.
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This inevitably points to the conclusion that it must be for individual women to make their
own choices. But even here, the provincial government is not in an especially strong position
to disseminate awareness of TMS and its ethical aspects to individual women in the province.
Even without commercial advertisement or widespread promotion of the test, the growth of TMS
use will doubtless continue, driven by complex individual, social and professional pressures.
It should be noted that while provincial programs and the policy process develop in discrete
stages, clinical care does not. Clinical management evolves continuously from doctor to doctor,
clinic to clinic, hospital to hospital. Growth of clinical care utilization inevitably pressures
policy change, but it neither directly determines nor reflects the public policy process. Indeed, as
this report documents, clinical care has increasingly adopted mass prenatal screening for Down
syndrome in the virtual absence of, and to some extent in defiance of, public policy.

Other jurisdictions
TMS programs are not universal nor are they uniformly applied in the United States,21 Canada,5
the United Kingdom,22 or other European nations.23 In the European Union, for example, three
of fifteen countries had national serum screening strategies, while three others had locally
determined screening programs.23 A recent systematic review of the literature on prenatal
screening 24 concluded that “the differences have been explained in terms of political choices,
available resources, and the strong influence of university hospitals”. In her study of the
diffusion of prenatal screening across Europe, Reid concluded that within these political
environments, “the key people in diffusion are members of the medical profession”.25
In Canada, a province-wide TMS program in Ontario was initiated as a two-year pilot project in
1993.26 Alpha fetoprotein screening was established in Manitoba in 1985,27 and more recently
has been expanded to include additional serum markers.
It is important to bear in mind, however, that even with the current variation in programs across
populations of wide cultural and economic diversity and dispersed over very large geographical
areas, substantial common ground exists in Canada, likely to have significant implications for
provincial policy-making.
For example, Canadian jurisdictions have approximately the same incidence of affected
pregnancies. Moreover, all parts of Canada are served by the same health-care system, based
on the principles of universal access to services, under exclusive government funding with
self-regulating health professions. Provinces also share the same legal and regulatory system,
providing principles of patient autonomy and informed choice under the Charter of Rights
and Freedoms.
Furthermore, all jurisdictions face similar challenges in relating a program with the complexity
of TMS (involving local clinicians, diagnostic imaging and provincial laboratories) to established
government funding and policy structures. In responding to these challenges, there is equivalent
access to clinical trial and epidemiological evidence, and to cost-benefit analyses where these
are helpful.
This review acknowledges both the broad similarities and the context-specific differences
between TMS programs within and outside Canada. A central theme in this review is how
these similarities and differences have emerged in the BC context over the past decade.
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The role of government
Recent years have seen a virtual explosion of genetic testing possibilities, increasing federal
regulatory and patent protection favouring commercial over social interests, and far more vocal
and effective anti-abortion and disability-rights movements. The challenge is to recognize that
within this unpredictable milieu, prenatal genetic testing technologies are here to stay, and will
inevitably have an accelerating influence.
The role of government in this area, while limited, seems relatively clear. It has the responsibility
to maintain equal access to pre-natal screening as to any other health service. It can influence the
conditions under which the test is provided and conditions for controlling the quality of testing
procedures. In addition, government is in a position to facilitate broad public input, and perhaps
debate, on the implications of pre-natal testing in general and of TMS in particular.
To summarize, government and publicly-funded institutions facing this tide of technology must
address practical policy questions. While few easy answers are in prospect, far less long-term
policy commitments, if it is to balance its obligations to the community at large, to caregivers,
to practitioners, and most particularly to affected individuals, government must inevitably
become more engaged with these issues, and will require the best available information if it
is to do so effectively.
Clearly, the application of prenatal testing is set to affect not only the lives of today’s parents
and children, but the future of generations unborn. The ultimate aim must be to understand
and direct the flow of the new technologies in ways that are, if not universally beneficial,
then at least directed to cause least potential for harm.
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CHAPTER 2: POLICY HISTORY
This chapter aims to situate TMS in BC policy history, and to explain why a prenatal screening
program was not established in the 1980s (and hence why there is now no governmental ‘home’
for prenatal screening requests and relevant issues).
The roles, relationships, and decisions surrounding the development of alpha-feto protein (AFP)
screening which began two decades ago is of considerable importance in understanding the more
recent development of TMS in maternal screening. One decision taken at that time, namely that
a provincial health program of AFP testing should not be established in BC, has fundamentally
influenced current TMS policy questions. Other provinces, such as Ontario and Manitoba which
elected to establish AFP programs in the 1980s, today face quite different policy options.

Prenatal serum screening and provincial health policy
AFP screening for neural tube disorders, while not strictly genetic screening, is closely analogous
to the newer technology. It involves an initial simple serum test offered by primary care
physicians to pregnant women of all ages; test interpretation requires an accurate estimate of
gestational age, usually involving ultrasound measurements; and the process depends on a tight
referral system between primary, intermediate, and tertiary care facilities.
Provincial funding of maternal serum screening for fetal congenital disorders began in the British
Columbia in 1981-82, when the Medical Services Plan (MSP) established an AFP laboratory fee
item. This meant that, on a physician’s request, laboratories were able to bill a standard fee for
reimbursement from the MSP.* The primary care physicians who ordered and interpreted the
test were not (and are not) paid a specific fee. They were and continue to be paid more general
fees for providing prenatal care.
From the time of its initiation in the province, genetic services associated with AFP testing, such
as counselling and geneticist consultation, were funded by the government through a block
payment to the Provincial Medical Genetics Program.† The Program was in turn expected to
provide appropriate services to pregnant women out of this general revenue. Provincial funding
therefore reflected overall demands of the Program, rather than need associated with specific
forms of testing, such as AFP screening.‡
* MSP fee items, and their level of reimbursement (in this instance to laboratories) resulted from complex
negotiations between the BC Medical Association, through its Tariff Subcommittee, and representatives of
the ministry responsible for the MSP. Decisions regarding MSP fee items also reflected the opinions of
Provincial Medical Advisory Committees, established by the Ministry of Health to obtain technical advice
and expert clinical opinion on a wide range of new and established tests and treatments. Expert Advisory
Committees, including the Medical Genetics Committee, were primarily appointed by the Government, but
membership also reflected established positions. For example, the Medical Genetics Advisory Committee
included the director of the Provincial Medical Genetics Program.
†
Medical Genetics is a small, highly specialized unit, until recently centralized in Vancouver. A second
Medical Genetics Department, involving one geneticist, began in Victoria in 1993.
‡

Assigning resources within the Medical Genetics Program for AFP testing and, at times selective abortion,
has not however been without difficulty. For example, provincial funding to the Medical Genetics Program
between 1982 and 1988 was channelled through the Salvation Army Grace Hospital, the institution where the
program was physically located. The Salvation Army takes a strict pro-life approach to abortion.
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The MSP provided additional technical and professional funding for the tests and procedures, such
as ultrasound and amniocentesis, offered to women who were AFP screen ‘positive’. In the case of
amniocentesis, direct funding included procedural fees to the obstetrician and the institution
providing the procedure. Funding for biochemical and cytogenetic laboratory tests on the amniotic
fluid and cultured cells were paid to the provincial laboratory facilities on a fee-for-service basis.

Paying for tests, not establishing a program
A full provincial AFP testing program would properly have included funds specifically
designated for general physician and patient education, designated geneticist and genetic
counsellor activities, and a communication and referral infrastructure. Such an infrastructure
would set standards and establish practical means to deal with patient notification, as well as
subsequent testing and transfer of patients to referral centres from remote areas of the province.
In BC, however, provincial funding for maternal serum screening never moved beyond funding
AFP laboratory costs. That is, AFP screening and subsequent diagnostic testing did not expand
beyond simple test funding to become a formal AFP testing program.
Instead of specific funding, the Ministry of Health decided on the overall level of funding to
the Provincial Medical Genetics Program. It did not direct the internal distribution of funds
within the Program. One executive-level medical consultant at the Ministry has stated that
an implicit part of government policy was not to call for screening for any congenital condition,
particularly conditions such as neural tube disorders that could result in women seeking a
medically-induced abortion.
The fear on the part of government was not so much the controversy surrounding abortion.
Rather, the concern was that to call for specific genetic testing programs, such as a serum AFP
screening, could be seen as a negative value-judgment on people born with this condition. In
advice to the present authors, the consultant cautioned:
“Be very careful when you are writing your report. Do not call any Provincial Medical
Genetic activity a "program" other than the overall institution itself. The Ministry has not
funded, nor does it wish it to be seen as funding programs to eliminate certain individuals.
Be particularly careful when you describe prenatal screening for Down syndrome in women
over age 35. This is not a program. It is a service provided by some obstetricians and helped
in part by the Provincial Medical Genetics Program, but its existence reflects the request of
women and their physicians, not the desires of the Ministry of Health.” 28
Establishing a provincial AFP testing program would have implicitly and explicitly
recommended this testing as part of routine prenatal care. That is, doctors would have been
expected to offer this test to all pregnant women. As established, however, government policy
wished AFP utilization to reflect the requests of individual patients and professionals, not the
programmatic expectations of government.
Herein lay the dilemma for AFP program proponents and provincial policy makers. Policy
makers did not wish to fund this form of testing unless it was clear that women or their
physicians were asking for these services. But without some sort of programmatic effort to
establish a service, most doctors and women would not become aware of this type of testing,
or familiar with its capabilities.
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This dilemma is not peculiar to AFP testing. Congenital conditions are generally regarded as
one of the most difficult areas of medicine in which to develop appropriate clinical practices
and associated health policy, for several reasons:
•

congenital conditions, including those of genetic origin, are poorly understood by the
public and professionals, including physicians;

•

risk is difficult to understand and to interpret in relation to populations versus individuals;

•

congenital conditions, while in total occurring in 1 to 3% of births, individually remain too
rare for general experience or knowledge.

The funding-demand dilemma (funding being dependent on proven patient demand, while patient
demand is dependent on prior programmic and educational funding) has continued to affect
maternal serum screening to the present.

Committees, contexts, and choices *
Before launching an AFP program, the Medical Genetics Program called for program funding to
upgrade regional prenatal testing facilities and expertise, as well as improving technology such as
ultrasound. The Program Director at the time argued that in the absence of these programmatic
and infra-structural developments in many areas of the province, an AFP screening program
would, on balance, do more harm than good.15
Throughout the 1980s, a group of geneticists, obstetricians, and pathologists associated with the
Medical Genetics Program put forward proposals for the development of a Provincial AFP
Program. Submissions were made to both the Provincial Medical Genetics Advisory Committee
and the Continuing Advisory Sub-Committee on Screening; two of the various Medical Advisory
Committees established to inform the Ministry of Health regarding new tests, techniques, and
technologies. The proposals justified the need for a Provincial Program because AFP testing had
become “a normal standard of obstetrical practice” (particularly in some American states) and
because “AFP testing is being done by an increasing number of British Columbia physicians.
Problems result from the lack of education and facilities to interpret results, and to deal with
abnormal results.” 29
In the event, the decision not to promote widespread AFP testing in the absence of program
funding did not appear to be greatly challenged by physicians or women. A provincial AFP
screening program, although clearly supported by some members of the Medical Genetics
Department and several obstetricians and physicians routinely ordering the test, did not receive
wide support among physicians or women throughout the province. Neither general practitioners
and obstetricians providing primary obstetrical care nor women receiving it came forward in
significant numbers to ask the Medical Genetics department to develop a provincial neural tube
disorder screening program. Some of this lack of support may be accounted for by ignorance of
the test.

* Features of the AFP era are presented here primarily through the recollections of the Director of the
Provincial Medical Genetics Program at the time. She acted as a consultant to and was interviewed
for this HTA report.
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The former Director of the Provincial Medical Genetics Program Director argued that unilaterally
to introduce an AFP program was outside her power. She had funds within the Provincial
Medical Genetics Program allocated toward supporting prenatal testing. For example, from the
late 1970s, the Medical Genetics Program had been allocating increasing resources to women over
age 35 considering or actually undergoing amniocentesis. However, while provincial funding was
expanding to the Provincial Medical Genetics Program which was, in turn, directing increasing
support to prenatal testing, the Program Directors protested that there was no funding to develop
the service beyond university-affiliated hospitals and health institutions based in Vancouver.
From the government’s perspective, by contrast, funding for a provincial AFP service was
already being provided as part of the global budget to the Provincial Medical Genetics Program;
in its view, if such a service were warranted, it should be provided from this budget. A funding
impasse resulted that has not been resolved to the present.
Despite the absence of Provincial Program funding, utilization of AFP testing grew steadily
throughout the decade, albeit at a low level, reaching 1000 tests per year by 1990 (3% of live
births).29 In addition, some of the referral pattern and patient care infra-structure became
established both for women under age 35 having serum AFP testing and women over age 35
having amniocentesis or CVS. Although not formally studied, utilization seemed dominated by
women living within or within a few hours drive of the major metropolitan areas of the province.

Summary
In summary, from its initiation, the policy process relating to maternal serum screening has
hinged on demand, need or general interest in this form of testing. Policy-makers, of necessity,
have been obliged to interpret the level of demand for maternal serum screening in the province
as sole indicator of whether or not women or primary care physicians support a maternal
screening program.
Until very recently, maternal serum screening utilization remained limited to a relatively small
nucleus of obstetric and genetic specialists centred in the large south-western metropolitan
regions of the province. Based on the utilization rate, health policy-makers decided that maternal
serum screening had not been demanded by a sufficient number of primary-care physicians or
women; nor by a sufficiently vocal set of their political representatives. Advocacy and publicpolicy developments have become caught in a circular argument: program funding requires
popular use, but popular use cannot occur without the educational strategies that accompany
program funding.
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PART II • PRENATAL SCREENING

CHAPTER 3: AMNIOCENTESIS & TMS
This report is not primarily designed for a specialist audience, and its mandate reaches beyond
discussion of specific prenatal testing techniques. Accordingly, the technical material on
amniocentesis and TMS has been kept to a minimum. Some degree of technical detail is,
however, necessary for understanding current issues relevant to prenatal screening options,
and this follows here and more specifically in Appendix C. Subsequent chapters will focus
on general issues raised by moving to a publicly-funded mass prenatal screening program.
This chapter looks at two competing diagnostic strategies currently considered for program
status in BC. They are: amniocentesis alone; and TMS as the primary test with amniocentesis
as a secondary confirming test. Both approaches are designed to detect fetuses with Down
syndrome, other rarer chromosomal abnormalities or open neural tube disorders. Each has
strengths and weaknesses for individual women, clinical care providers, and population health.

Identified conditions
A brief summary follows of the conditions that pre-natal screening aims to detect.

Down syndrome
In the medical and genetics literature, Down syndrome is usually reduced to prevalence statistics,
live birth rates, percentage of heart and gastro-intestinal defects and life expectancy, some of
which follow here. But this implicitly negative presentation belies much of the reality of
individual women, families and communities living with Down syndrome, which many regard as
an altogether richer experience. This perspective has been considerably developed in recent time,
and it is therefore with an appropriate caution that Down syndrome is discussed in this section.
Down syndrome, also known as trisomy 21, is the most commonly occurring chromosomal
disorder. In most instances, fertilization resulted in each cell having three copies of chromosome
21, instead of the normal two. The problem is estimated to occur with an incidence of about
1 in 600 to 700 births in BC (60-70 births per year).2,30 Down syndrome is associated with
mental retardation, congenital heart disease and various additional physical manifestations.
Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of fetuses in a population of women. Note that most
pregnant women are under the age at which prevalence of Down syndrome is highest.
TMS is also used to identify women at increased risk for carrying a fetus with other rarer,
usually fatal chromosomal disorders such as trisomy 18.
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Figure 1. Distribution of live births by age and risk of Down syndrome
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Open neural tube disorders
Open neural tube disorders, serious abnormalities of the brain and spine. The latter group occur
with an estimated incidence of 1.3/1000 live births (40-50 births per year in BC)1,31
Closed, or skin covered defects, which constitute 5%-10% of all neural tube disorders, will not
be detected. Open neural tube disorders consist of anencephaly and spina bifida in about equal
percentage. Anencephaly, which results in a seven-fold rise in the median maternal serum AFP
level, has little overlap with unaffected pregnancies, and therefore is not considered part of the
routine screening parameters. Instead, neural tube disorder screening parameters, such as falsepositive and detection rates are discussed in terms of open neural tube disorders.
Open neural tube disorders, in contrast to Down syndrome, occurs independent of maternal age.
Detection of open neural tube disorders, therefore is a direct function of the overall percentage
of women undergoing prenatal testing.

Other congenital disorders
It is important to note that amniocentesis, with or without TMS, detects only a very small
percentage of the major physical and mental disorders found in newborns. Congenital disorders
are estimated at between 3% and 5% of all births.32 Thus, although TMS can lead to detection of
the majority of fetuses with two of the most common congenital conditions, Down syndrome and
neural tube disorders, taken together these conditions account for less than 10% (0.1% of all
births) of the major disorders found at birth.
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Ethnicity as a factor in relevant disorders
Several cohort studies have looked for associations between ethnicity and TMS marker levels as
indicators of the risk of having a child with Down syndrome or neural tube disorder.33-36 The
overall conclusion is that while ethnicity should be considered in TMS testing, no link exists
between Down syndrome incidence and a definable ethnic group.
Despite the absence of an association between Down syndrome and an ethnic group, it is important
to question what impact ethnicity could have on TMS; whether, for example, decisions about
giving birth to a child with a disability may make women in ethnic groups already discriminated
against even more vulnerable to discrimination by the dominant cultural group. More subtly,
membership of a visible minority may also make women vulnerable to discriminatory practices
based on ethnic stereotypes regarding use and purpose of reproductive technology.
A cautionary example from the United States of how prenatal screening can be discriminatory
against a particular ethnic group is cited by Bradby.37 The Sickle Cell Anemia program was not
intended as a racist policy, but as a useful way of addressing health care issues deemed relevant
for individuals of African-American descent. The program targetted individuals considered to
be at a higher risk of the sickle cell anemia genotype, but eventually paved the way towards a
form of anti-black eugenics.38 Genetic carriers of the trait were discriminated against in the
form of employment loss, higher insurance premiums, and in receiving particular types of
medical treatment.39
This example of the dangers of a screening program illustrates the fine line between encouraging
individual choice, and introducing a tool that furthers discriminatory practices.

Clinical manoeuvres: mass screening* and targetted testing for
Down syndrome
Amniocentesis as the primary test
Amniocentesis is a technique whereby amniotic fluid is obtained from a women during
pregnancy by inserting an ultrasonographically-guided needle trans-abdominally into the
amniotic sack. Fluid is aspirated and fetal cells are separated. These cells are cultured
and analysed for chromosomal patterns, a process that takes approximately 2-3 weeks.

* Population screening in relation to prenatal care is defined as “the identification, among apparently
healthy individuals, of those who are sufficiently at risk of a specific disorder to justify a subsequent
diagnostic test or procedure.” 172 It is to be noted that women who undergo screening and are identified
as screen-positive do not necessarily have a fetus with a specific disorder. Rather, they are members of
a group that has a higher incidence of the disorder than the screen-negative group. It is also the case that
a few screen-negative women will carry a fetus with a disorder. However, the percentage of such cases is
lower than the percentage of affected fetuses in the screen-positive population.
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The most common tests conducted are:
• fetal cell karyotyping *
• alpha feto-protein (acetylcholinesterase, if elevated AFP)
• other bio-chemical analyses; DNA testing.
Women receiving amniocentesis are also incidentally screened for neural tube defects, although
the incidence of these disorders does not increase with maternal age.
Amniocentesis for fetal karyotyping can be performed in the first three months of pregnancy,
but it is usually conducted in the second three months of pregnancy when the amniotic sac is
much larger.

Fetal loss
The virtue of amniocentesis is its ability to discriminate between a positive and negative
diagnosis for conditions such as Down syndrome. This power is, however, materially mitigated
by significant numbers (approximately 1%) of spontaneous abortions resulting from the
procedure. The UK Health Technology Assessment report concluded that second trimester
amniocentesis is safest in terms of fetal loss, and the method most likely to be efficacious in
obtaining useful amniotic fluid and cell samples.40
The best estimate of fetal loss comes from a randomized controlled trial of screening, which
reported a procedure related risk of 0.9% (mid-range estimate 15-75 percentile of 0.6-1.2) of
pregnancies.41 This study was conducted in the 1980s and may over-estimate loss. Techniques
have since improved.

Amniocentesis over age 35 years
Hitherto, this procedure has been offered in BC only to pregnant women above age thirty-five.
In various Canadian and US jurisdictions, this has been rationalized as the cut-off point because
over this age, the risk of having a child with a genetic disorder was considered to be greater than
the risk of an abortion as the result of CVS or amniocentesis.42, 43
Most younger women (and therefore most women in pregnancy) have generally been considered
to be both at too low a risk for detectable congenital† abnormalities and at too high a risk of fetal
loss from the testing procedures, specifically amniocentesis, for testing to be justified.

Chorionic villous sampling
It may be noted that Down syndrome can also be diagnosed prenatally by determining the
karyotype of fetal cell samples obtained by chorionic villous sampling. Chorionic villous
sampling is used early in pregnancy, between 10 and 12 weeks, and is an uncommon alternative
to amniocentesis for women over age 35. It is not directly relevant to the main issues addressed
in this report, and will only be considered in the economic analysis, Part V.

* Karyotype means the chromosomal element typical of a cell, arranged according to the Denver classification
and drawn in their true proportions, based on the average of measurements determined in the number of cells.
†

Congenital disorder means a disorder present at birth.
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Triple-marker screening (TMS)
The benefit to harm ratio associated with TMS is to a large extent dependent on the logistics
of its provision in any setting. As the chapter following indicates, women having TMS need
ready access to diagnostic and counselling services, especially those living in more remote
areas of the province.
The simplicity of the TMS blood test, completed in a matter of seconds in any laboratory or
medical facility, therefore belies the complexity of the context in which women choose TMS as
part of their obstetrical care. In fact, a series of choices confronts each woman. Instrumental in
this process is the knowledge, skill and attitude of the professional who provides the technical
information on which these decisions will be based.
TMS comprises several technical components:
1) Biochemical testing and analysis of maternal serum (see Appendix C)
2) Dating ultrasound (see Appendix C)
3) Amniocentesis (see p25)
4) Cytogenetic testing of amniotic fluid cells (see Appendix C)
5) Second trimester abortion (see p26)

False-positive
TMS, similar to other screening tests, provides a collection of true-positive, as well as falsepositive and false-negative results. Between 8% and 10% of the women who have TMS will test
positive. Only a small percentage of these women, however, will actually have an affected fetus
(1 to 2% of those testing positive).

False-negative
TMS also results in false-negative results, so that some women carrying a fetus with Down
syndrome will be falsely reassured that their fetus is unaffected. False-negative results are of
greatest significance to approximately 15% of women over age 35 who may elect not to have
a definitive diagnosis with amniocentesis.

Detection rates
Population-wide, as opposed to age-specific, TMS could detect 60%-70% of fetuses with Down
syndrome, and 80% of those with neural tube disorders. Population-wide TMS is recommended
because most cases of Down syndrome and neural tube disorders occur to women considered at
low risk for conceiving a fetus with these disorders. It is possible to obtain higher percentages of
Down syndrome positives with TMS, but this is associated with higher rates of false-positives
(requiring confirming amniocentesis) and induced abortions. Prevalence of Down syndrome is
directly related to maternal age, increasing for older cohorts of women (see Figure 1).

Ultrasound
TMS is considerably dependent on ultrasound scanning during pregnancy. Figure 2 provides an
example (after the Ontario Ministry of Health) of a decision tree which locates ultrasound in a
TMS service. It includes the timing and type of test and their decision paths.
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Initial TMS-positive women who have not had dating ultrasound are asked to have a scan to
confirm dates. If the ultrasound date estimate is greater than 10 days’ difference from nonultrasound estimates, the TMS risk estimate must be recalculated.
TMS can be provided at any time between 15 and 18 weeks’ gestation, but the actual gestation
must be known for accurate test interpretation. Gestational dating almost always requires an
ultrasound scan. An ultrasound scan also assists TMS interpretation by determining fetal
viability and gestational number if there is more than one fetus.
There is increasing use of sophisticated ultrasound testing during pregnancy, particularly in
the second trimester.44,45 Ultrasound itself is a screening tool for detecting congenital disorders,
primarily structural abnormalities, some of which are associated with genetic conditions such
as Down syndrome. Prior ultrasound testing may also have an impact on TMS by conferring
an elevated risk status on some women who are subsequently offered serum testing.
Although estimates of the effects of ultrasound dates are not possible from actual BC data, it is
reasonable to assume the effect would be similar to that found in the world literature. Wald
shows the effect of ultrasound dates on screening test performance. TMS detection rates rise
from 59% without dating ultrasound, to 69% with these scans. 22,46

Summary
TMS followed by amniocentesis, and amniocentesis alone are obstetrical care services both
designed to identify those women with a fetus affected by Down syndrome, neural tube disorders,
or rarer chromosomal abnormalities.
Each has strengths and weaknesses. The primary advantage of amniocentesis alone is that it
leads directly to cytogenetic analysis with virtually no false-positive or false-negative results,
so that pre-test counselling by obstetrical care providers remains relatively easy. The primary
disadvantage of amniocentesis alone is the 1% risk of fetal loss due to amniocentesis itself.
As a result, it has been limited to the 15% to 17% of pregnant women over age 35 in Canada
at sufficiently high a priori risk for carrying a fetus with Down syndrome to justify the risk of
healthy fetal loss. The maximum number of fetuses with Down syndrome that can be detected
remains limited to about 25%, the number that occurs in women over age 35.
The primary advantage of a TMS service is that it applies to women of any age, thus increasing
the potential detection rate to 60% to 70% of affected fetuses. For women under age 35, it can
identify a subset of women at sufficiently increased risk of carrying a fetus with Down syndrome
to justify the risk of amniocentesis. For women over age 35, it can identify a subset of women at
sufficiently low risk that amniocentesis may not be recommended.
The primary problem with TMS in any age group is that, in contrast to amniocentesis, it is
associated with false-positive and false-negative results. Pre-test counselling is therefore much
more difficult for obstetrical care providers. In addition, TMS requires several steps, including
detailed ultrasound, which may be logistically difficult for women living in rural or remote
regions of any jurisdiction.
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Figure 2: Maternal Serum Screening Protocol *
Dating ultrasound 8-16 weeks (where possible)

Blood drawn at 16 weeks

Screen negative

Screen positive

No further testing

For Down syndrome

For open spina bifida

Ultrasound to check fetal age
(if not done previously)

Ultrasound to check fetal age & number
of fetuses &/or detailed ultrasound
for obvious anomalies, plus repeat
sample when indicated

Obvious
explanation

No obvious explanation
for high AFP
Offer counselling about options
for further diagnostic testing

Dates incorrect

Dates correct
Offer counselling about
option of amniocentesis

Drawn before
15 weeks

Repeat at
16 weeks

Drawn after
15 weeks

Recalculate risk
of Down syndrome

* After Ontario Ministry of Health. Maternal Serum Screening. Health Care Providers’ Reference
Pamphlet. Jul 1993:4
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CHAPTER 4: TMS UTILIZATION TRENDS, REGIONAL
DISTRIBUTION, SERVICE PERFORMANCE
In the province of BC, TMS, primary and tertiary obstetrical care, medical genetics, amniocentesis,
abortion services, and laboratory medicine have all developed separately, reflecting independent
professional, economic and social processes. For the most part these clinical care activities involve
different professional groups, and are funded through different mechanisms within different
departments and institutions, all of which have at least somewhat different agendas, demands and
priorities. Rather than a single entity, TMS in BC might therefore more appropriately be regarded
as a loose association between virtually independent clinical services.
This chapter seeks to explain how in the mid-1990s, laboratory services developed much faster
throughout the province than associated diagnostic, counselling and abortion services. The result
is that major challenges of regional disparities in access to genetic counselling and diagnostic
services such as amniocentesis now face TMS development in the BC. A second aim is to
understand the widespread use of ultrasound scanning, itself a prenatal screening test for
congenital disorders including Down syndrome, and its impact on prenatal obstetrical care
in general and TMS in particular.

Maternal serum screening and laboratory medicine
Maternal serum screening for Down syndrome * became increasingly important to laboratory
pathologists (clinical biochemists) during the late 1980s. Along with local geneticists, the
obstetricians and pathologists associated with the Medical Genetics Departments became aware
that the AFP tests ordered to assess the risk of neural-tube disorders (NTDs) could also be used to
interpret the risk of Down syndrome: elevated AFP associated with increased risk of NTDs, and
decreased AFP associated with increased risk of Down syndrome. As a result, women having an
AFP for NTDs, could equally well have a Down syndrome risk assessment.
Prior to the advent of TMS, an ethical dilemma arose for laboratory pathologists in regard to
reporting low alpha protein results. The issue (discussed in Chapter 8 below) has largely been
resolved by the introduction of triple-markers.
With the expanded possibilities for maternal serum testing for genetics disorders and the failure
of NTD program development, formal proposals for the development of a provincial maternal
serum screening program switched in 1990/91 to requests for a maternal serum genetic screening
program. The program proponents faced a problem, however. AFP tests were paid for as a
provincial benefit under the Medical Services Plan as described above. The two additional
serum markers needed for genetic risk assessment, human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) and
unconjugated estriol, were not.
Laboratories were already funded and capable of performing two components of the triple screen
test, independently, for other indications. Serum alpha-fetal-protein (AFP) levels, as mentioned,
* Other, rarer genetic conditions (usually by a factor of 10), which serum screening may also provide a risk
assessment are not specifically considered in this discussion.
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were used as a test for neural tube disorders. HCG assays were used for, among other things,
early diagnosis of pregnancy. The type of serum estriol that needs measurement requires specific
additional testing capability. Program development therefore needed expanded indications for
each of these established tests.
The proposals accordingly provided a number of justifications for provincial funding of
laboratory TMS testing:
•

To fund laboratory marker measurement and risk calculation would increase the options
for interested women, particularly women already seeking AFP testing.

•

Triple-marker measurements would allow an additional risk assessment for women over
age 35 interested in diagnostic testing via amniocentesis. These women could forego
amniocentesis if their risk assessment situated them at levels found in much younger
age groups.

•

It would largely relieve the dilemma laboratory pathologists faced when finding a low
AFP result.

•

The tests had been proven effective in large, sophisticated clinical trials;

•

The proposals also noted that TMS was offered or about to be offered in two other
Canadian provinces.

Beyond seeking provincial funding of laboratory tests, the initial proposals requested
establishment of one or two urban-centred pilot projects. That is, while envisioning the ultimate
development of a province-wide maternal serum screening program, they initially sought limited
funding to develop a model for and to evaluate options for integrated service-delivery beyond the
serum TMS test.
Introduction of population-based TMS
The laboratory-led proposals for a TMS program in BC, similar to prior proposals in the early
1990s and 1980s, did not receive provincial funding. In the event, the Genes, Elements and
Metabolism Program, at BC Children’s and Women’s Hospital began participation in an
international research project on TMS, fortuitous in that it largely resolved the problem faced
by laboratory physicians in relation to reporting low AFP results.
Conducted from 1995 to 1997, the GEM study was designed to determine which serum markers
were best for prenatal screening. In addition, the researchers were interested in the impact of
TMS on the amniocentesis rate for women aged 35 years and older. They hypothesised that
TMS use by women in this older age group would reduce the use of amniocentesis, thereby
reducing the associated risk of loss of unaffected fetuses.
The women in the study had TMS substituted for single-marker screening with AFP. The
resulting risk assessment based on three markers represents the innovation associated with TMS,
providing a more accurate risk assessment for Down syndrome than AFP alone. Therefore, while
designed to assess the relative merits of alternate serum screening strategies, the study resulted in
the first large scale introduction into the province of a serum screening program.
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Although not published in the medical literature, several newsletters were circulated to all
provincial physicians, and the study introduced TMS to many practitioners. Seventy-five percent
of the women were under age 35 (in compliance with the initial study design).
Since one of the objectives was to examine TMS introduction in three different contexts (BC,
Ontario, and Quebec) this research study was in part intended as a pilot project.47 Further aspects
of the project are discussed in Chapter 8 in relation to wrongful birth lawsuits and in Appendix C
in relation to laboratory services in BC.

TMS trends
The GEM study in 1995 began the replacement of AFP testing with TMS as the maternal serum
screening test used in British Columbia. Only AFP appears as a fee item in the BC Medical
Services administrative database. Since, however, AFP is one of the three markers which make
up the triple screen, it provides a rough estimation of the trend in maternal serum screening use.*
In 1996/7, 25% of eligible women received an AFP (and by assumption a TMS) test during
their pregnancy. The proportion of tests for women under 35 was 54% of all tests in 1991/92,
47% in 1994/95, and 56% in 1996/97. The potential for expansion of service provision is in the
category of women under age 35. 83% of live births occurred in this age group, with only 17%
of potentially eligible women receiving serum testing to date. TMS testing rates were obtained
directly from the GEM program (Figure 3).

Ultrasound trends
The volume and cost of prenatal ultrasounds at 14 weeks’ gestation and over has also been
reasonably stable over time. The fee-for-service price of prenatal ultrasound after 14 weeks is
$90.63. Ultrasound examination will be considered in Appendix D on TMS effectiveness.
The volume and cost of prenatal ultrasound at less than 14 weeks has been reasonably stable
during the 1990s: 28,476 test at a cost of $1,820,924 in 1991/92; 28,966 tests at a cost of
$1,960,014 in 1994/95 and 26,990 tests at a cost of $1,844,963 in 1996/97. The fee-for-service
price of prenatal ultrasound before 14 weeks is $68.00.
Routine dating ultrasound prior to TMS has been recommended in BC.48 However, because of
limited access to ultrasound in several regions of the province, prior dating ultrasound has not
become a requirement for TMS testing.
Although more prenatal ultrasound testing is occurring in the province each year, less pre-TMS
dating ultrasound may be occurring. This is because the current provincial recommendation by
the Council on Clinical Practice Guidelines, in keeping with the Society of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists of Canada, is for a single ultrasound scan at 18 weeks’ gestation.49 This gestation
was selected as a compromise between dating (which is optimal earlier) and detection of fetal
anomalies (which is optimal later, as structures develop). The timing of dating ultrasound is
therefore too late for many women having TMS starting at 15 weeks’ gestation.

* A proportion of the AFP tests included in these totals were not conducted on maternal serum but amniotic
fluid. This accounted for approximately 35% of all AFP tests reimbursed in 1996/97.
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Figure 3: Number of TMS tests per month, Jan. 1998 to July 1999
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Amniocentesis
Genetic counselling, chorionic villous sampling (CVS) or amniocentesis, and fetal karyotyping
has been offered to women over age 35 in British Columbia since the late 1970s.
For complex social and historical reasons (not least of which is their characterization as ‘elderly’
with respect to their reproductive capability),50 approximately sixty percent of women over age
thirty-five (and to a much lesser extent women under this age) have sought these services.51
Amniocentesis rates were not obtained directly from the Medical Services Plan administrative
database because it does not distinguish between amniocentesis for prenatal testing and other
indications (Appendix E). Instead, amniocentesis utilization for genetic testing is assumed
from the number of cytogentic analyses. Each amniocentesis produces only one sample for
cytogenetic analysis. The volume of cytogenetic analysis of amniocentesis fluid increased
steadily from 2,826 tests in 1991/92 to 3,433 in 1994/95 and 3,871 in 1996/97) (Appendix E,
Tables 14-16).
Amniocentesis rates for advanced maternal age in 1996/1997 were provided in the Amniocentesis
Business Plan for 1998,52 which included regional data. Amniocentesis services have remained
centralized in Vancouver and Victoria, and as a result have favoured women in these areas (70%
versus 40% in other regions).52
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Medical services payments for AFP (TMS) compared with other prenatal tests
The cost of AFP (TMS) was compared to the costs of amniocentesis and prenatal ultrasound.
As Figures 4 & 5 demonstrate, the cost of prenatal ultrasound exceeded $7 million in 1996/97,
compared with about $400,000 for AFP and $49,000 for amniocentesis.
As noted above, much of the cost of amniocentesis and TMS is from alternative payments and
therefore not included in this database. Nevertheless, the cost of ultrasound far exceeds costs
associated with other prenatal screening and diagnostic tests.

Abortion
Province-wide TMS will almost certainly increase the demand for second trimester abortion
services in BC. Present access to abortion services in rural, isolated and northern communities
is somewhat limited.53 In addition, growing anti-abortion violence in BC and elsewhere has led
to noticeably diminished numbers of practitioners willing to offer abortion services in any
geographical area. There is, not surprisingly, a growing reluctance on the part of graduating
medical students to learn and practise the procedure.
The problems associated with providing abortion services in the province are well known to the
Ministry of Health and to the Minister’s Advisory Council requesting this review. Therefore,
although some details some details follow regarding abortion services and the provinciallysponsored Abortion Working Group, abortion services will remain essentially outside the scope
of the present review.

Abortion rates
According to provincial Ministry of Health data, approximately 15,000 medically-induced
abortions are conducted annually in the province: about 14,000 prior to 14 weeks’ gestation
and 1,200 after 14 weeks. Of those occurring after 14 weeks, approximately 100 arise from
the detection of a significant fetal congenital or chromosomal anomaly.
The US Task Force summarizes the morbidity evidence following first trimester abortion,
including infection, haemorrhage, and injury, at 2%-3% of procedures, although serious morbidity
is rare. In one series reporting on 170,000 cases, for example, the hospitalization rate was 0.07%
and no reported deaths.54,55 The US Task Force reports higher morbidity from second trimester
abortions, but mortality remains rare. They estimate the case-fatality rate for legally-induced
abortions at 0.4/100,000 procedures. This is contrasted with a pregnancy-related mortality rate
of 8-9/100,000.54
While they are limited to well under 1% of the total abortions performed in the province,
abortions in BC requested because of prenatal diagnosis are significant because they occur late
in the second trimester of pregnancy and are technically difficult. Most late second trimester
abortions are currently provided by the Comprehensive Abortion and Reproductive Education
(CARE) program at BC Women’s Hospital. A small number are conducted in three additional
regional hospitals.
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Figure 4: Total payments for amniocentesis and AFP over three time periods
Source: MSP data
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Figure 5: Total payments for prenatal screening tests over three time periods
Source: MSP data
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The rate of abortion following positive amniocentesis is unknown for BC; estimates are
available in the literature.56-58 The rate of induced abortion as an adverse effect following
amniocentesis is similarly not known for BC. Estimates from randomized trials are also
available in the literature.41
The Ministry of Health has established an Abortion Services Working Group which is addressing
the ongoing issues of access to services in some areas of the province, aspects of provider and
patient safety, and the particular problems associated with providing late second trimester
abortions, such as those arising from prenatal screening.
The Abortion Services Working Group recently commissioned a province-wide survey 53 that
describes wide disparity in access to services outside Vancouver and Victoria. The Working
Group continues to support initiatives aimed at promoting local services and reducing out-ofprovince referrals.
The Abortion Services Working Group is also addressing the major issue of physician supply.
They note that a decreasing number of physicians are providing an increasing proportion of
abortions in the province, and at a time when these physicians approach retirement and new
obstetricians are reluctant to include abortions in their practices. The Comprehensive Abortion
and Reproductive Education (CARE) program at BC Women’s Hospital is working to increase
the number of well-trained providers by offering optional medical student and obstetrical
resident education.

Regional diversity
Limited awareness of cultural diversity
This review includes an examination of regional utilization of TMS and diagnostic services,
as well as considering the range of clinical care approaches to TMS across the province.
In the multi-cultural context found in BC, however, the diversity of experience within and
between communities is a separate and most important consideration. Neither the published
literature, nor current research in the province helps in understanding culture-specific perception
of TMS, neural tube disorders, and Down syndrome.
While representing only a preliminary examination of this complex issue, some questions of
cultural diversity are raised through interviews with members of the Vancouver South Asian
community (Appendix F).

Regionalization of administration
BC is currently devolving centralized authority from the Ministry of Health to Health Regions of
the province. Within this evolving system, administration and management of TMS components
may become central issues: is TMS to be designated a core service required of all regions by the
Ministry, or will individual regions be left to consider what place TMS testing and counselling
should have within their own program priorities? A larger question was highlighted by the Royal
Commission on New Reproductive Technology: how can public policy ensure equal access to all
forms of prenatal testing and abortion services? 8
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Distribution of prenatal testing
Although access is in theory universal, in practice TMS utilization is dominated by patients
living in or close to the major urban centres in the south-western corner of the province. All the
laboratories responsible for karyotyping and two departments responsible for genetic counselling
are located within this area.
Regional disparity is exacerbated by the imposition on initial screen-positive women of excess
travel costs. The case illustrations below show the typical problem. The issue of provision for
travel to centralized sites as an alternative to regionalization of amniocentesis services is
addressed in the provincial report on the provision of amniocentesis services.52
The use of prenatal tests has steadily increased over the time period in most regions (Appendix E).
The highest use of TMS testing occurred in Vancouver, South Fraser Valley, North Shore, Simon
Fraser and Capital health regions, as indicated by both medical services commission and GEM
data. The GEM program provided data on the regional distribution of physicians who have ever
ordered or received the results of a triple-marker screening test (Appendix E, Table 13).
The pattern of amniocentesis use also follows this pattern. Tables 16 & 17 (Appendix E) present
total services and payment data from the BC Medical Services Commission administrative
database on alpha fetoprotein serum testing, cytogenetic analysis of amniotic fluid, transabdominal
amniocentesis and ultrasonic guidance of amniocentesis for fiscal years 1991/92, 1994/95 and
1996/97. These time periods were chosen to illustrate general trends.

Diversity of service provision: Case illustrations
As part of this project research, interviews were conducted with physicians currently practising
in the province. Based on what they describe, the following represent typical TMS scenarios in
urban and rural primary care settings.

Scenario 1. Westside Vancouver
Woman A, age 28, in the 12th week of her first pregnancy, returns to her general practitioner’s
office for a routine prenatal visit.
Her doctor, trained in Canada, had practised obstetrics in this urban setting for almost
20 years. In keeping with her routine practice, she’d provided this woman with various
documents and pamphlets regarding nutrition and birth-place options, and had included
material describing TMS, obtained from the GEM Program, BC Children’s and Women’s
Hospital. The doctor was familiar with the GEM Program because she’d routinely offered
alpha fetoprotein testing to all her patients since the late 1980s.
The physical examination, considered normal, was completed quickly. By contrast,
the discussion of various tests including TMS continued much longer than the planned
15- minute appointment. The woman evidently understood that TMS was a screening test
for Down syndrome, but seemed reluctant to accept that, at her age, she was at risk of
carrying a fetus with this condition. She assumed only older women were at risk.
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Nevertheless, she agreed that the test would probably be a good idea as she didn’t want a
baby with Down syndrome. However, she asked why she had to wait until so late in her
pregnancy to have the blood test. Her doctor explained that the best time for an accurate
test was after 15 weeks.
Pre-test counselling for TMS continued at the next prenatal visit at 16 weeks’ gestation. The
patient hadn’t yet had serum drawn for TMS, but agreed to have it done the following day.
Consequential on the initial decision to have TMS, the woman, her partner and family faced
several potential outcomes (see Figure 2).
TMS negative (95% of women under age 35)
The laboratory report would follow about three days later as ‘negative’, that is, the risk of
Down syndrome was found to be less than 1:385 (the pre-test risk of a woman 35.5 years
old) at term. The risk of open spina bifida was estimated to be less than 1:1000, the assumed
pre-test risk for women in BC, regardless of age.
TMS positive
Several sequences are possible:

Measurement error:
The initial report was ‘positive’, but an ultrasound examination the following day estimated
that her gestational age was wrong (over or under by more than 10 days) or that she had a
twin pregnancy; the test result was revised to ‘negative’. A repeat TMS was recommended
at 15 weeks if, for example, her gestational age was under-estimated at 12 weeks by
ultrasound.
Amniocentesis and abortion:
The laboratory report was ‘positive’ and remained positive despite an ultrasound scan.
The woman was then referred to the Department of Medical Genetics at BC Children’s
and Women’s Hospital later the same week, where she was counselled regarding the risk
of carrying a fetus with Down syndrome, and informed that she was eligible to have a
diagnostic amniocentesis. The woman was also advised of the risk of abortion due to the
amniocentesis procedure itself. She then chooses to have or not to have amniocentesis. The
amniocentesis procedure requires an additional appointment with the prenatal screening
program at BC Children’s and Women’s Hospital. The results of the amniocentesis take an
additional 10 days to 2 weeks. The cytogenetic studies show Down syndrome in about 1-2%
of women who test TMS positive. If carrying a fetus with Down syndrome, the woman must
decide whether to have an abortion. An abortion at this stage of pregnancy would almost
certainly be performed at the BC Children’s and Women’s Hospital in Vancouver.
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Scenario 2. East Kootenays
Woman B, age 28, in the 12th week of her first pregnancy, returns to her general
practitioner’s office for a routine prenatal visit.
Her doctor, medically trained in Canada, had practised obstetrics in this rural setting for
almost 20 years. Consistent with his routine practice, he hadn’t provided this woman with
any written material describing TMS, and was not aware of the TMS material available
from the GEMS program at BC Children’s and Women’s Hospital. Moreover, neither he
nor his four local GP colleagues routinely offered AFP testing to their patients, since it
was more than a hundred kilometers to the nearest obstetrical specialist and almost 300
kilometers to the nearest genetic counsellor in Calgary. Prenatal serum testing either
with alpha fetoprotein or TMS were rarely requested by women in this community.
In keeping with the recommendations of the Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
of Canada and the provincial Council for Clinical Practice Guidelines, the doctor
recommended routine ultrasound testing at 18 weeks’ gestation to all of his patients.
He made this recommendation, not because ultrasound could detect fetal anomalies,
but to assist with obstetrical care. Most women in his practice expected, and about
two-thirds obtained, a routine obstetrical ultrasound examination.
Although not routinely offering prenatal serum screening, he was nevertheless in the process
of changing his practice. This was in part because of a Continuing Medical Education
course earlier in 1999 which had discussed the new forms of screening such as TMS; and in
part because he had read an account of a wrongful birth lawsuit in Chilliwack (a community
in the lower Fraser Valley). He was alarmed to note that the College of Physicians and
Surgeons bulletin recommended that he should offer TMS to all pregnant women in his
practice. Of greatest immediate concern was how to arrange for women in his practice to
obtain amniocentesis. He discusses the situation with his patient, and she agrees to have
the initial blood test.

Several courses are again possible:
TMS negative
As in approximately 95% of cases, the laboratory report followed three days later as ‘negative’.
TMS positive
The laboratory report came back ‘positive’, and in order to have an ultrasound scan, this
woman needed to travel 120 kilometers to an intermediate level care hospital. The scan
could revise the estimated gestational age and result in a negative test finding, or if a fetal
anatomical abnormality was found the woman would have to travel 300 kms in the opposite
direction for detailed ultrasound examination.
The report remained positive despite ultrasound. The woman was then referred to the
Medical Genetics Department in Vancouver. She may or may not be able to obtain sufficient
time off work or have sufficient funds for travel. If undertaken, the counselling and
amniocentesis would probably be arranged for the same day. Abortion, if indicated and
requested, would require a second journey to Vancouver about 2 weeks later.
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Summary
The provision of TMS in the BC context depends on several key variables:
1. TMS utilization is growing rapidly, but not for all age groups. As shown by GEM data
(Appendix G, Table 6), TMS utilization, at least in this initial phase, is strongly identified
with women over age 30 and close to age 35, the established eligible age for amniocentesis
without prior TMS. Also taken from the GEM experience, 50% of women age 35 and older
who opt for prenatal testing continue to select amniocentesis first, rather than TMS. In other
words, for the population 35 years and older, the GEM data suggest that at least half the
women who would have chosen amniocentesis in the past will continue to choose
amniocentesis, despite the availability of TMS.
2. The actual role of TMS in obstetrical care is very sensitive to women’s decisions following
TMS: whether or not to have amniocentesis after a TMS positive result, and whether or not
to have an abortion if Down syndrome is confirmed by cytogenetics. Amniocentesis rates
are known to depend on access to services, which in BC favours women in Vancouver and
Victoria.52 Amniocentesis utilization also varies with age, with the highest utilization in the
younger age groups.
3. Although the quality of laboratory and post-test counselling services are not in issue,
the degree of training or specific expertise of individual physicians and midwives providing
pre-test counselling has not been assessed. Significant program adjustments are likely to
prove necessary as obstetrical care providers either assume or decline this professional role.
4. Commercial interests have not had a significant impact on TMS. TMS has not to date been
actively promoted by the drug or device industry. As a result, it has received relatively little
public and professional attention as compared with other tests promoted through
manufacturer-subsidised lectures, conferences, and publications. With an increasing number
of genetic conditions detectable through prenatal testing, however, this may change, and
commercial interests may ultimately play a key role. In one disquieting development, for
example, US companies have announced preparedness to offer ‘mail-order’ genetic testing,
in which a privately-funded local facility would gather blood samples and mail them to a
centrally-located laboratory. Test results would be mailed directly to women, leaving local
geneticists and counsellors to interpret results and provide any necessary additional services.
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PART III • PATTERNS OF EXPERIENCE
This section of the review considers TMS in the lives of ordinary women and their families.
The primary difficulty in this policy area (and the primary deficit in this study) is that while
research has reported on TMS utilization and cost, almost nothing is known about the impact
of (population-wide) TMS on women, who are likely to know little about issues of genetic
and congenital risk.
Consequently, it is apparent that if any policy in this difficult area is to prove sustainable, it will
be essential to bring forward the concerns of women and the disabled and to consider the patterns
of their experience.
The authors of this report regard critically claims that TMS provides reassurance. Most
informants in the data-gathering phase themselves questioned whether reassurance is needed at
all. One focus group participant stated: “I think that by offering the test you’re making the fear,”
and another mother reasoned “As we remove old medical fears, we replace them with other
medical fears that might be less life-threatening but take up the space left by the previous fear.”
Not all those whose views are considered here have encountered TMS directly, but even indirect
effects are significant. This section explores individual and family experience with TMS,
counselling, and the perspective of families caring for children with Down syndrome.
Chapter 5 summarizes some of the published and unpublished literature on women’s
experiences with prenatal screening in general and serum screening in particular. The ensuing
Chapter 6 examines genetic counselling efforts aimed at assisting women to understand and
manage a TMS positive test result. Finally, Chapter 7 provides a perspective from women and
families raising children with Down syndrome, a largely self-confident viewpoint focussing on
children, often forgotten amid technical discussions of screening parameters and economics.
Social issues of disability-rights and selective abortion of viable conditions are examined in Part
VI.

CHAPTER 5: WOMEN AND PRENATAL SCREENING
The goal of this chapter is to incorporate current knowledge of women’s experiences into prenatal screening policy development, and to highlight the need for additional research investment
in this area.
Some primary data on women’s experiences with TMS were gathered opportunistically from
concurrent research with women caring for children with Down syndrome. For the most part,
however, time and resource limitations of this TMS review required reliance on previouslypublished literature on women’s experiences with TMS and other prenatal screening technologies.
The literature review is not intended as exhaustive, but as sufficient to emphasize that TMS
cannot be adequately understood outside the lives of the women, families and communities in
which it might operate.
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Overview of literature
Most studies of women’s experiences with maternal serum screening use standardized scales to
assess the psychological impacts, or effects of these tests.
Some research focusses on explaining variations in emotional and psychological responses to
maternal serum screening in terms of women's lack of proper information about it. A few studies
have examined women's experiences of maternal serum screening along multiple dimensions,
including attitudes towards disability, feelings of being ‘at risk’, and attitudes towards abortion.
While such assessments may explore the psychological-emotional dimensions of maternal serum
screening in some detail, the entire experience in which women make sense of and negotiate
prenatal genetic technology is intricate, certainly less easy to investigate than simple assessment
of what women know about serum screening or about detectable conditions.
Asking ‘what women know’ addresses whether women understand the medical meanings and
rationale for the test. By contrast, to ask ‘how women make serum screening meaningful’
reminds us that women make sense of new technologies in ways that reflect existing cultural
frameworks, social relationships of family and community, financial circumstances, and
individual histories.
Ethnographic studies of women’s experiences with prenatal screening and diagnosis include
maternal serum alpha fetoprotein in California,59,60 amniocentesis in New York City,12,61
amniocentesis in Manitoba,27 and ultrasound fetal imaging in Quebec.62 A number of studies
to be published shortly examine women’s experiences, for example, with the detection of
Down syndrome in BC,63 with ultrasound-detected anomalies in BC,64 and with amniocentesis
in Quebec.10
These studies specifically address how women’s experiences are shaped by the social and
cultural configurations of their lives, and how women come to refuse or undergo prenatal diagnosis.
Unfortunately, while richly detailed, none of these ethnographies specifically addresses TMS, and
most examine prenatal screening in the United States, rather than in Canada.

Deciding for or against maternal serum testing
Lee noted 65 during the early stages of the TMS pilot in BC that the broader social and cultural
contexts within which women make decisions is complex, bound with issues of religious
persuasion, ethical concerns about the rights of the disabled, and cultural pressures from family
and community.
When an anomaly is detected following TMS, amniocentesis or ultrasound, all that can be
offered is termination of pregnancy. Objection to abortion is generally assumed to be the
primary reason why women refuse maternal serum screening or prenatal diagnosis. Yet
ethnographic research among women undergoing and refusing prenatal diagnosis indicates that
attitudes about abortion and religious affiliation are not static traits either of individuals or of
groups. Rather, they are flexible resources which women and couples use in diverse ways to
address the issues arising from a fetal anomaly.
There is evidence that women who are opposed to abortion are less likely to have prenatal
genetic testing. More than one third of the Manitoba women refusing MSAFP screening in
a 1981-82 study felt that pregnancy termination was unwarranted under any circumstances.66
34
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In their California study, Press and Browner 60 found women who had never terminated a
pregnancy, Spanish-speaking Latina women, and women who described themselves as ‘religious’
were more likely to refuse AFP screening.
Nonetheless, the relationships among ethnicity, religion, and test refusal is complex. The same
study found that membership of a particular religion or cultural community does not necessarily
predict refusal of maternal serum screening. Neither the presence or absence of a male partner
nor personally knowing someone with a disability was a predictor of the test decision.
Furthermore, the study found no significant association between a woman’s current age, age
at first pregnancy, number of previous pregnancies, number of miscarriages, or number of live
births and a women’s decision whether or not to have AFP testing.60
It is worth noting that for most women, the decision to refuse maternal serum screening does not
appear to be made quickly. Test refusers in the California study were significantly more likely
than those who accepted to say that their decision had been reached only after a lot of thought,
and after talking with others.60 More than 60% of test refusers said they might terminate a
pregnancy if a disabling condition was detected, and less than 15% of women who accepted
maternal serum screening said they would have terminated if an anomaly had been detected.60
Therefore, although a negative attitude toward abortion may be an important predictor of refusal,
one cannot conversely assume that acceptance means a positive attitude toward pregnancy
termination.60

Perception of 'risk'
The direct impact of prenatal screening on a woman’s experiences of pregnancy has been
explored in some literature. Rothman 67 concludes that the first half of pregnancy can easily be
overshadowed by concern for what may happen in the second half. Classifying a woman as ‘high
risk’ or ‘low risk’ for having a child with Down syndrome or some other neural tube defect or
anomaly, has a profound effect on the way a pregnancy is viewed.
“Genetic information, like all fortune telling, works in probabilities, possibilities,
and potentials. Women anguish over the decision to terminate a pregnancy after a
diagnosis of Down syndrome; after all, who can tell what degree of retardation the
baby might have? Who can tell what physical problems it might have? Women now
will be given the bits, dribs and drabs of partial information genetic decoding will
offer—an increased chance of this, risk of that, probability of the other. Based on
this information they will be asked to decide whether to terminate a pregnancy.” 67
Reproduction and pregnancy in Canada today are often talked about and experienced in terms
of ‘risk’ and ‘anxiety’.65,68 Women, even low risk women, may be extremely anxious during
pregnancy; indeed, it is not uncommon for them to be told it is natural to worry about their baby.
This is not to imply that all women or all authors writing about pregnancy see it as negative or
entailing risk. Searle 69 for example points out that pregnancy in the 1990s is generally regarded
as a joyful experience; low congenital abnormalities and rare maternal deaths lead pregnant
women to feel generally confident.
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Some authors have noted, however, that perception of risk is increasing among women. Searle
found in her quantitative and qualitative study that anxiety about an abnormal baby was not
associated with health insurance status, education level, occupational level, or age, but that it was
universal.13,69,70 Goel and colleagues’ 71 study of TMS found that for many of the 1741 Ontario
women studied, anxiety increased between 15 and 24 weeks of pregnancy regardless of their
maternal serum screening status.
In attempting to explore the origin of such fears, Searle 69 found that some women reported a fear
of being ‘blamed’, a few discussed the role of societal expectations, and many felt that society
was not yet accepting of people with disability and feared the impact this would have on them as
carers for their children.
Maternal responsibility for the outcome of pregnancy has a long history in European-descended
cultures.72 This sense of responsibility is reinforced for contemporary Canadian women through
advertisements warning them not to drink or smoke during pregnancy, guides to pregnancy which
discuss only risks brought about through the mother’s actions, and media coverage of legal
battles over the rights of pregnant women who continue to use drugs This has also been noted in
the United States.73-75

Disability and normality
A society’s values regarding normality and abnormality greatly influence a woman’s beliefs and
feelings. Perspectives about disability give rise to fear and anxiety. For example, without full
and non-discriminatory support for people with disabilities, the ‘choice’ in prenatal screening
and diagnosis is weighted against continuing a pregnancy with an affected child.
Although largely unstudied, the ideas women hold about ‘disability’ and ‘normality’ may
significantly shape their acceptance and refusal of TMS and other prenatal genetic tests, and
also how they interpret any test results.
A Finnish study found that women, particularly women who had not completed high school
and women under 24 years old, underestimated the occurrence of Down syndrome.24 Rapp 12
among others found differences in how American women of different cultural backgrounds
view disability. While women of Anglo-European descent, especially educated women, are
particularly anxious about mental retardation, women of Puerto Rican and Dominican
background define abnormality primarily in terms of visible malformations.
Buddhist women in Tudiver’s Manitoba study 27 replaced questions about ‘abnormality’ with
commentaries about ‘respect for life’. A British study 76 in a multi-ethnic inner city health district
has shown that screening programmes for Down syndrome have not yet resulted in substantial
reduction in the number of affected babies. Only four women out of 15 cases of Down syndrome
identified terminated their pregnancies.
The high proportion of ethnic minorities may have been unrepresentative of the country as a
whole, but it demonstrates that screening ethnic minorities provide additional challenges despite
similar detection rates of the test. The study concluded that improved provision of screening
services and ante-natal care should be instituted, and optimal understanding of the implications
of the test ensured. As Rapp 12 points out, notions of normal and abnormal have “specific, local
meanings and evocations”.
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One of the unpublished studies noted above is currently looking at the experiences of women and
couples in British Columbia who have received an ultrasound diagnosis of anomaly, which may
help to identify the configurations of risk, responsibility, disability, and normality to be found in
the province.65

Psychological aspects of maternal serum screening
A number of studies indicate the psychological dimensions of having TMS within a framework
of choice and individual responsibility for decision-making. In general, while numerous studies
have reported on the psychological effects of alpha fetoprotein screening, there is little consensus
about what these effects are.
The same mixed results appear with regard to TMS. The psychological products of prenatal
diagnosis include fear of revealing an abnormal pregnancy, fear of having to face a decision
about pregnancy continuation, and fear of a complication resulting from the procedure.7

Screen-negative results
Negative TMS results appear to have a reassuring effect on women.71 That reassurance appears
to persist into the third trimester.5 There are differences in anxiety levels between women who
have serum screening and those who do not, although the extent and source of the differences is
unclear.
Two British studies found a slight difference in general anxiety between screened and unscreened
women.9,77 Untested women had a lower anxiety level than women who were tested and this
difference existed before the test was offered.
As Green 13 suggests, one conclusion may be that “the test was not causing higher anxiety, but
was being accepted by those who were more anxious initially”. Anxiety may also be linked to
lack of knowledge about the test and why it is performed. In Manitoba, women who were
unaware of neural tube disorders before screening were more likely to report anxiety about
screening than women who had some knowledge of neural tube disorders.27
In a Finnish study, women who had not participated in serum screening were less often worried
about Down syndrome than the women undergoing serum screening (14% vs. 23%).24 Not
surprisingly, women who have had a previous pregnancy or birth involving an anomaly are
particularly anxious about prenatal screening and diagnosis in subsequent pregnancies.78
It has been argued that to offer TMS among women over 35 should mean fewer women would
be subject to risks from and anxieties surrounding amniocentesis. However, in a study of 200
women in the Netherlands, women eligible for amniocentesis for advanced maternal age
welcomed the addition of maternal serum screening for neural tube defects and for Down
syndrome, but did not intend to decline amniocentesis even if the serum screening results
were negative.79

Screen-positive results
About 8% of women having TMS in BC will have a positive test result, that is, their test will be
interpreted as showing an increased risk of Down syndrome, neural tube defects, or trisomy.47
Similar results have been reported for Ontario.5 About 6% of the test results will be positive for
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Down syndrome and about 1-2% will be positive for neural tube disorders. Receiving a positive
test result is widely experienced by women as distressing and anxiety-producing,9,80-82 even
though TMS does not diagnose the presence of any of these conditions.
The anxiety women may experience when they receive a positive test outcome is considerable,
higher, as one author suggests, than the worry experienced by patients on the eve of major
surgery.83 The anxiety women feel may also be accompanied by negative attitudes towards
their pregnancies and towards the baby.84
Women having maternal serum screening and subsequently referred for amniocentesis may
feel more anxious than those women undergoing amniocentesis simply because of their age.66,80
Similar findings were made by Hunter et al 85 who studied reactions to ultrasound in women with
raised alpha fetoprotein. Although both groups demonstrated a reduction in anxiety following a
normal ultrasound, the women with increased alpha fetoprotein were significantly more anxious
before the scan.
Since only 1% to 2% of the 6% of women receiving initial screen-positive TMS test results
are carrying an affected fetus, several studies have investigated the anxiety arising from falsepositives. In Ontario, Goel and colleagues 71 investigated whether women receiving initial
screen-positive results had higher levels of anxiety and depression than women who had either
initial screen-negative results or did not have TMS at all. In that study, depression scores did not
differ between women with false-positives and women with true-negatives, and differences in
anxiety scores between the two groups were small and non-significant.
Rather different findings emerged from a British prospective study of women with initial screenpositive results (most of whom are ultimately shown to be false-positive) involving measurements
at seven points between pre-test and 6 weeks post-partum.84 Women who received an abnormal
test result had both more anxiety as well as more negative attitudes towards their pregnancies and
towards the baby than did women who received normal test results.
Some research suggests that women receiving a positive alpha fetoprotein test result have anxiety
levels which remain elevated until normal results are obtained through subsequent testing.7
However, the British study found increased anxiety and negative attitudes persisted, even when
subsequent tests indicated normal results.84 In the same study, women who had amniocentesis
following an abnormal TMS result were significantly less worried at 28 weeks and immediately
after the birth than those women who did not have a subsequent amniocentesis.

Summary
Prenatal genetic testing is, as Green 86 points out, “a process ... [and] not a question of undergoing
a single test which will magically reveal that the baby is normal”. Offered as a way to detect
anomalies, prenatal screening test results are inherently ambiguous and uncertain, providing
probabilities and risk statistics rather than definitive answers.
Many of the detectable conditions have an uncertain prognosis and no ‘treatment’, other than
pregnancy termination. Thus, the ‘choices’ which a technology such as TMS offers are fraught
with uncertainty, and place women in a unique position. Women in particular have become
“moral pioneers” 12 faced with the complexity and ambiguity of clinical information, moral
dilemmas, and conflicting cultural and social meanings of normality, disability, abortion,
parenting, fetal and maternal rights.
38
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CHAPTER 6: COUNSELLING TMS POSITIVE WOMEN
In the pre-natal screening process, women will encounter a number of laboratory technicians for
non-invasive tests, and specialists and sub-specialists for invasive diagnostic tests. In the least
favourable situation, women may come to these procedures largely uniformed, and remain
passive participants in the testing. In fact, many will gain a practical sense of the implications
of TMS only if they are part of the relatively small proportion of women who go on to receive
counselling. It is consequently in this particular arena that the volatile debate within Canada
over the meanings of prenatal testing, ‘choice’, and disability rights is most sharply focussed.
At present, genetic counsellors are few in number and work closely with geneticists, all of whom
are located in Vancouver and Victoria. Accordingly, almost all BC pre-screen counselling
(arguably the most complex) is provided by physicians and midwives scattered throughout
the province.
The allocation within and between professional groupings of responsibility for counselling
involves professional and public policy issues beyond the mandate of this TMS review. But
while the division of practice is outside the scope, the issue of counselling itself is central to it.
Virtually all interested parties, legal experts, women’s advocacy groups and the disability-rights
movement share an intense interest in defining what ought, and ought not, to be said to women in
relation to prenatal screening. Given this collective interest, remarkably little is known about
what is actually said to women during counselling, and how much women ultimately understand.

Obtaining data
Data for the present review were collected through a questionnaire (Appendix H-I) and at a
focus group among geneticists and genetic counsellors within the Department of Medical Genetics
at Children's and Women's Health Centre of BC. In contrast to pre-screening endeavours of
physicians and midwives scattered across the province, the relatively small number of counsellors,
their specialty training and their concentration in Vancouver and Victoria has made it easier to
characterize accurately the post-screening counselling they offer.

Genetic counselling
In 1975, the American Society of Human Genetics (ASHG) defined genetic counselling as:
“a communication process which deals with the human problems associated with the
occurrence or risk of occurrence of a genetic disorder in a family. The process
involves an attempt by one or more appropriately trained persons to help the individual
or family to: (1) comprehend the medical facts including the diagnosis, probable
course of the disorder, and the available management, (2) appreciate the way heredity
contributes to the disorder and the risk of recurrence in specified relatives, (3)
understand the alternatives for dealing with the risk of recurrence, (4) choose a course
of action which seems to them appropriate in view of their risk, their family goals, and
their ethical and religious standards and act in accordance with that decision, and (5) to
make the best possible adjustment to the disorder in the affected family member and/or
to the risk of recurrence of that disorder.” 87
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Since, this definition was proposed, the scope of genetic counselling has expanded to include
conditions that are not entirely genetic.88
The phrase “appropriately-trained persons” implies that genetic counselling requires special
knowledge and skills distinct from those needed in other medical and counselling interactions.88
The term “communication process” serves to emphasize that genetic counsellors are more
interested in the actual process of educating a family about their options than with the outcome
of their decision-making. In other words, it serves to emphasize the non-directive nature of
the counselling.
Genetic counselling is based on the principles that:
•

utilization of the service be voluntary;

•

genetic services be equally accessible to all;

•

client education is essential;

•

all relevant information be disclosed to the client;

•

counselling be non-directive;

•

counselling needs to address psycho-social issues;

•

counselling must respect an individual’s confidentiality and privacy.

In Canada, it is generally accepted that information should be made available and tests offered
when appropriate, but that ultimately patients and families should have the right to make decisions
free from pressure that a particular course of action is economically or socially irresponsible. 88
It is important to remember two points (Chapter 5 above and Chapter 8): first that some
patients who have made no specific request are nevertheless referred for genetic services, either
because of providers’ litigation fears, or because they have been identified through a screening
program about which they may not be adequately educated; and second, that a family’s decision
is often influenced by financial or other concerns which supersede decisions based on personal
preferences or moral views.88
Today, there are more than 1500 genetic counsellors practising in the US and Canada, including
17 who practise in BC. The Children’s and Women’s Health Centre of BC, the major genetic
counselling referral centre in the province, employs 15 genetic counsellors and 11 clinical
geneticists, though not all on a full-time basis.

TMS counselling practice
In BC, most women under 35 with a positive triple-screen result are referred to the Provincial
Medical Genetic Counselling Program. Women over 35 with a positive screen result may or
may not be referred to the Program, depending on the referring physician’s level of comfort
counselling such women.
Geneticists and genetic counsellors work as a team to provide a wide range of genetic
counselling services. The geneticist, holding an MD and with specialized training in medical
genetics, is primarily responsible for providing a diagnosis, for counselling in complex cases, and
for a patient’s follow-up care.
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The role of the genetic counsellor is to aid the geneticist in making a diagnosis, to provide
patients with informative and supportive counselling, and to co-ordinate follow-up services
and testing. Prenatal diagnosis and screening has become the primary focus of most genetic
counsellors, and approximately 80% of genetic counsellor appointments arise from prenatal
concerns. In contrast, the majority of clinical genetics appointments are for general care.
At the Children’s and Women’s Health Care Centre of BC, the greater part of a genetic
counsellor’s workload involves counselling couples about a positive screen result for Down
syndrome or trisomy 18. Approximately 40% of all genetic counsellor prenatal appointments
are for a positive TMS result, with an overwhelming majority of those (88%) being screenpositive for Down syndrome.
When combining the referrals for positive screens for Down syndrome & trisomy 18 with
referrals for positive ultrasound screen (soft-markers), the combined group comprises 64% of
all prenatal genetic counsellor appointments, and 52% of total genetic counsellor appointments
(prenatal and general appointments).89
An appointment with a genetic counsellor for a positive screen result is scheduled for one hour.
Within that hour, the genetic counsellor aims to establish whether the couple understand the
reason for their referral, what information has been previously given them by their referring
physician, and their personal reactions to any results.
The counsellor will then give the couple an opportunity to ask questions, resolve any
misunderstandings, and explore any further psycho-social issues involved. Often, the counsellor
will offer an understanding of the condition for which they have tested positive, and if necessary
explain the difference between a screening test, and a diagnostic test. Any appropriate
information regarding amniocentesis is also provided.
The genetic counsellor is required during the session to take a detailed family history and to
review the woman’s pregnancy history. If additional concerns are identified, such as increased
risk of an additional genetic condition, the counsellor is obligated to discuss this information
with a geneticist and, where appropriate, to explain the relevance to the patient and offer
appropriate testing.
Women with a positive TMS result often have a detailed ultrasound performed prior to their
appointment with Medical Genetics, in order to screen for ultrasound markers for aneuploidy
as well as for any structural anomalies. If any ultrasound marker is identified, the ‘triple-screen
risk’ may be modified for the patient. It should be noted that when a patient appointment is
scheduled with a genetic counsellor following a positive TMS result, an appointment for
amniocentesis is also arranged so as to provide the couple with that option as soon as possible.
If the couple decide to pursue amniocentesis, arrangements are made for disclosure of results.
After review of the results by a geneticist, it is often the genetic counsellor who will
communicate the results of the amniocentesis to both patient and referring physician. A letter is
sent to the referring physician outlining the information discussed during the session, the genetic
assessment of the family history and pregnancy history, what further testing has been offered or
arranged, the recommended follow up, and how results will be disclosed.
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In the event of an abnormal amniocentesis result, the patient is offered an appointment to discuss
further options. In this follow-up session, the couple are assisted in exploring their feelings
regarding the various options: preparing for the birth of a child with special needs, making plans
for adoption, or having an abortion. If the couple have decided to plan for the birth of their child,
the counsellor or geneticist may put them in touch with similarly-situated parents for their
experience and support. Alternatively, if the couple decide to place the child for adoption or
terminate the pregnancy, suitable arrangements are made.

Genetic counsellors and TMS
This section is extracted from a study conducted by Lee and Sroka between 1997-1999, funded
under the auspices of the BC Centre of Excellence for Women’s Health (BCCEWH) through a
Health Canada seed grant. The report of the study “The Missing Voices in the BC Experience of
Maternal Serum Screening for Down Syndrome” will be submitted to BCCEWH for subsequent
publication. For this portion of the study, qualitative methods were used to develop, circulate
and analyze a questionnaire and focus group data collected from the genetic counsellors working
at the Children's and Women's Health Centre of BC.
These findings, similar to those derived from targetted interviews with physicians and midwives,
are not intended as representative, nor are the conclusions considered relevant for the
determination of public policy, except in the most general sense of directing further definitive
research. The original material collected from interviews is combined, whenever possible with
published and unpublished research material.

Explaining TMS
Genetic counsellors are familiar with the complex issues of providing both pre-screening and
post-screening prenatal counselling, although most of their daily work in BC deals with the latter.
An important issue in developing a standard of care relating to TMS is consideration of not
only the content of the TMS message, but the time taken to deliver it. The genetic counsellors
collectively consider that it takes between 15 and 30 minutes to explain the triple-screen to a
patient, depending on the patient involved. A recent BC study, aimed at evaluating the triplescreen information received by patients, demonstrated that satisfaction with the information
received depends on the amount of time the health care provider spent explaining the test.90
This study found that 61% of participants (42/69) felt that their health care provider (those
outside genetic centres) spent less than 6 minutes explaining the screen; and that most (29/42)
of these women were dissatisfied with the information given. One participant expressed the
view that patients should receive more detailed information about tests, and interpretation of
ultrasound, but that that doctors seemed unable or unwilling to invest the time required.
All the counsellors interviewed stated that they drew on different kinds of resources to help
patients understand Down syndrome or spina bifida. In addition, all stated that certain types
of information (for example, using ultrasound to screen for chromosomal aneuploidy) would
prove too confusing if provided in pamphlet form.
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Common misconceptions
In the genetic counsellors’ experience, they found that a widespread misconception among
patients is to regard a positive screen result as signifying the presence of an anomaly. Increasing
women’s understanding of the significance of a positive screen may well serve to decrease
patients’ anxieties following a positive screen result.
There is evidence that couples may not fully understand the clinical options following a positive
diagnosis. In a recent Ontario study,91 only 48.9% of individuals receiving the triple screen
information package understood that if amniocentesis shows Down syndrome, the options are
either to have a baby with Down syndrome or to terminate the pregnancy.
Three respondents felt it was important to make clear to couples that there is no cure for the
detectable conditions; and that TMS results will only signal that families should either prepare
for the birth of a child with special needs or take steps to end the pregnancy. The third
respondent suggested that it would be sufficient to point out that there is no cure.
Screening programs have been criticized for failing to make clear that women may be faced with
a decision about pregnancy termination. In some contexts, it is clear that this omission serves to
enhance patient uptake of screening.60 Genetic counsellors in BC clearly share the same concern,
emphasizing that the most important thing couples need to consider before testing is that the
screen may give them information they do not want.

Value of TMS
A potential benefit of TMS is being able to know the diagnosis prior to birth, which can prepare
a family for a child with special needs. In the questionnaire to genetic counsellors, two agreed
with this view, pointing to the medical benefits of preparation as well as reduction in stress
surrounding the delivery. Another suggested it enables parents to get more information, to talk to
other affected couples, and receive emotional support. The remaining counsellor remained more
cautious, responding that this is a personal decision.
Two of the responses to the question of whether it was possible to educate families about the
benefits of raising a child with special needs were, while remaining non-directive, almost
identical. For two respondents, this was possible “by providing an equal amount of the
information regarding the hardships and medical attention that may be required”. A third
respondent answered very differently: “No. If you haven’t experienced something personally
one cannot give a couple the true picture. Everyone is different as well.” The fourth respondent
stated:
“I think this would be very difficult, but could be raised in the context that every
family views disability (differently) and that decisions regarding prenatal diagnosis
and termination of pregnancy are individual and very personal. One could also
raise the issue that there is much more social acceptance of children with
differences and that every experience people have is perceived differently.”
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Recommendations of counsellors
During the course of the interviews, focus group, and questionnaires, the following
recommendations were made by genetic counsellors regarding TMS in BC:
•

the wording of the results form should be changed to replace the terms “positive” and
“negative” with “increased risk” and “decreased risk”;

•

TMS false-positives could be reduced by instituting an early low-cost dating scan;

•

enhanced education of patients and physicians would facilitate informed choice;

•

an educational pamphlet about screening tests and TMS for women and their partners is
needed (not all providers interviewed were aware of the pamphlet from BC Children’s and
Women’s Hospital);

•

TMS should be available only with the necessary support services (amniocentesis,
counselling, termination);

•

a program for maternal serum screening, rather than TMS, should be put in place, since there
are new biochemical markers under development that BC may consider in future; ideally,
these new screening technologies should be assessed without repeating the entire evaluation
process;

•

additional funding should be available for children with special needs, to help ensure women
have true ‘choice’;

•

public debate should be encouraged, with a view to determining whether public funds should
be spent on population prenatal screening;

•

prevention of Down syndrome and spina bifida should not be the goal of prenatal screening.

Summary
Among this sample of counsellors there was general support for TMS as representing an
improvement over screening based on age alone. However, the counsellors had significant
concerns about its current use in BC. In particular, the present situation was described as an
inefficient use of resources and inadequate with regard both to access to this screening tool,
and to the availability of patient and provider education about it.
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CHAPTER 7: DOWN SYNDROME CAREGIVERS
This chapter summarises the attitudes and perspectives of mothers of children with Down
syndrome, and professionals who work with affected families. It investigates the culture of
Down syndrome from within, and also seeks to explore personal experiences: what it is to
confront a technology designed selectively to abort a fetus with the disability that is part of
one’s life - raising and loving a person with Down syndrome.
The data are based on a qualitative research project by Lee and Sroka conducted between 1997
and 1999.63 The goal of this research, supported by the Down Syndrome Research Foundation,
was to develop a pamphlet describing Down syndrome, suitable for distribution to women during
pregnancy, physicians and midwives, as well as the general public.
Important ideas emerging argue the importance of individual women being able to give balanced,
informed consent; and of society being conscious of the dangers of selective abortion of viable
conditions.
A description of the major BC support groups is presented in Appendix B. In summary, the two
major groups assert that reproductive technologies are predominantly a woman’s issue; that they
can only be considered positive if they support and enhance women’s right to control their own
bodies and make meaningful choices about when and whether to give birth; and that in general,
reproductive technologies do not support and enhance the equality of either non-disabled women
or disabled people.

An issue for women
Issues of gender equality and disability are intrinsically linked. It is women who predominantly
care for persons with Down syndrome. As Peters points out:
“At the centre of this debate (fears and concerns about reproductive technologies) are the
interests of women’s gender equality and disability rights. Issues of reproduction are preeminently women’s issues, as it is their bodies and their foetuses which are the targets of
scientific research and experimentation. It is essential to examine women’s experiences in
relation to the evolution of reproductive technology. In addition, the quest for the perfect
baby and the expanded use of prenatal testing and prenatal screening raises the issues of
disability and how it is perceived by society.” 92
The overwhelmingly female gender of caregivers emerges elsewhere in this review. Geneticists
and genetic counsellors are predominantly women, and the care of children with Down syndrome
falls mainly on the mother.
Therefore, while the study material on which this chapter is based has not sought to eliminate
the views of fathers, other male caregivers or professionals, it necessarily offers a gendered
perspective. Only women (mothers and professionals) participated in the focus group conducted
with members of the Down syndrome community; and opinions were sought from women who
are administrators of the two organizations providing support services.
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Perceptions of TMS in the Down syndrome community
Methodology
The data for this section are based on analysis of a questionnaire and a focus group circulated
to members of the Down syndrome community, and on interviews with representatives of both
Down Syndrome Research Foundation (DSRF) and the Lower Mainland Down Syndrome
Society (LMDSS). The questionnaire was constructed and piloted with delegates attending
the 1st Biennial Conference on Down Syndrome held in Vancouver April 1-4 1998.63
Some respondents to the questionnaires expressed interest in participating in the later phases of
the research. The questionnaire was also made available to the Down syndrome community on
a national basis through advertisement in “Hand in Hand”, the quarterly newsletter of the DSRF
and through their website.
The questionnaire itself (Appendix H-II) was devised by posing general questions allowing for
a range of responses. Participants were encouraged to explain their perceptions of what Down
syndrome meant to them and to explain why women might undergo prenatal screening. Questions
explored whether women should be offered or recommended testing; and whether there are
positive or negative, and individual or societal effects from screening for Down syndrome.
Concerns about giving birth to a Down syndrome infant and the adequacy of social, economic,
financial, and educational support were examined. Finally participants were asked whether
triple-marker screening should be made readily available in BC, and if and why it should be
provincially funded.
Fifteen questionnaires were analyzed for recurrent themes. Nine respondents were mothers of
children or adults with Down syndrome; two were speech therapists – one male and one female;
two were female professionals and one was a female friend and support person.
The respondents raised many of the same issues in different ways. Eight themes emerged from
the analysis of the questionnaires that were used to formulate the focus group session sponsored
by the DSRF. Subsequently the experiences generated from the first focus group were refined to
create another questionnaire and focus group devised specifically for genetic counsellors.
Themes emerging from the questionnaire were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the positive aspects of raising a child with Down syndrome;
the need for better and more counselling;
the fear of the unknown;
the ideal of the ‘perfect’ baby;
preparing for the birth of a baby with Down syndrome;
the availability of screening as a signifier of its importance;
the idea of ‘choice’;
use of prenatal diagnosis to prepare for the birth of a child with Down syndrome;
the importance of reassurance, particularly for older mothers.

These themes were modified in order to construct ten guiding questions for discussion in a focus
group. In this report, particular attention was given to responses to the question: “Why do you
think women undergo testing?”
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The first focus group was held on March 1st 1999 at Sunny Hill Health Centre. It was composed
of ten women, some of whom had expressed interest in further phases of the research after
completing the questionnaire, as well as representatives from the DSRF, the Provincial Infant
Development Programme, and other recommended participants. The focus group was audiotaped and the tapes were transcribed for analysis. Some of the participants were subsequently
contacted for further comments.

Positive aspects of raising a child with Down syndrome
The focus group participants emphasized the positive aspects of raising a child with Down
syndrome. The women who decided to birth and raise a child with Down syndrome learned to
be positive and to discount negative views encountered from, among others, health-care
providers and other social and hospital support services. The following focus group comments
about the negative responses at the arrival of their infant attests to this phenomenon:
“… inside the delivery room, how they make you feel – they looked like there was
a funeral going on when my daughter was born.”
“I had a woman from the Salvation Army come in at Women’s and Children’s and
she said to me “oh my gosh, I’m so sorry’ and of all the people my minister did the
same thing. To me that is just appalling”.
Reflecting on the horrified responses she had received from health-care providers in the delivery
room, one mother expressed how within a month she had learned to dispel the negative aspects
and look on the positive side:
“it’s like this is the best blessing … she’s our life, along with our son and it’s
heartbreaking the lack and the misinformation out there and it’s draining. And you
want to say ‘come live at my house for a week, and see if this is not a happy
family, a family … I hate the word disability, and I’m not in denial, I know my
daughter has Down syndrome and I love her for it. I look at her beautiful little face
and I love her and I wouldn’t change a thing in our lives or her life, nothing. I
know there’s probably going to be bumps along the road, with my son too, with all
of us in life”.
Parents of children with Down syndrome work hard to promote the abilities of their offspring,
arguing, as did one participant that
“the general perception I think in the public is that Down syndrome must be really
bad because they screen for it. And because they screen for it we don’t want to
have Down syndrome in our family, because, look, nobody wants it.”

Reassurance and information as ‘positive’ aspects of screening
The focus group was generally critical of the notion that TMS provided reassurance, and whether
indeed reassurance is needed at all. One focus group participant went as far as to state: “I think
that by offering the test you’re making the fear”. In reference to the danger of childbirth in the
past, another mother reasoned “As we remove old medical fears, we replace them with other
medical fears that might be less life threatening but take up the space left by the previous fear.”
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When women receive screen negative results their fears are usually allayed, although the anxiety
may persist through other fears about the second half of the pregnancy, an aspect which some
studies have addressed.
Some of the focus group participants expressed support for maternal serum screening, provided
it was accompanied by increased education about both screening and the Down syndrome
condition.
“For me, it was acquiring as much information as possible. I know, I don’t think that
any of us really think we’re going to have a child with Down syndrome. It could be
fear … but I just wanted information.
The way in which information was imparted was considered significant. When delivered too
briefly or in an ambiguous way, it could lead to anxiety or compliance in the patient. A busy
family practitioner’s office may not always be able to provide careful, time-consuming
counselling to explain sensitively all the ramifications.
Press and Downer’s California study 60 of women’s uptake of maternal serum alpha fetoprotein
echoed these concerns when they discovered that patients were rarely counselled for more than
two minutes, and often had the test represented to them as just another blood test requiring no
deliberation. There was concern in the focus group that prenatal screening could easily come
to be regarded as routine prenatal care, and that expectant women would not be aware of the
decision-making implications for them in the event of a screen-positive result.
The focus group saw that women are increasingly challenged to feel in control of and positive
about their pregnancies. Some felt in greater control by researching all aspects of pregnancy
from a broad spectrum of literature, both medical and lay.
“So, the more knowledge you have, the greater the fear such that you need to keep it
under control if you are going to go through anything [the pregnancy] at all”.
But while for some participants the knowledge gained from screening results is empowerment,
for others it creates fear owing to lack of understanding.
“So it’s interesting how you can have two ends of the spectrum, and certainly (at)
both be mother of a child with Down syndrome. … There’s no pat answers to so
much of this, which concerns me … because I think there’s so many people that
have limited understanding and they are making decisions, big decisions, with very
little knowledge.”
Reassurance and autonomy is the reason most often expressed by women for undergoing
screening. Yet, as Lippman points out,10 reassurance would not be needed if women had not been
defined as ‘at risk’ in the first place. She goes on to point out that, as the pregnancy experience is
restructured, dependency on the technological fix leads to medicalization, increased supervision
and finally disempowerment of women.
Lippman further argues that it is the very availability of technology that leads to propagation of
fear and the need for reassurance. Nevertheless, many women state that they participate in
screening for reassurance,93 under the illusion that they are enhancing their pregnancy outcome
and doing the very best they can for their future child.
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Ambiguities of the screening results and the changed pregnancy experience
When the predictive values of testing were explained with a visual chart during the focus group
session, participants responded in terms of the emotional stress placed on the pregnancy
experience. One woman stated:
“What a waste of money, and time and energy on being frustrated and thinking that
you’re going to have something in the end you don’t end up having - its an
emotional situation”.
Green similarly pointed out 86 how the process of screening with a number of tests and assessing
the results they produce is inherently ambiguous, often providing an uncertain prognosis.
The anxiety that women may experience when they test positive may be reflected in negative
attitudes towards not only their pregnancy but toward the expected child (similarly Marteau
et al 9 ). Another mother reported:
“… pregnancy is not so much a physical condition for women, it’s an emotional
condition, and … for all those women [who test false-positive] their emotional
health is damaged throughout the pregnancy. And whether with ongoing tests
which will take about three weeks, and then the negative result, could you reestablish that positive emotional feeling that we all feel during our pregnancies?”
One mother of an infant with Down syndrome felt she had benefitted from not undergoing
screening. Retrospectively she appreciated the normality of her pregnancy experience:
“We did not know that our daughter had Down syndrome until she was born. I
was actually quite relieved or quite grateful that we didn’t have to spend the
pregnancy being worried about it … I thought I would have spent most of my
pregnancy just in a great worry, and … I felt that I avoided that. And when our
daughter was born, it was far more easy in my mind to accept her with Down
syndrome and all, when she was already in my arms.”
Santalahti’s Finnish study 24 reported that women who had not undergone serum marker
screening were less likely to be anxious about Down syndrome than those who had been
screened.

Pressure to abort following a positive screen
It is interesting that in this select focus group of mothers with children with Down syndrome,
some women stated that the pressure to have a termination of pregnancy following a positive
screen did not come explicitly from health care providers but from close family members.
Associated with this was the tendency to blame a woman for refusing to undergo further testing
such as amniocentesis with a view to aborting.
“I did the serum after our daughter with Down syndrome was born and we were
having another baby. My parents were quite horrified that we weren’t going for
amniocentesis, and I was 35, just after J. was born with Down syndrome. And we
had determined before I got pregnant that we would just take the odds and ... I
eventually did do the maternal serum … But I did it more for my parents than
I did it for me …”
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“ ’Cause I had the [positive] diagnosis, my parents reamed me out to have an
abortion, so it’s a good argument for not testing”
“I am sure my family would have {pressured me to abort) if that had happened in
my situation … and I find it frightening, because you are so emotionally
overwrought with this decision, or this new information, and you don’t know how
you feel about it anyway, because really who is educated until you’ve been there.”
The executive director of DSRF pointed out that women often contact the office for advice,
having just had the news that they tested screen-positive. The director added,
“It is extremely common for family, spouse, everybody around them, particularly
health professionals, as they perceive it anyway, to put pressure on them to
terminate the pregnancy, often when they’re not wanting to do that, and don’t have
sufficient information. That is certainly where my concern as an organization has
come from. I feel we have to look as a community about how we get the
information out if this test is going to be available for people, which it is.”
Ironically, one mother expressed her view that most people have a warped idea about Down
syndrome, seeing it as solely undesirable. Women begin to see the incongruities only when
they have been exposed to Down syndrome in the family.
“We learned the most about Down syndrome after our child was born. And not
only that, but the families that kind of pressured people towards having an
abortion, once that child is there, they are advocating for and loving that child the
same as any other child in the family.”
Another mother stated that although her doctor knew she did not want to be screened, the doctor
was very relieved when she agreed to the screening because it lessened the doctor’s concern
about her own medical-legal liability.
“I think that as a medical doctor she’s concerned about you know, I guess, there’s
always a liability issue in any medical office. And I think that there’s a big
problem because they have to cover their butts, and ... I have great rapport with my
doctor and she’s been nothing but supportive. But I know she was relieved when I
said I am going for the triple screen … I would say that the medical profession is
probably the first stop to the pressure and then after that the family and that’s just
as intense if not more. I think doctors feel they really need to be sure that the
women know what their options are, because they don’t want to be accountable”.

Fear of the unknown as a reason to screen
Fear of the unknown was a repetitive theme that emerged from the questionnaire and was
pursued through the focus group encounter. One “geriatric mother”, as she describes herself,
was eager to learn as much as possible about the status of her fetus at the time of her pregnancy.
Later, she came to believe that the medical profession was telling her only about the negative
outcomes, such that she not only feared for the viability of the pregnancy from spontaneous
abortion but was also preparing herself to give birth to a severely handicapped, sub-human being.
“I was glad to have the time to research and prepare because I thought I was about to
bear a severely handicapped almost non-human being. In retrospect, it would have been
better to find out after I held her and could see that she was overwhelmingly human and
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typical and minimally different. Knowing beforehand engenders fear of every possible
health problem associated with Down syndrome. Knowing afterwards allows you to
deal with the fraction of problems that occur in each individual case … This type of
testing also engenders fear in prospective parents about their ability to raise a child with
Down syndrome. It certainly did in my case even though now I have a hard time
remembering the reason why I was so anxious and stressed about having I. two years
ago. Children are a lot of work and a long-term commitment. Period.”
Dick similarly notes 7 that psychological effects include “fear of revealing an abnormal pregnancy”.

Blaming women for bearing a disabled child
“Being a ‘geriatric’ mother (43 years) I was asked by colleagues, co-workers and family
whether I was going to be tested. Afterwards knowing the result was positive for Down
syndrome, these people either implicitly or explicitly held me responsible for bearing a
child with Down syndrome. A pregnant mother to be is not the appropriate person to be
making eugenic-type decisions for the “good of society” out of a fear of blame. Society as
a whole has yet to decide upon the acceptability of aborting fetuses based on the potential
lower IQ limit which justifies abortion. There does not yet exist a test for most handicaps
so the testing for spina bifida and Down syndrome, resulting in abortion, is the front line of
selecting the next generation based on attributes preferred by the customer. This is not to
be confused with the mother’s right to choose, which is a separate and in my mind a valid
issue. The issue here is the right of society to encourage women to abort because of
physical or mental limitations in their prospective child through the advocacy of testing”.

Adoption
According to a parent advocate with LMSS (telephone interview May 10th 1999) families that
have already had positive experience with family members with Down syndrome and who wish
to adopt are also more likely to request a baby with Down syndrome. Some women who have
tested positive for Down syndrome and know they will be unable to care for a disabled child, but
who oppose abortion, may continue with the pregnancy and then give the baby up for adoption.
The researcher was provided with one account of a woman, having given birth to a baby with
Down syndrome who subsequently died, decided to adopt another child with Down syndrome
from a couple, one partner of whom refused to accept the baby. The second mother had agreed
to give the baby up for adoption rather than risk ending her marriage and becoming a single
mother of a disabled child.
In some countries, particularly those that have strongly-developed religious societies or strong
cultural mores around abortion, adoption of infants with Down syndrome is condoned. Dumaret
et al reported 94 that in France, professionals have noticed an increase in newborns being placed
for adoption, while in Britain, 8-10% of infants born with Down syndrome between 1970 and
1975 were abandoned in the maternity ward and by school age, 8-17% were not raised by their
families.
A recent follow up study in two British regions reported a 7% adoption rate.95 In Israel
in 1986, it was noted that 40% of babies with Down syndrome were abandoned in hospitals
and that 95% died in the first year.96 In the French study it was noted that socio-cultural attitudes
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played a part in family decisions about adoption. It also found that Parisian obstetricians, who
were more likely to use new medical technologies, were also more often in favour of terminating
pregnancies where a fetus with Down syndrome was identified, than obstetricians in other
regions.97 In a predominantly Catholic country, abortion would be a less likely option
than adoption.
A Tennessee study showed that severity of neural tube disorders appeared to influence the
decision to continue or terminate an affected pregnancy. All the women carrying a fetus
with anencephaly elected to abort, whereas of the 27 women carrying fetuses with spina bifida,
21 elected to terminate the pregnancy.98 It is unclear whether the parents understood the nature
of spina bifida and the possibility for corrective surgery. Saxton, herself a survivor of spina
bifida, discusses misperceptions about the condition.99
A similar question arises whether infants with Down syndrome who need corrective surgery
are more likely to be rejected by their parents. Information about the prognosis for people with
Down syndrome and spina bifida is in urgent need of development.
Fostering is an alternative to adoption. The Provincial Advisor of the BC Infant Development
Program recalled in the focus group session, that in the late 1970s and early 1980s she noticed
that most Down syndrome children living in a specific community, were being placed in foster
care. At this time Woodlands Hospital was no longer taking infants with Down syndrome.
After conducting a survey, she found that the local social work department in the birth hospital
believed that the biological family could not handle the ‘burden’ of raising a child with Down
syndrome. Since institutional care was not an option, many of these infants were being placed
in foster homes.

Conclusion
The original data collected from mothers of people with Down syndrome, other caregivers and
professionals working with and advocating on their behalf indicate opposition to screening,
because it targets Down syndrome for the express purpose of eliminating ‘defective fetuses’.
This does not necessarily mean that there is no recognition of some of the ‘positive’ values
of prenatal screening. But these groups certainly call for more balanced information about
the costs and benefits of prenatal screening, and about the conditions the screening is designed
to detect.
These issues include understanding what it means to be explicitly identified with a condition
that is a ‘target’; what utilization of prenatal screening technology means to pregnant women,
whether they are considered able-bodied or disabled; and what it means to raise, live with and
love a child or an adult with Down syndrome.
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PART IV • PROVISION OF CLINICAL CARE
This Part aims to situate TMS in the context of clinical obstetrical care in BC.
Prenatal screening during obstetrical care reflects complex historical, social, and economic
factors which to date have had little direction from provincial health policy. It may be argued,
however, that the health-policy decision not to fund directly a provincial prenatal screening
program had a significant effect on clinical obstetrical care, a phenomenon noted by authors in
other instances.15,16
Recent developments in clinical obstetrical care are important to this discussion. Rapid
increases in TMS utilization and growing standardization have resulted in significant pressure
on the provincial government to develop health policies in relation to the provision of prenatal
screening. In this instance, policy-makers are not asked either to promote or inhibit TMS
growth. Instead, they are pressured to set standards in which TMS is provided in all regions
of the province.
The goal of this section is not to provide an exhaustive account of TMS during clinical
obstetrical care, but rather to demonstrate that clinical care develops and clinicians act in relation
to forces and factors quite distinct from those of policy-makers, or women experiencing the tests.

CHAPTER 8: TMS IN A LEGAL AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Legal and regulatory controls of TMS have developed in the convergence of three processes:
defensive medical fears of practitioners; disciplinary action by professional regulatory Colleges;
and adoption of clinical practice guidelines from the Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
of Canada.
It should be noted that it is beyond the scope of this report to examine the legal responsibilities
that may fall on state agencies in the provision of this technology, other than to note that, in the
era following ‘tainted blood’ and similar investigations, such questions might arise and affect
policy significantly. The present review is limited to consideration of legal factors which have
operated to increase TMS use during routine obstetrical care.

Serum screening ambiguity and negligence actions for wrongful birth
Legal action for wrongful birth may be brought by parents of a child with a congenital illness
or abnormality against the physician or midwife who has allegedly failed to provide appropriate
prenatal counselling or information. In a typical claim, parents assert they were given no
adequate warning of a potential problem in their child, and that the lack of timely information
prevented them from obtaining an abortion. Their consequential claim is for damages for
themselves and support for the care of their child.
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Widely accepted in many US jurisdictions for at least two decades,100 the first Canadian wrongful
birth action occurred in Manitoba in 1994, in which a physician and his wife sued Manitoba
doctors and laboratories for not satisfactorily reporting the results of an alpha fetoprotein test.
As described above (Chapter 4), an alpha fetoprotein test is generally used to screen populations
for neural tube disorders. Elevated alpha fetoprotein results are associated with an increased risk
of neural tube disorders. Low alpha fetoprotein results can be used to gauge, albeit with
unreliable accuracy, the risk of Down syndrome.
The problem for the laboratories and physicians before the advent of TMS was how to report
low alpha fetoprotein results. The option for pathologists was either simply to report the alpha
fetoprotein values and risk-assessment as requested for neural tube disorders, and to ignore the
Down syndrome result; or to report the Down syndrome result both to the physician (who might
or might not know anything about alpha fetoprotein assessments) and to the patient (who in all
likelihood had not given informed consent for Down syndrome testing).
The laboratory and physician in Winnipeg chose the former option and did not inform the doctor
and his wife, whose lawsuit followed the birth of a baby with Down syndrome. The case was
settled relatively quickly out of court, but not before considerable publicity had raised awareness
of the issue.101
Geneticists, obstetricians, and laboratory pathologists associated with the University of BC
were among those acutely aware of the implications of this legal action. They recognized that
approximately 5000 women per year who were having alpha fetoprotein in the province could
also be given a Down syndrome risk assessment. Laboratory pathologists were particularly
concerned that possessing, but not reporting, Down syndrome risk assessment placed them
in a difficult and legally vulnerable position.
Provincial laboratory pathologists solved their dilemma by verbally reporting, usually by
telephone, elevated and decreased alpha fetoprotein results to physicians ordering the test.
Genetic consultation, counselling and further diagnostic tests were offered in both instances.
This verbal reporting approach, while time-consuming and unsustainable for large numbers of
tests, was possible for the small number of abnormal levels among the relatively small number
of alpha fetoprotein tests ordered in the province (12%; 5,000 of 43,000 live births).
The pathologists collectively assumed that reporting low alpha fetoprotein and Down syndrome
risk to women choosing alpha fetoprotein tests for neural tube disorders would not violate their
right to informed choice. This assumption may or may not have been well-founded. As far as
the authors of this report have been able to ascertain, the assumption has not been challenged in
either the literature or the courts.
In any event, failure to properly inform patients of a low alpha fetoprotein result is in itself no
longer an issue in the province, since alpha fetoprotein was incorporated into TMS and used to
assess Down syndrome risk along with two other serum markers discussed below.
But with the availability of TMS, a new and larger concern began to develop, namely the
possibility of a wrongful birth lawsuit founded on withholding actual prenatal screening tests
such as TMS, which have increasingly been adopted as part of standard prenatal obstetrical care.
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TMS, clinical standards and wrongful birth
Where threat of legal action follows advances in medical capability such as TMS, this will
inevitably prompt development of explicit practice standards. These in turn provide the norms
by which negligence actions are judged.
A Vancouver lawyer who successfully represented parents in a wrongful birth suit, argued that
“The law goes hand in hand with these tests. Before the tests, we couldn’t have a legitimate
case. But if the tests are available and accurate and considered standard protocol, they should
be offered.” 102
Clinical standards form a central issue in malpractice lawsuits. Such actions depend on proving
negligence, in other words, that health professionals or institutions failed to provide an adequate
standard of care, and that this failure resulted in patient injury.
The primary task of a negligence action therefore is to establish what constitutes an adequate
standard of care, which usually requires testimony from clinical experts. A key issue at trial is
the relationship between standard care and the care received by the plaintiff patient.
Regardless of ultimate patient outcome, it is a complete defence to demonstrate that an adequate
standard of care was provided. In their practices, therefore, clinicians are powerfully motivated
to act according to appropriate standards, especially if case records may subsequently provide a
means of reconstructing clinical events crucial to a successful negligence action.
One other important aspect should be noted. In all medical negligence cases, the plaintiff bears
the burden of proving that failure to adhere to the standard of care resulted in patient injury. In the
case of wrongful births, however, it is usually the parents who claim injury. This is arguably the
most problematic aspect of wrongful birth claims. As Botkin and Mehlman explain, the claim rests
on the controversial notion that “the harm be, in fact, the birth of a child with impairments”.100

Medical standards and the law
Medicine and the law work co-operatively in establishing medical standards, as physicians work
directly with lawyers, seek legal counsel or, at minimum, act in relation to real or anticipated
legal rulings. In turn, law helps to formalize and make explicit the judgments based on those
clinical standards.
The rapid growth of explicit clinical standards is well described in the medical 103 and legal 104
literature. Their growth has been particularly rapid in obstetrics.
In keeping with this trend, the Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists of Canada has published
guidelines for the Prenatal Diagnosis of Genetic Disorders in general; and for Down syndrome and
neural tube disorders in particular.105,106 This includes a specific recommendation to offer TMS at
16 weeks’ gestation.
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Wrongful birth and publicity: Disseminating defensive medicine
Noted above was the publicity given the Manitoba case in the public press. In February 1999, a
front page report of the BC Province newspaper publicized an action for wrongful birth brought
in the BC Supreme Court against a family doctor who had failed to book an appointment for
ultrasound until his patient was more than nineteen weeks’ pregnant. Following the birth of
a child with spina bifida, accountability was placed on the physician.107
The same newspaper article reported that in another wrongful birth case of December 1997,
which had gone largely unnoticed in the media, parents of a child born with Down syndrome
were awarded $500,000.107
Regardless of the actual effect on litigation risk of a test such as TMS, however, the noteworthy
issue is the degree to which clinicians are influenced by press accounts of trials. Such reports
give veracity to the prospect of substantial professional or financial losses.
The legal literature has recorded how an actual or perceived lawsuit has been known to
precipitate rapid change in clinical practice by solidifying a particular practice pattern as the
established standard of care.108 A recent Ontario study 109 on the medical-legal risks of TMS
concluded similarly that having a prenatal test available in a climate of wrongful birth lawsuits
inevitably leads to widespread use.
The study showed, however, that the primary legal concerns of practicing physicians and
midwives do not rest with whether to offer TMS, but with problems associated with informing
women about the test. The authors conclude that in interactions with patients, it is crucial that
providers be well-educated about the complex issues involved, and that there is clear and
effective communication about them.

Formal recognition of standards in BC
The College of Physicians and Surgeons of BC.
The College of Physicians and Surgeon of BC has become increasingly involved in setting and
supporting standards of care. In 1996, the College’s Clinical Practice Guideline Committee,
mandated to identify and disseminate scientifically-valid clinical practice guidelines to
physicians in the province, considered a request from a consortium of geneticists, pathologists
and obstetricians at BC Children’s and Women’s Hospital to provide a guideline on TMS.
The Committee decided not to offer such a guideline, primarily because of concern that without
physician education and an established and efficient referral system, to recommend TMS would
be premature and could do more harm than good.
The Committee was also concerned about the growing problem of establishing medical standards
of care in response to a significant malpractice threat. In their view, this would not only have set
an undesirable precedent, but would also have precluded adequate public consultation on a
change in standards that, once introduced, would prove all but immoveable.
As a result of these concerns, the College has not included specific recommendations regarding
prenatal screening in its Policy Manual. Instead, prenatal screening is viewed as a specific
example of the more general admonition to proper conduct relative to non-directive care and
securing informed consent.
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In the instance of prenatal screening, the College requires physicians to be sufficiently aware of
the test parameters and diagnostic testing options, and to provide accurate and timely information
to patients, directing them neither toward or away from these testing options.
Although it did not form a Guideline Committee to consider the issue, the College nevertheless
produced an information bulletin in its College Quarterly 110 which stated that “pregnant women
of all ages should be offered triple-marker screening as part of their routine prenatal care”. It
includes a directive that physicians opposed to abortion on moral grounds and therefore under
difficulties in counselling their patients about screening, have an ethical obligation to refer their
pregnant patients to a colleague.
The emphasis here is on the right of women to be informed about and to obtain triple-marker
screening as a standard of prenatal care. Since all physicians in BC are members of the College
and receive the bulletin, it seems reasonable to assume that physicians in the province will see
these statements as directing them to inform, or to arrange for informing all pregnant women in
their practice about TMS.
The concerns of the College Guideline committee nevertheless remain. To recommend provincewide use may be, at minimum, premature in many areas of BC without adequately informed
physicians or a properly developed referral infrastructure.
Nevertheless, the College is finding itself obliged to deal with TMS in a more traditional way,
in relation to complaints by patients. In an interview for this review, a Deputy Registrar
explained that the College does in fact deal with TMS primarily in relation to complaints by
patients, although the actual number is not available since the College does not keep statistics.
Complaints typically fall into one of two opposing categories: physicians either neglect to inform
patients of available tests; or they are overly directive toward obtaining an abortion following
detection of certain fetal abnormalities.
If a complaint is registered with the College, physicians are informed by letter of the nature of
the complaint. They are also informed of the College’s expectations regarding informed consent
and non-directive care, in particular that physicians unable to meet the standards owing to their
personal beliefs or values are advised to refer patients to colleagues. In general, the complaints
to and responses from the College regarding serum prenatal screening were described as typical
of the types of complaints received for several years in relation to amniocentesis screening and to
medically-induced abortions.

The Canadian Medical Protective Association
Although mass media coverage of wrongful birth cases is growing, the Canadian Medical
Protective Association, which provides legal representation for most physicians in Canada,
has remained officially silent. In particular it has not published, nor does it report any plan to
publish, official statements on wrongful birth issues.111 The Association does not make any
direct recommendations regarding clinical practice, such as clinical practice guidelines.
However, the Association alerts physicians to legal issues through illustrative case examples in
newsletter format. Taken together with media reports of wrongful birth trials, case illustration
through such publications are likely to consolidate widespread TMS use.
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Summary
TMS has become part of the vigorous current trend toward standardization of clinical care in
general and obstetrical care in particular. Its adoption is encouraged both by professional
litigation fears, and by the emerging stance of the College regulatory body that the appropriate
standard of care is to offer TMS.
It should be pointed out, however, that while increasing legal and regulatory control can be
seen as effective in supporting the right of women to informed choice, it has so far failed to
demonstrate equal concern for disability rights or for the broader issue of eugenic potential.
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CHAPTER 9: TMS PRIMARY CARE PROVIDERS
In undergoing TMS, a series of choices confronts each woman. She must begin by deciding
whether to engage with TMS, which is likely to depend on her situation within probability ratios.
If pursued, she must ultimately relate TMS to her individual experience, family expectations and
cultural norms.
Instrumental in this process will be the knowledge, skill and attitude of the professional who
provides the technical information on which these decisions are to be based.

Data sources
In assessing the role of primary care givers, two major sources of data were used:
i)

Literature relating to practitioners’ knowledge and practice of TMS was surveyed and
summarized. Wherever possible, data on Canadian practitioners were included.

ii) Interviews were carried out with professionals who, in different capacities and at a variety

of sites, provide and interpret TMS. The interviews were not intended as an exhaustive or
even representative survey of BC providers’ attitudes. Rather they were conducted with
individuals identified as key informants of practice and policy issues in TMS and clinical
care. Interview questions are given in Appendix H-III. A further opportunity to hear BC
providers discuss maternal serum screening was offered during Grand Rounds at the Victoria
General Hospital (April 23, 1999).

Literature on providing TMS
While it is beyond the resources of the present review to survey the practices and knowledge of
BC providers relating to TMS, relevant data are available from Ontario and Manitoba. Ontario
has had a province-wide TMS program in place since 1993. In Manitoba, a maternal serum
screening program using alpha fetoprotein has been in operation since 1985.
In a study of 778 family physicians, 273 obstetricians, and 46 midwives in Ontario, Carroll and
colleagues 5 found that 97% of providers were offering TMS to pregnant women in their
practices. Eighty-eight per cent of the total group were routinely offering it to all pregnant
women (100% of the midwives, 90% of the obstetricians and 87% of the family physicians).
In Manitoba, a survey of 289 obstetricians and family physicians found that 60% provided this
test to all their patients.4 However, only 38% did so by providing it with consent, while 41.5%
conducted alpha fetoprotein testing “automatically, either without seeking consent or unless
the patient specifically declines”.
The Ontario survey found no significant differences between the three types of providers in
knowledge about maternal serum screening. While respondents generally knew the percentage
of women who would have an initial positive TMS result, 30% of providers over-estimated
the true-positive rate by a factor of ten.5 Moreover, between 30% and 38% of respondents
did not answer these questions, indicating the level of lack of knowledge may in fact be
significantly greater.
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Some indication of provider satisfaction and concern with TMS in Ontario is shown by the
finding that, although 50% of respondents felt the program should be maintained, 22% said the
program should be discontinued.5 Providers’ opinions on abortion are influential here: while
only 18% of those providers who would refer a woman for abortion following detection of
anomaly wanted to abandon the TMS program, a full 47% of those who would not refer wished
to do so.

Interviews with BC providers regarding TMS practice and policy
This section is based on interviews conducted with a small number of health-care providers. The
providers include four obstetricians, ten family physicians and two medical geneticists involved
in educating obstetrical caregivers. All the interviews (either in person or by telephone) were
guided by a series of open-ended questions intended to elicit providers’ views about TMS. In
addition, providers were asked for their comments on each of the proposed options for funding
TMS in BC.
The interviews indicated general agreement on two substantive points relevant to this review.
First, although providers viewed TMS as an improvement over screening based on age alone,
all had significant concerns about the current use of TMS in BC. Second, providers felt that
TMS should nevertheless be available in BC. There were, however, marked differences in
opinions about the most appropriate way to provide TMS to women in the province.
It is important to note that this review focusses on the broad concerns of providers, and not their
satisfaction with aspects of the screening program. In fact, all providers shared confidence in the
laboratory system to obtain, accurately measure, and rapidly report serum findings. Similarly,
they had no concern with the accuracy of ultrasound dating, and they had generally high praise
for the follow-up services available for screen-positive women, including counselling and
diagnostic testing and second-trimester abortion services.
It should also be noted that obstetrical care providers do not share the same orientation as other
providers in the TMS program, who deal only with women who have ‘chosen’ the test and are
then managing the outcome. For the latter group, standards for performing the relevant tasks
are clearly established. Obstetrical care providers on the other hand generally offer this test to
healthy women, many of whom have not even heard of it. They require standards that bear on if,
when, and how to offer TMS, issues considerably more complex and difficult to evaluate, both
objectively and subjectively.

Concerns:
Providers’ concerns about TMS centred on four main issues:
1. the lack of a standard of practice in BC;
2. the cost-benefit of TMS;
3. the social meanings of offering TMS; and
4. the lack of education for women and providers.
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Lack of standard of care and practice
When asked about current TMS practice, nearly all providers expressed concern about the
absence of a standard of practice in BC. In referring to the current situation, several providers
used terms such as “chaos”, “confusing”, and “anxiety-producing”. One of the geneticists
involved in teaching family physicians and obstetricians refers to TMS as “triple-scream”,
since its current use in BC is causing anxiety and dissatisfaction among women, as well as
primary care and specialist providers.
“I think there are a fair number of doctors who aren't quite sure if this is supposed to be a
quote ‘standard of care’ for a prenatal patient, and some, you know, obstetricians will
say ‘yes it is,’ and others will say ‘no,’ and so I think the family doctor is kinda caught.”
Similar concerns about the lack of standard of practice were voiced by primary care providers
attending Grand Rounds on TMS at the Victoria General Hospital in April 1999. By way of
introduction to Grand Rounds, a recently published article in the BC College Quarterly was
quoted:
“A British Columbia trial of Triple Marker screening (TMS) for Down syndrome,
trisomy 18 and open neural tube defect completed in April 1997 confirmed results from
studies in other countries, that TMS could decrease the need for amniocentesis in women
older than 35 and that the 3 markers were more efficient than alpha fetoprotein alone in
screening for fetal trisomy 21. In response to this evidence, the Ministry of Health
provided block funding on an annual basis to continue the screening program for women
of any age in British Columbia. Pregnant women of all ages should be offered Triple
Marker Screening as part of their routine prenatal care.” (emphasis in original) 110
At the Grand Rounds and during interviews, concern was expressed that a mixed and confusing
message was being sent to providers. On one hand, providers heard during Grand Rounds that
current funding provides for only 10,000 TMS tests each year (roughly 25% of all births). Yet,
with this article, the College seemed to be saying that the standard of practice was to offer tests
to all pregnant women.
Many subsequent questions to presenters indicated anxiety among providers that in the light
of this implicit standard of care, failure to offer TMS routinely to all pregnant women could
precipitate a negligence lawsuit if a child was born with a prenatally-detectable condition.
The general practitioners interviewed, in particular, sought clarity on the standard of care issue,
saying that by themselves they would not offer it to all pregnant women. Instead, they would
offer it to older women at increased pre-test risk of Down syndrome, and younger women who
sought it for any personal, familial or cultural reason. If they felt they had to offer it, however,
they would offer TMS to all women, regardless of age and attitude.
In contrast, the obstetricians interviewed said that it was reasonable to assume that most
obstetricians were less concerned about developing provincial standards because offering
TMS had already become a standard component of ‘specialist’ care.
The uncertainty of these general practitioners regarding TMS, and their individual indisposition
to offer the test without provincial direction, seems to fit with the history of maternal serum
screening in the province. Despite being available since the early 1980s, general practitioners
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did not embrace alpha fetoprotein serum screening for neural tube disorders. In fact, despite
similar performance as a screening test for neural tube disorders as TMS for Down syndrome,
its utilization remained limited to 6000 tests per year (13% of live births) at the time TMS
began in the province (See Appendix E).

Cost-benefits
The providers interviewed shared several perceptions about the benefits and costs of TMS.
There was general agreement that TMS might reduce anxiety among women over 35, so long as
the screen results were negative. Another benefit voiced by nearly all providers was that TMS
among women over 35 exposes fewer pregnancies to the risk of amniocentesis. Although the
perception exists that TMS will result in fewer amniocenteses being carried out, several
providers expressed uncertainty about whether this was true. “I’d like to think this is true,”
remarked one provider.
In Victoria, questions about the impact of TMS have taken on a distinctive configuration. The
genetics laboratory in Victoria has seen a sharp drop in the number of amniocenteses over the
past year. One contributing factor may be that women over 35 who have negative TMS results
are deciding not to go on for amniocentesis. However, actual age- and city-specific TMS and
amniocentesis utilization was not conducted for this review.
The use of TMS among younger women generated two primary concerns. First, several
providers commented that screening younger women simply created unnecessary anxiety in a
low-risk population. Second, the potential harm to a pregnancy by screening among younger
women was also discussed. Given that the risk of Down syndrome is very low in women under
30, providers expressed concern that TMS exposes them to the risk of an invasive procedure,
since a positive screen test may be followed by amniocentesis. “All that to detect one Down
syndrome baby and you might be risking a normal baby at the same time.”
The economic dimensions of screening young women were called into question: “it would be a
lot of money spent searching for one Down syndrome baby.” Some discussed the costs of TMS
in terms of opportunity costs:
“Instead of spending $300,000 to screen ... a group of 21 year old women at very low
risk of Down syndrome, instead of spending that much money on one Down syndrome,
maybe we should spend that money on a bone-marrow transplant that a two-year-old is
waiting [for] because of leukemia or something else.”

Social meanings of TMS
Discussion of the cost-benefit of TMS was closely linked to a third area of concern: the social
meanings of TMS. The current connection between TMS, abortion, and disability rights in BC
is conflicted, ambiguous, and volatile. Several providers expressed uncertainty and discomfort
surrounding the use of cost-benefit analysis to make decisions about prenatal screening and
diagnosis.
While it may have been appropriate in the past to speak about the saving to society by detecting
and terminating pregnancies involving anomalies, perceptions of disability have changed. This
concern was particularly keenly felt with regard to Down syndrome.
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As evidence of this shift, several providers noted the existence of better social support for and
the existence of more positive images of people with Down syndrome. At the same time, the
language used when discussing prenatal testing such as TMS is heavily weighted with terms
like ‘prevention’, ‘savings to society by picking up Down syndrome’, and ‘reducing the risk
of Down syndrome’.
Within this context, some providers ask whether it is appropriate to be offering tests like TMS
which may lead to the prenatal detection of conditions such as Down syndrome. For several
of the interviewed providers, the central issue is the lack of social consensus surrounding the
meanings of disability and prenatal screening. For them, decisions about whether or not to be
offering TMS are ‘societal decisions.’
“... that’s the kind of societal choice that we need to make. How much money should
we invest to screen for some Down’s syndrome? Because people say well, what you
are doing mostly is we’re trying to assure the public. And that’s true and that’s a very
important goal to assure people, that make them have an easier pregnancy by giving
them negative results of different screening tests. But there’s the other side of the
equation which is, you know, ‘search and destroy.’ And that’s a tough question. How
bad is a Down syndrome to be sought so aggressively and destroyed. I don’t know what
the answer to that is and I think that’s the ethical issue. No, I don’t think it’s a medical
answer, it’s society making choices. But you cannot avoid that kind of question, it [is]
part of the picture.”
For some providers, the primary value of TMS is as a tool for reassurance, rather than as a
technology to detect anomalies.
“One of the things I always think is very important when we talk about any form of
genetic screening or genetic testing is that we really put on the table what it is that
we’re trying to do here. Because most people think that prenatal diagnosis is search and
destroy, and it’s actually the complete opposite. What it is, is that it provides
reassurance and so that, because that reassurance can be provided, either by a diagnostic
test or by a screening test, patients will carry on with pregnancies where, if they’re not
able to give that reassurance, they may not want to take that risk. So actually prenatal
diagnosis, whether its invasive or whether it’s screening, actually prevents termination of
pregnancy, rather than promotes it.”
“One thing I can't seem to get out of anybody on the policy side is, they ask me, you
know, ‘what bang do I get for my buck?’ Well, I think you have to tell us what ‘bang’
you're looking for. What is the purpose of doing it? Is it a selective screening test for
spina bifida and chromosomal abnormalities, to give women advanced knowledge of
choice? Or, is there some other agenda here that stems from previous cost-benefit
studies which show, time and time again, that amniocentesis was cost beneficial and
that’s what sold amniocentesis to policy makers. But I say things have changed now, so I
don’t know what kind of ‘bang’ they're looking for. That's why I say I see triple screen
and prenatal diagnosis as for reassurance, because 95% of those women are going to go
away reassured.”
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Not all providers interviewed were persuaded to view TMS as a means of reassurance. As one
pointed out, that reassurance is hard to give when the results are imprecise - it is a screening tool
and there will be false-negatives. Another felt that this rationale was relevant only among
women over 35.
“We are screening to pick up abnormals more than anything else. Otherwise why offer it
to women under thirty-five?”
Another provider commented:
“It’s a misconception to think that we are going to prevent more Downs by targeting the
thirty-five or more. There’s more Downs born in the young mothers, so we should offer
them the screen.”
Later in the interview, the same provider added the following:
“... there needs to be a decision made because we are now in the worst time, and every
family with a baby with Down syndrome is asking why they weren’t screened. And
they’re not saying that they would necessarily have terminated their child with Downs,
they’re saying that they had a right to know - that the technology is there, that it’s being
offered in a lot of other places, that in fact, at the moment if they had just chosen a
different GP, they might have been screened. So I think we’re in a very uncomfortable,
and really, untenable position, and there needs to be some very clear decisions made so
that … family physicians aren’t caught in between.
Evident within these remarks is the tension within Canadian society about whether the goal of
prenatal screening is to prevent the birth of children with Down syndrome or to provide women
with ‘choice’. And providers are aware that to make TMS routine may in itself structure
women's choices.
“I think [with] medical tests, that just happens. Once you have a standard of care that
involves offer[ing] something to everybody, it becomes harder for women to say ‘no, that’s
not something I want you to test for’ … I would hope that we live in a society where we
accept and support women that say ‘this should be entirely a matter of choice’, test is a
choice, and if the test is offered to a woman in that pregnancy that she should not feel
compelled to take it. And she should not be blamed if she has a child with a problem.”
Marteau 9 found that in the three countries she surveyed, Germany, Portugal and the UK, and
across all study groups, screening history of the mother was the single most important factor
influencing attributions of control and blame following the birth of a child with Down syndrome.
Thus, a mother who had declined screening was seen as having control over the outcome and
was, in part, blamed for it.
The Canadian Down Syndrome Society and the Down Syndrome Research Foundation support
the view that women should have the right to choose to have prenatal screening. However, they
argue that the purpose of screening and diagnosis should not be aimed at reducing the number of
individuals born with Down syndrome.
As one provider commented, “if you put all your resources into the triple screen, and none of
your resources into supporting children with handicaps then it certainly looks like public policy
is dictating prevention rather than support.” The concerns expressed by the interviewed
providers illustrate very clearly the difficulties of providing ‘choice’ without the language of
‘prevention’.
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Lack of issue awareness for women and for GPs
A fourth area of concern identified by providers is the lack of education in this field for women
and for primary care providers.
There were three main points raised in this connection.
First, emphasis was placed on the lack of public and provider understanding about the difference
between screening tests and diagnostic tests. Second, many practitioners providing TMS are not
specially trained in either general or TMS-specific counselling, although consideration of risk
assessment for cancer and cardiovascular disease has become an increasingly important
dimension of clinical medical care. Third, providers and the public are perceived to be relatively
unfamiliar with screening tests and so often interpret a screen-positive result to mean the
anomaly is present.
“The way things are currently set up, a result will come back “screened positive
for Down syndrome”, which to the uninitiated is equivalent to a diagnosis, and
that usually gets conveyed to the patient as well as her provider, and that is almost
impossible to remove from consciousness, that screen-positive”.
There is a strongly felt need to educate both women and primary care providers as to the
most likely causes for a positive screen result (for example, twins, incorrect gestational dates,
diabetes).
“I think it’s just a question of having the program properly funded so that we are
embarking on this for the long-term. That there is real publicity and education of
physicians and then the public. At this point it’s gone from research to service, but
service with parameters that say only so many, and don’t publicize it almost. And
therefore, there’s never been proper dissemination of the information.”
To increase patient understanding of TMS as a screening tool was also perceived as a
means to reduce women’s anxiety. However, one provider noted that patients do not
expect to be offered the choice of a test. This is particularly noteworthy since, as
remarked earlier in this review, there is evidence that women may not actively be making
decisions about whether to have prenatal screening.
The desire for publicity about TMS and patient education is tempered by concern over the
possibility of contributing to public perception of pregnancy as a dangerous condition.
“I would say on a given day in my experience ... ninety per cent of patients come to
see me with a vastly, vastly overrated sense of risk, blown out of proportion by the
public perception that all pregnancies have this dreadful risk associated with them.
It’s sort of working pregnancy almost into a disease.”
The second issue of concern underscored by providers was that, although TMS does not provide
a diagnosis, it is important to discuss with women the implications of using this screening test.
“This is not just an over-and-done test,” said one provider. Another said, “You are
setting a series of interventions into play. Step one leads to step two, and it may lead
to termination, to step three ... People need to know what the implications are.”
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Another provider believes that it is important to try to determine what people will do with the
information from TMS: “If they are absolutely adamant that they won’t have a termination
or don’t want amniocentesis, then I try to get them to see that maternal serum screening is not
for them.”
As suggested during Grand Rounds at the Victoria General Hospital and by several of the
interviewed providers, one way to reduce ambiguity about TMS is to view it as “a screening test
for amniocentesis”. The providers' comments on the relationship between TMS, ultrasound, and
amniocentesis are in this respect revealing. When asked about how the triple screen fits in with
other tests such as ultrasound, amniocentesis and CVS, one provider stated:
“… [it] fits right next to ultrasound. I view them as very similar. Really, the response
to a positive triple screen is no different to the response to the positive ultrasound, and
nobody is hesitating about recommending an ultrasound, so I don’t know why there’s
been so much hesitation about recommending triple screen. I think that those two are
very much at the same level, CVS and the amnio are different. They are a procedure that
has a risk and on the other hand, it is a procedure that gives you a diagnosis rather than
the screen, so it’s very, very different. I think that with time it will make sense that we
use triple screen and ultrasound to assess women’s risk of having a child with a
chromosomal abnormality, or fetal anomaly, and to decide who qualifies for an amnio.”
A third issue for providers was that of informed consent.
“I’m not sure how much of it is done under informed consent, truly informed ... Not just
kind of ‘this will help us to screen your pregnancy’. I mean there are some women who,
anecdotally, it seems never really wanted their pregnancy screened. And … if it comes
up positive, now they’re placed in a position which they would rather not be in.”
None of the providers felt that written informed consent for TMS was necessary, and several felt
that obtaining written consent would be far too time-consuming and would ‘open the floodgates’,
leading to written consent for all tests. Instead, providers emphasized that physicians need
sufficient time to discuss TMS with patients, and women need sufficient time to decide whether
to have the test. Several physicians raised the possibility of a billable category specifically for
discussing different forms of prenatal screening and diagnosis.
This was not an issue for the midwives interviewed since their MSP reimbursement is different.
Three providers felt that TMS counselling could be done at less cost by non-physicians, for
example, by genetic counsellors.
Clearly providers in BC have concerns regarding the current lack of knowledge of women
undergoing testing. Indeed, several studies which have endeavoured to evaluate the information
women receive about TMS have universally concluded that TMS is commonly misunderstood.
Further, they have concluded that improving patient education is important in reducing the
anxiety of having a ‘positive’ result and ensuring informed consent.9,112-114
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Summary
The issues raised by obstetrical care providers in BC seem typical of the range of issues raised in
the published literature. Providers recognize that TMS involves a complex balance between
reassuring the majority and investigating a minority of women. The challenge is how to present
it equally to women of all ages with differing pre-test risks for Down syndrome.
Obstetrical care providers also raised issues particular to the BC context. The most important
issue is that, in the absence of a pre-existing routine serum screening test using alpha fetoprotein,
there is a strong need to establish a standard of care in the province.
Most general practitioners interviewed were considering prenatal screening of women under age
35 for the first time. As a result they were looking for a clear direction that this ought to be done,
as well as educational material on how to do it. The tone of general practitioners’ responses also
suggested that they considered themselves burdened with responsibility for providing all the
services associated with pregnancy and birth; and some saw TMS as a weighty addition to that
burden.
The obstetrical care providers largely assumed, incorrectly, that TMS would increase overall
health-care costs. They did not consider the savings associated with not having to provide
services and support for children with Down syndrome or neural tube disorders.
While each felt TMS should be available in BC, there was no consensus on how best to provide
it to women in the province.
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PART V • CHOICE, RIGHTS, AND POLICY LIMITS
It was asserted at the beginning of this review that the powerful emerging technologies, of which
TMS is one example, cannot expect to operate independently of the core values of society. In
this part of the discussion, program options are situated in the broader context of individual and
disability rights. The aim is to understand what factors affect the demand for and against the
use of TMS.
The first chapter examines how an individual woman making decisions about pregnancy may
come to consider she needs this technology. Chapter 11 explores the competing claims driving
current controversy over TMS use. The concluding chapter seeks to identify some of the
implications for policy-making.

CHAPTER 10: TMS IN A FRAMEWORK OF INDIVIDUAL CHOICE
Within Canada and the United States, TMS and other forms of prenatal screening and testing
are often described as tools which give women and couples ‘choice’ and, thus, some degree of
control over pregnancy and reproduction. From this perspective, the central choices of TMS and
other forms of prenatal genetic testing are whether to have the test; and subsequently whether to
continue a pregnancy in which an anomaly is detected.
As part of this discourse, it is generally agreed among providers and women that access to
information is the route to making better choices. Indeed, a central goal of prenatal counselling
is ‘informed choice’. Given the cultural value many Canadians and Americans place on freedom
of choice, individualism, self-determination, and tolerance of diversity, this discourse of choice
is powerful and persuasive.
While the notion of choice may resonate strongly with many Canadians, the reality of the
circumstances in which women become pregnant, encounter TMS, and then elect to have or
decline this test will structure their experiences in distinctive ways.

The shaping of choice
A multiplicity of social circumstances condition choice. Some women may undergo testing not
by their own wish, but at the insistence of their husband or other influential family member.12
A family’s decision is often influenced by financial concerns: even with universal health care in
BC, the choices available to a family without financial security are not comparable with those
open to a financially stable family. Thus, it is unrealistic to assume that families make voluntary
decisions about utilizing prenatal screening or diagnosis or about reproduction based solely on
their own preferences, personal goals, and moral views.115
Other factors which may condition prenatal genetic testing choice derive from the circumstances
in which TMS is encountered. For example, some women may not themselves have chosen
TMS, but find themselves referred because of their providers’ fear of litigation, or because they
have been identified through a screening program about which they may know very little.
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Although women and couples are largely dependent upon health care providers for information
about, access to, and interpretations of TMS, there has been virtually no examination of how the
presentation of maternal serum screening to women may influence their understanding.
Press and Browner’s 59,73 study of maternal serum alpha fetoprotein (MSAFP) in California study
found that women’s decisions were determined more by how they were informed about the test
and the kind of information they were given than by their ethnic or social class background.
According to California public policy, all women must be offered alpha fetoprotein testing, and
their consent or refusal to testing must be voluntary.
Yet the California study found that the way in which MSAFP was presented obscured the need
for choice on the part of the pregnant woman.73 Specifically, the test was usually raised in the
context of routine blood tests, providers spent generally no more than about 2 minutes discussing
AFP testing, frequently told women the test was recommended, and then assumed patient consent
unless a woman specifically said she did not want it.
“In the case of MSAFP, it would appear that broad patient acceptance has been
accomplished through the absorption of this new form of prenatal screening under the
rubric of an older, and non-controversial, medical practice--routine prenatal care. When
MSAFP screening becomes just another blood test, it ceases to be something about
which a deliberate patient decision needs to be made.” 73
A recently published survey of 200 women in France who received a positive a triple-marker
screen test underscores the importance of providing women with information. The study found
that 57.5% of the women’s providers referred them for TMS without giving any opportunity to
refuse.112 After testing positive, nearly 68% of the women did not know there might be falsenegative results, and 21.5% of the women believed their risk of a Down syndrome fetus was
50%.112 Sixty percent of the women did not know until after screening positive that
amniocentesis might be a subsequent test. 112
Data from a recent BC study demonstrated that women’s or couples’ satisfaction with the
information they received about TMS is dependent on the amount of time the health care
provider spent explaining the test.90 Sixty-one per cent of study participants (42/69) felt that
their health care provider spent less than 6 minutes explaining the screen and most (29/42) were
dissatisfied with the information given. An Ontario study found that women who received an
educational pamphlet on TMS benefitted from reading it. However, women who did not speak
English at home and women under 25 did not benefit.91
Inadequate time spent discussing TMS, the lack of language and culturally-appropriate
educational materials, and the lack of opportunity to ask questions about TMS clearly shape not
only women’s and couples’ experiences of TMS, but also their choices about it. Significantly,
when serum screening is provided as if it were just another blood test not needing discussion or
consent, its meanings for women are transformed.60
Choice may be constructed and experienced by women in particular ways. For example, women
may associate serum screening with the provision of information, emotional reassurance, and the
prevention of fetal and maternal harm, and tend to diminish its connection with abortion and the
detection of anomalies.73 What is at stake for them may not be the presence of anomalies, or
whether to have TMS, but simply having routine prenatal care.73
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This point is significant, since two studies have found that women may have TMS without
actively deciding to do so.93 Equating TMS with other routine blood or urine tests and trusting
that if TMS is offered it must be in their best interests, nearly three-quarters of women in a
Finnish study underwent TMS without going through any active decision-making process.
In their study of AFP screening in California, Press and Browner found that 85% of the women
who agreed to testing said they did not deliberate much before deciding. Moreover, many
women did not know precisely why they decided to have or to refuse prenatal genetic testing. 73
For most Canadians knowledge is prized, and being ‘left in the dark’ correspondingly unwelcome.
Knowledge is inevitably value laden, however, and embedded in particular social configurations
of power. Within the present context, for example, prenatal screening technologies have a distinct
cultural weight or imperative.
First, as with amniocentesis and ultrasound, the fact that TMS is technologically and medically
derived knowledge about the fetus may make it particularly compelling and persuasive to women.
Second, there is high cultural value placed by many Canadians on ‘taking the initiative’ rather
than ‘leaving things to chance’. Third, to have prenatal tests, to read about pregnancy, and to seek
knowledge about the fetus are widely perceived in Canada as the signs of being a good mother.
These cultural imperatives are highly likely to condition women’s and couples’ choices.116
The cultural emphasis on individual choice is allied with the notion that individuals, rather than
community or family, are responsible for the outcome of pregnancy. Women who come for
testing and who seek medical care are said to be ‘doing what’s best’ and not ‘leaving things to
chance.’ 74 In this light, as Press and Browner suggest, prenatal testing, including maternal serum
screening, “is women’s only culturally approved means of reassuring themselves and others, that
they are doing ‘all that can be done’ to ensure a healthy pregnancy.” 73
Given this cultural weighting of medical and technologically derived knowledge, TMS testing
may be perceived as empowering regardless of the test outcome. The ‘knowledge’ offered by
TMS may indeed be reassuring (as in a negative result); or helpful, since it may assist some
women prepare for a child with a disability, and others to prepare for abortion.
Several studies have documented that women associate serum screening with Down syndrome 93
and that women know that ultrasound, amniocentesis and CVS will be offered following a
positive test result.73 Women have described AFP testing as desirable since they want to
know everything. Some women may also see the test as an agent for the creation of a better
pregnancy outcome.73
In other words, maternal serum screening is perceived by some women as a test that would
not only assure but also insure their baby’s health.59 Similarly, some women may believe,
incorrectly, that TMS will detect all cases of Down syndrome.93
‘Choice’ may also be shaped by that fact that certain forms of prenatal testing are perceived
by women and couples not as a test to detect anomalies, but as a means of seeing if the baby is
healthy. Ultrasound fetal imaging in particular is widely viewed in this way 62,93 and the same
meanings may be true of TMS, especially where it is offered to all pregnant women.
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A different perception of TMS is evident in a Finnish study comparing ideas held by two groups
of women about serum screening and of ultrasound screening.93 While ultrasound was generally
discussed in terms of reassurance about the health of the fetus, gestational age, and ability to rule
out twins, serum screening was much more often discussed as a means of finding abnormalities.
The same study, also found that termination of pregnancy was much more likely to be discussed
by women in connection with serum screening than with ultrasound screening.
“Even if the screening is organised to detect diseases, an individual uses it as
assurance that everything is as it should be. This makes it understandable why
many women are very surprised and feel unprepared to receive positive
screening results ... Because of this it is unlikely that increasing women’s
knowledge alone would solve the problem of the anxiety that women experience
when receiving positive screening results.” 93
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CHAPTER 11: TMS IN A DISABILITY RIGHTS FRAMEWORK
This chapter seeks to understand how TMS is regarded from the perspective of disability rights,
and the significance of arguments for and against its funding.
Although voiced primarily by disability-rights groups, the issues go beyond narrow sectional
interest. In fact, the principal argument is one of accelerating importance within what we
properly regard as a free society. At base, it asserts that where the interests of society as a
whole are affected, simply because the technology exists to enable a choice does not mean a
person should necessarily be obliged, or even entitled, to make it.
The practical significance of this issue can hardly be over-emphasized, since the revolution in
health care promised by genetics will have far reaching consequences for humanity in the next
century, likely to challenge our understanding of what it means to be human. The application
of genetic knowledge is certain to result in completely new paradigms of the individual and
health; and in re-drawn boundaries, widening those that have until now confined the disciplines
of health care.
Within this framework, the World Health Organization is currently developing guidelines on
bio-ethics surrounding medical genetics and public-health related bio-technologies. The authors
of the draft guidelines caution that the new era of profound changes in traditional health care,
“… will challenge our ability to develop societal guidelines and to provide
relevant, accurate, timely, and coordinated information only to the public and to
politicians, policy-makers and legislators ... We should develop strategies now,
to be able to anticipate and manage the long-term public health implications of
this revolution, coordinate our efforts, and harmonize standards and practices at
an international level.” 117
However, international-level policy creation relating to new genetics seldom involves even
provincial policy-makers, far less the representatives of community organizations serving
disadvantaged groups. Although the disabled have perhaps the most poignant perspective on the
nascent technologies exemplified by triple-marker screening, and experiences which should be
central to discussion of the ethics, risks and benefits in the field, they remain voices at the margin.

The equality perspective on disability issues
In 1996 the federal government task force report on disability issues Equal Citizenship for
Canadians with Disabilities 118 advised that the federal government adopt a disability policy
framework to help achieve its objective of an inclusive society, guided by the equality
uarantees under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The task force urged the
federal government to involve provinces in building disability considerations into mainstream
policies and programs.
It is critical to this process that gender inequality be seen as conceptually allied with issues
of disability, since in the TMS debate, women’s gender equality and disability rights are
both highly salient. In screening for Down syndrome, women are the recipients of prenatal
screening technologies and are expected to make ‘choices’ whether to resist or accept technical
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interventions in their pregnancies. They may bear guilt, either for terminating a pregnancy or
giving birth to a disabled infant who may then be given up for adoption. Moreover, since women
are the primary caregivers for family members with disabilities throughout the life span, it is
women rather than men who are most affected by the needs of the disabled.
In the 1980s and early 1990s an abundance of feminist literature detailed the forces which
undermine sexual equality by depriving women of reproductive freedom. They raised issues of
reproductive choice, the right to abortion, contraceptive and conceptive technologies, of maternal
over fetal rights, and ways in which women’s autonomy and control and the safety of their bodies
had been compromised by drugs and devices.
Over the last decade, however, the rhetoric surrounding questions of choice has gradually shifted
from the radical feminist critiques into vernacular biomedical discourse. More ‘choices’ are
offered in prenatal health care delivery – a variety of prenatal techniques to monitor pregnancy
(blood tests, ultrasonography, CVS and amniocentesis), choice of service provider for delivery
(midwife, general practitioner, specialist) and place of birth (home or hospital).
This proliferation of options has been seen as improving the situation of women. It has not,
however, operated to enhance the context within which option choices are made.

The spectre of neo-eugenics: genetics as population control
A major feature of the context is that prenatal screening and diagnostic technologies are
becoming standard components of clinical care during pregnancy. Burgeoning information
technology and knowledge generation leads us to the belief we can and should know everything
that can be determined about life issues.
But while many Canadians would argue it is beneficial to know as much about the status of the
invisible fetus as possible so that the pregnancy will be ‘under control,’ from the point of view
of the disability-rights movement these developments are viewed with alarm.
From this perspective, the focus of screening is not about individual choices but about population
control, and as such, reminiscent of the eugenic policies in the early part of this century. Even in
Canada, it is important to remember, certain populations were formerly identified as less worthy
of existence than others. The danger of this new set of determinants is that they direct women to
consider using prenatal screening technologies for the express purpose of identifying ‘defective’
fetuses, and once identified, to abort them.
The British Council of Disabled People (BCDP) has produced a discussion document on the new
genetics and disabled people.119 As a representative voice of disabled people’s organizations in
Britain, the Council has raised alarm about many recent developments in both genetics research
and clinical practice, and the ill-informed presentation of these developments.
The Council also argues that both popular ideas and professional opinion about the ability of
genetic technologies to provide ‘cures’ for disability has unleashed a new genetic determinism
with strong eugenic overtones. Given the historic and continued links between genetics and
eugenics, the dangers are posed not only to the disabled, but to us all.
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The BCDP asserts that the value of life is far too important to leave to geneticists:
“[Eugenics overtones] constitute a serious threat to disabled people, for we are not
disabled by our genes or our impairment but by societies which actively and passively
discriminate against us. Our disability is a socio-political not a medical problem.
Therefore, far from helping us, the new genetics and the cultural and political
ideology which informs it threatens to foster a more negative image of disability and
is likely to lead to increased discrimination against disabled people.” 119
While it unequivocally respects a woman’s right to choose within the unique circumstances of
her pregnancy, the BCDP contends that the choice to continue pregnancy must be secure in the
knowledge that all children will be brought into a society which does not discriminate against
disabled people. The present climate in which prenatal screening has exacerbated prejudice
against and a fear of disabled people has exerted a powerful negative influence over women’s
choices. Thus rather than expanding choice, prenatal screening and prejudice against disability
have combined to limit women’s options.
Canadian popular understanding of Down syndrome has benefitted very little from the experience
of those who appreciate the complexities of living with disabilities. Scarce resources too have
limited discussion in Canada of prenatal screening from a disability rights’ perspective.

BC support groups
In BC, there are currently two principal support groups which have endeavoured to focus attention
on these issues: the Down Syndrome Research Foundation and Resource Centre (DSRF); and the
Lower Mainland Down Syndrome Society (LMDSS). Appendix D provides a summary account
of the foundation and aims of active associations.
Both main organisations have formulated and published a statement on maternal serum
screening, which raise several central concerns about its use and the lack of information available
to those affected. In particular, they caution that balanced information about both the predictive
value of the test and about Down syndrome should be made available, ensuring that positive
aspects of having a child with Down syndrome are balanced against the negative impact of
testing.
The Foundation takes the position that the primary goal of prenatal testing should be to improve
health care, not to reduce the birth prevalence of Down syndrome: “If the test is only used to
identify and abort fetuses with Down syndrome, we feel it will adversely affect the quality of life
for people with Down syndrome in our community, since there is the assumption that Down
syndrome should be eradicated.” (position statement below)
The Lower Mainland Down Syndrome Society (LMDSS), affiliated to the Canadian Down
Syndrome Society, provides support, information, network opportunities and development for
individuals with Down syndrome, their families and professionals working with them. The
mission of the LMDSS is to facilitate positive change so that individuals with Down syndrome
become full members of society.
The statements of these groups on prenatal genetic testing and maternal serum screening follow
on the next two pages.
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CANADIAN DOWN SYNDROME SOCIETY
Position Statement on Prenatal Genetic Testing
With this Position Statement on Prenatal Genetic Testing, the aim of the Canadian Down
Syndrome Society (CDSS) is to foster a climate of understanding and mutual respect for the
dignity, worth and equal rights for all people, regardless of handicap or disability. All people,
including those with Down syndrome, are a part of their local communities, and shall be
recognized as having a rich contribution to make in the development and well being of the
human community. The mission of the Canadian Down Syndrome Society is to enhance the
quality of life for all individuals who have Down syndrome.
The Maternal Serum Screening Test establishes the probability of a pregnant woman having
a child with Down syndrome or spina bifida and other neural tube defects. The Society wishes
to address screening in relationship to Down syndrome. We believe that the widespread use
of genetic screening for the purpose of identification and abortion of fetuses with Down
syndrome may adversely affect the quality of life for all persons with Down syndrome in our
community. This adverse effect could potentially reduce funding and support services to
individuals with Down syndrome and may encourage negative attitudes of society towards
persons with Down syndrome.
The following statements are in reference to prenatal genetic testing.
Where used in the foregoing statements, and in any other CDSS publications, the term
“prenatal genetic testing” is intended to include maternal serum screening.
1. We believe the primary goal of prenatal genetic testing should not be to reduce the birth
prevalence of Down syndrome in the population. Its use should be directed towards the
provision of improved health care.
2. Prenatal genetic testing should be voluntary. The woman or couple should receive
counselling that is comprehensive and provided in a language that is easily understood by
them. Prior to any consent for prenatal genetic testing, the couple should be given accurate
and up-to-date information on all relevant issues surrounding prenatal genetic testing and
Down syndrome. This information should be provided in a balanced manner. Each woman
or couple should be allowed to decide whether prenatal genetic testing is appropriate for
them, based on informed choice. An appropriate period of time should be allowed between
receiving the information and deciding, with written consent, whether or not to proceed
with the test.
3. Following a test result which implies that the fetus may have a probability of a chromosome
abnormality such as Down syndrome, the woman or couple should be provided with
detailed, balanced information regarding the options available to them. This information
should be provided by a knowledgeable and qualified health care provider such as those
found in accredited genetic centres. Balanced information should be so recorded for the
woman or couple to review at their leisure. Opportunities to have the woman or couple
speak to parents of children with Down syndrome should be offered.
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THE DOWN SYNDROME RESEARCH FOUNDATION &
RESOURCE CENTRE
Statement Concerning Maternal Serum Screening
The Down Syndrome Research Foundation (DSRF) has several concerns about the pre-natal
screening tests available for families, relating to the way in which they are being used and the
lack of information provided for those affected by the tests.
The DRSF feels that families must be provided with effective information to counter-balance
the negative impact of the test. Careful preparation and timing, with accessible information
at each stage, is important to insure an informed choice is possible and to diminish parental
anxiety.
Written information about Down syndrome, especially when more than ten years old, can give
an unnecessarily negative view. The information given should be balanced by written and
audio-visual material depicting the more positive reality of having a child with Down syndrome.
The blood test for maternal serum screening is a screening test and does not give a confirmed
diagnosis. Further tests are necessary to establish a diagnosis. Some prospective parents do not
understand this process when they take the maternal serum-screening test.
The maternal serum screening test can raise or lower prospective parents’ anxiety
tremendously. It may engender fear in the prospective parents about their ability to raise a
child with Down syndrome. Research shows that the majority of families have more joy than
suffering and regrets.
The primary goal of pre-natal testing is to improve health care, not to reduce the birth
prevalence of Down syndrome.
If the test is only used to identify and abort fetuses with Down syndrome we feel it will
adversely affect the quality of life for people with Down syndrome in our community, since
there is the assumption that Down syndrome should be eradicated. Maternal serum screening
and other pre-natal testing provide useful information regarding the pregnancy. The
Foundation recognizes the challenges of having a child with Down syndrome but feels that
prospective parents should not feel it is a reason for termination of a pregnancy.
The Mandate of the Foundation is to improve the independence of people with Down syndrome
through education, information, research and clinical services. As an organization providing
information and educational services on Down syndrome, we are prepared to assist in ensuring
that the professionals providing the screening have current information about Down syndrome.
We will help ensure that suitable materials and counselling are available to all families.
We urge you to work with us to ensure appropriate, ‘up-to-date’ and balanced counselling is
available in the Province of British Columbia.
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Social determinants of disability
The deterministic view of disability as a biologically-actuated ‘defect’ fails to consider that
disability may, in some senses, be a social construct. The narrow view is to individualize
disability. As Hubbard points out, characterizing disability as an exclusively biological issue
ignores for example, the environmental causes of disability which are largely preventable given
the political will to do so.
“… the interactions between genes and the environment are enormously complex. It
moves our focus from the environmental causes of disabilities – which are terrifying
and increasing daily – to individual genetic ones.” 120
In reality the experience of many people with disabilities “is that the disability itself is a minimal
barrier – the real problems come from the discriminatory attitudes and thoughtless behaviour of
the non-disabled majority.” 121

Hearing the voices of experience
In preparing this review, therefore, it has been seen as important to integrate the comments of
women who also represent the disabled community as both self-advocates and activists. While
this research has been unable to document the full meaning, particularly for women, of living with
the condition of Down syndrome, it has examined allied experiences: what it means to live with
some form of disability, and what it means to be responsible for deciding to give birth to an infant
with Down syndrome or to be directly responsible for the care of a person with Down syndrome.
Pacific DisAbled Women’s Network (DAWN), formed in the early 1990s, is presently
mobilizing its members to become more active in determining and acting upon issues which
directly affect them. It is involved in three research projects co-sponsored with BC Centre of
Excellence for Women’s Health, which has given rise for the need for research guidelines. It
calls for women with disabilities to be included in all research and for ethical guidelines to be
agreed upon so that researchers can benefit from DAWN’s expert participation.
“Women with disabilities have unique perspectives and understandings which
derive from our experiences in the largely inaccessible world in which we live.
Research that has the experience of women with disabilities as its subject matter
must reflect these perspectives and understandings.” 122
This stance addresses an important issue, that research related to minority groups should aim to be
collaborative: that researchers ought not to speak simply for or about the disabled, but with them.
In the general critique of prenatal screening, what is missing is a sense of why Western society is
preoccupied with ‘the perfect baby’ and of why so much money is put into emerging and
expensive medical technologies, at the expense of providing services and funding to those
already living with disability.
A disabled, self-advocate member of DAWN and People First makes a powerful case for the
rights of the disabled and to show why, from her perspective, TMS makes little sense in a world
where concepts of normality are slippery, and those of abnormality oddly perverse:
“I would think that everybody would want a so-called ‘normal’ child. And I think this
test (triple-marker screen) is saying to me that your life isn’t as good when you have
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Down syndrome. So if you are born with Down syndrome you can’t help that, I mean,
you are born that way … So if you have a handicap that you can’t see, like mine you
can’t see it really, but because it’s [Down syndrome] facial, and I don’t think that is fair.
Like … everybody’s disabled in some way … So to me, I feel that it’s really making
people feel less about themselves. Like, if you’re going to say that with this test that a
mother isn’t going to have you because of your disability … there’s a lot of mothers that
wouldn’t want a child with a disability.” (taped interview with disability rights’ selfadvocate 10th February 1999)
The self advocate points out that the percentage of children born with Down syndrome,
compared with fetal alcohol syndrome or low birth weight infants is small. Yet heroic medical
efforts are made to deliver these other infants at the optimum time and provide them with crucial
intensive care, not only in the short term but throughout their lives.

Challenges in policy development
Once articulated, there still remains the problem of finding ways to integrate these lived
experiences with public policy. Presently, the Working Group on Women and the New Genetics
are exploring opinions about prenatal screening of some Canadian community groups, including
the CDSS. This strategy was intended as a means of mapping key issues in women’s health, the
new genetics and the Canadian Biotechnology Strategy (CBS) from the perspective of
community-based work.
In February 1999, a national network of community-based and academic women met in Winnipeg
for a community consultation. Its aim was to prepare for a national strategic workshop on
women's health and the Canadian biotechnology strategy, entitled “Women’s Health: An Impact
Assessment of the Canadian Biotechnology Strategy” planned for Toronto in February 2000.
The consultation was co-sponsored by the Working Group on Women’s Health and the New
Genetics, and funded by the National Network on Environments and Women’s Health, a Centre
of Excellence for Women’s Health, and the Prairie Women’s Health Centre of Excellence and
the Canadian Women's Health Network.
The goals of the consultation were threefold: to explore experiences by learning how
communities face genetic knowledge; to identify priorities by learning what communities’ key
issues are and what policies, if any, community-based organizations have in relation to genetic
knowledge; and then by considering experiences and priorities, to develop strategies so as to
position community workers as effective operators, and to develop a greater women’s health
presence in the CBS and the new genetics.
Two difficult lessons emerged from the consultation: first, the reality that under-resourced
organizations are not dealing with questions related to genetic biotechnology; and second, that
forging new alliances outside the existing network of community-based women’s health
organizations will take considerable effort.
The consultation process did however show that for women’s health advocates and disabilityrights organizations, prenatal testing is the point at which genetic knowledge is most often
encountered. Generally speaking, the majority of the workshop participants were much more
conversant with prenatal diagnosis than with any other area. However, a range of perspectives
were articulated:
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“Significant issues and tensions emerged in discussions over these issues. On the
one hand, some participants saw prenatal diagnosis as inherently eugenic, being
based on biased understandings of the reality of life with a disability. Other
participants suggested that this was not always the case and that, at least for families
with known genetic diseases, encounters with prenatal diagnosis was not premised
on ignorance. Continuing with this tension, some participants suggested that
disability selection through prenatal diagnosis was equivalent to sex selection and
that both should be banned. Other participants were less convinced of the equation,
and felt that disability and diseases were experienced in different ways and different
degrees and that this was unlike sex. Finally, while the issue of restricting prenatal
diagnosis was a common concern, and the limitations of the language of “choice”
were acknowledged, some participants warned about the actual mechanics of such
interventions in the health system; be careful what you wish for, one participant
suggested, drawing an analogy with the feminist debates over pornography and the
homophobic backlash.” 123
The mobilization of such organizations is presently developing at local, national and
international levels. But until workable strategies are fully developed, it is unlikely that the
concerns and attitudes of the disabled about prenatal screening technologies will be recognized
or given the attention they deserve at the policy levels of government.
From the disabled communities’ viewpoint, however, it is most important that the Canadian
Equality Perspective on Disability Issues articulated by the federal government Task Force
report 118 be acted upon to guide the creation and review of public policies and laws. Their
anxiety is that if the emerging views of disabled communities are not heeded by policy-makers
at the provincial level, then constitutional imperatives will be no more than platitudes.
To reiterate, the report’s goal of equality for disabled people means that “self-determination,
autonomy, dignity, respect, integration, participation and independent living must be the effect
of all federal government programs, laws and activities”.
If it is to abide by the spirit of the federal directive, provincial mandates need to include ‘the
missing voices’ of the disabled in its policy decisions. Nowhere is this more important than
in the forum of the genetic revolution, and on the focal issue of prenatal screening technologies.
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CHAPTER 12: CHOICE AND POLICY LIMITS
Public policy, legislation, and legal precedents currently uphold publicly-provided abortion
services in Canada. This support includes funding hospitals and clinics to provide services,
and applying sanctions against those seeking to deny the exercise of legal rights. Professional
Colleges have sought consistency in this area by requiring all practising physicians, regardless
of their personal moral convictions, to make women aware of abortion services.
The need for support has been particularly acute in relation to abortions which occur late in
the second trimester, as is usual with TMS. At this point, the ethical and emotional issues
for women and families, and health care providers too, are particularly complex and intense.
Additional to them are the difficulties of providing women outside major metropolitan areas
with access to abortion services.
Despite the practical and ethical challenges, public policy on prenatal diagnosis and selective
abortion rests on a relatively solid ‘pro-choice’ legal and regulatory framework. However, public
policy is facing significant issues, most notably how to set funding limits within and alongside
changing definitions of disability, and while continuing to respect individual rights.

Setting Limits
Individual choice, unrestricted, would allow women to maximize their preferences in
determining which screening tests to have and what level of risk should justify subsequent
diagnostic tests or abortion. But in their discussion in this area, Hook and Waller show that any
attempt to set public-funding limits, whether based on finances or prevalence rates, must
inevitably restrict the scope of individual choice.124
In the Canadian context at least, limits have been a routine part of prenatal testing and selective
abortion. Most commonly, these limits have taken the form of ‘cut-off’ points, such as maternal
age or serum biochemical levels, which women must pass to become eligible for screening or
diagnostic testing.
Other limits are found in patterns of service provision. For example, more sophisticated,
‘detailed’ as opposed to ‘dating’, ultrasound has only been made available in regional centres,
forcing triage among eligible patients.5,45 Limits are effectively also set if timely access
to services such as amniocentesis and abortion cannot be provided in more remote regions
of the province.
While limits are evident, the basis for policy in current prenatal testing limits has been
particularly difficult to discern. Research has examined the more common cut-off levels
such as age 35 as the age of amniocentesis eligibility.6 However, very little has been
established about other prenatal tests such as routine ultrasound, its distribution, justification,
or relationship to genetic counselling and informed choice, although the latter has been studied
in some jurisdictions.125
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TMS in a context of limits
Prenatal screening with a simple serum screening test, in contrast to diagnostic screening with
amniocentesis, makes particular demands on public policy. In BC, it was first noted in 1983 by
Sadovnick and Baird 15 that introducing a serum screening test (at that time AFP testing for neural
tube disorders) could easily create a potentially harmful imbalance in prenatal services.
Sadovnick and Baird argued that such a test should not be made available without pre-established
standards of pretest counselling, and referral networks able to provide efficient diagnostic
facilities. They judged that from an overall program perspective, if all aspects of a screening
process are not in place, harm will exceed benefit.
In BC, however, TMS has diffused into widespread use without meeting many conditions
Sadovnick and Baird viewed as necessary. Public policy neither promoted nor discouraged
this trend. Instead, diffusion has occurred incrementally, expanding within and between clinical
practices. In consequence, while public policy has not been responsible for TMS utilization,
it now faces what seems to be an unavoidable need to set the conditions in which TMS utilization
occurs, since if such conditions are not set, problems may be regarded as inevitable. The
potential risks associated with not having these necessary conditions in place have been
reiterated recently in the Ontario,5 and the United Kingdom.126
The need to establish conditions has been made more acute by the policy statement of the
College of Physicians and Surgeons of BC. In keeping with its policy regarding individual
patient autonomy and informed consent, the College has stated that practitioners must make
women aware of TMS,110 notwithstanding any reservations about the practicability of offering
TMS in isolated areas of the province.
Bearing in mind that all elements of a full programmatic service are simply not in place, this
represents considerable pressure on the BC Ministry of Health, responsible for mandating
services and service distribution in BC, to address the dilemma.
In the instance of maternal serum screening, public policy limits might take the form of necessary
‘conditions’ for serum screening introduction. For example, maternal serum screening could
proceed if training in pre-test counselling, regional amniocentesis services, and second trimester
abortion services are available and adequate in the province.

Qualifying factors
Although the need for public policy regarding TMS seems paramount, some additional factors
should be borne in mind.
Cost-benefit analyses are not likely to provide much assistance in determining how to proceed.
As Sheldon and Simpson argue,18 cost-benefit analyses can be useful if a health jurisdiction
decides to provide prenatal screening for a condition such as Down syndrome, in that such
analyses assign a cost figure to evaluate which prenatal program might provide a cost-benefit
versus alternatives. However, cost-benefit analyses provide no assistance with the more difficult
judgments of which conditions to test for, or what constitutes adequate testing accuracy. 18
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Furthermore, any mandated service provision may contradict the consumer movement for
home testing (blood pressure, pregnancy and also genetic testing), claimed as a means for
the individual to ‘take control’ of health. In this sense, to insist on genetic counselling may
be seen as paternalistic and even authoritarian, particularly by disability-rights activists who
are apt to view genetic counsellors with suspicion, and would wish to ensure the availability
of independent counselling.
It should also be noted here that an emphasis on heredity and individual disease risks should
not overwhelm significant and frequently over-looked environmental and social factors in
many of these disabilities.
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PART VI • POLICY OPTIONS
In broad consequence of the circumstances mentioned in previous chapters, the range of policy
options open to government is relatively restricted. As part of the design of the present review,
the investigators established a number of options that encompass the available possibilities,
drawing upon the shared and context-specific features mentioned above.
Four TMS options were developed reflecting different configurations of TMS testing. The
possibility of further options emerging during ensuing consultations was left open. The final
chapter of the section provides a brief economic analysis of the option-specific findings.
It is important to note that these option-specific findings are offered as illustrations to inform the
provincial policy-making process. They should not be regarded as definitive evaluations of TMS
program performance in BC, since they are based as much on estimates as on actual data. For
example, while TMS and amniocentesis rates are based on provincial data, birth rates of affected
fetuses are estimated from the prevalence data of other jurisdictions.
There are other uncertainties associated with evaluating provision of TMS. Actual payments for
laboratory components, for example, have included both fee-for-service and contract payments.
Included in the laboratory contract payment is a portion designated for genetic counselling,
a service provided under a different department, with a different group of specialists, and
payment system.
Similarly, although amniocentesis is listed as a fee-for-service item that can be billed to the
provincial payment plan by any obstetrician or radiologist, most amniocentesis is provided
through a contract to BC Children’s and Women’s Hospital in Vancouver. The actual
current cost of amniocentesis in the province, therefore, should reflect a yet-to-be-determined
component of that contract, together with an estimate of utilization outside the contract from
around the province.
The GEM program staff generously provided extensive data on TMS in the province for
this review. In particular, they provided details from the pilot project study which enrolled
a population between January 1st 1995 and March 31st 1997. This data set has the advantage
of including the most complete follow-up of outcomes; that is, the incidence of Down syndrome
and other chromosomal abnormalities were obtained not only from amniocentesis, but also
from mail-out questionnaires to attending physicians post-delivery. This source is required
in order to detect Down syndrome births missed by TMS testing (false-negatives).
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CHAPTER 13
OPTION 1: CONTINUATION OF CURRENT PRACTICE
(component funding for ad hoc use of TMS by
women of all ages, but not program funding)
The first Option reflects the current situation in BC. It is termed ‘ad hoc’ by geneticists and
proponents of comprehensive program funding because it is not a co-ordinated service applying
provincial standards, referral structures or quality control. Funding for laboratory services, preand post-test counselling, amniocentesis and abortion are being found within different budgets.
Although disfavoured by proponents of co-ordinated funding because of inconsistencies in
service delivery, this Option is carefully weighed as to its costs and benefits.
To a significant extent, ad hoc use may reflect both the demand among women and the current
capabilities of clinicians (in pre-test and post-test counselling for example), as well as the
problems of co-ordinating services among historically-independent components of the healthcare sector. Program proponents and government administrators may ultimately find themselves
obliged to accommodate ad hoc utilization regardless of their recommendations and funding
decisions, since the complex of social, institutional, and professional forces which have defined
current use of serum screening will in all probability continue to be the effective determinants
of this procedure.
One of the features of ad hoc service delivery, reflected in the analysis presented below, is that
there is no central reservoir of comprehensive data. As result, a number of different sources
and methods have been used to map out elements of current TMS utilization, population
impact and cost.
All the TMS laboratory testing in the province is provided by the GEM program at Children’s
and Women’s Hospital in Vancouver. The GEM program is not reimbursed for TMS by the
Medical Services Commission (MSC), the provincial government payment agency, as a fee-forservice item similar to other laboratory tests. In fact, TMS does not appear as a fee item at all.
One component of TMS, alpha fetoprotein (AFP), has been a payment item since 1982, and it
has been used, in part and indirectly, to reimburse the GEM Program through payment to
Children’s and Women’s Health Centre. A second component of TMS, human chorionic
gonadotropin, although on the fee schedule for a variety of indications including serum
pregnancy testing, is not reimbursed for prenatal testing.
The background incidence of births of children with Down syndrome in BC is not precisely
known, and therefore the age-specific incidence was estimated using actual BC maternal age
distribution and age-specific risk profile taken from a recently-published meta-analysis.2
Sources and methodology are detailed in Appendix G.
This GEM study time-period was used for this analysis because it overlaps with the time-period
for which maternal age distribution is available (1997). More recently, the GEM program
provided important estimates of amniocentesis utilization rates by women with initial TMS
positive results (Appendix G, Table 18). Outcome data of comparable reliability are not
available after March 1997.
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Provincial administrative databases provided additional information regarding trends in prenatal
test utilization rates starting in 1991/92, and including alpha fetoprotein, amniocentesis, chorionic
villus sampling and ultrasound scanning. Appendix E details the total services and payments by
age and utilization, by health regions (Tables 8-10, 14-17). The 1996/97 fiscal year is the most
recent complete year for which data were available and is therefore used for detailed analysis.
For the population impact estimates, data for 1997 have been used, as it is the most recent year
for which the age distribution of BC women giving birth is available.
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SUMMARY OF POPULATION IMPACT AND COST
Model of 10,045 TMS tests in 1997, which approximates actual utilization.
Total live births in 1997: 44, 371

Women under age 35
Subset of total live births 1997: 37,150 (BC Vital Statistics)
Tested population: 7,471 ( 20%); age profile skewed to women 30-35 (GEM data)
Down syndrome fetuses at the second trimester *: total population under age 35: 54;
tested population: 13
Utilization:
Using TMS parameters (sensitivity and specificity) obtained from the BC, TMS study:
•

397 women screen-positive (5.3%)

•

278 women subsequently undergo amniocentesis (70% from GEM 1998)

Detection rate:
• 7/13 DS correctly identified in screen-positive group (true-positives)
•

5/7 DS diagnosed through amniocentesis (70% uptake)

Population impact:
• 4 to 5 abortions would result (80-100% uptake of abortion; estimated from literature)
•

390 initial false-positive TMS results

•

3 normal fetuses lost due to amniocentesis induced abortion (assume 1% rate)

•

6 DS births would occur in TMS-negative population (false-negatives)

•

Ratio of induced miscarriages following amniocentesis to DS fetuses detected is 1:1.7

Women age 35 and over
Subset of total live births 1997: 7,221 live births (BC Vital Statistics)
Tested population: 2574 (35%); modeled on age profiles report by GEM
DS fetuses at the second trimester: total population over 35: 58; tested population: 20
Utilization:
Using TMS parameters (sensitivity and specificity) obtained from the BC TMS study:
•

578 women screen-positive (23%)

•

347 women subsequently undergo amniocentesis (60% amniocentesis, GEM data 1998)

* Approximately 23% of Down syndrome fetuses abort spontaneously between the second trimester and birth.
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Detection rate:
•

16/20 DS fetuses correctly identified in the screen-positive group (true-positives)

•

4/20 fetuses incorrectly identified (false-negatives)

•

10/16 diagnosed with a 60% amniocentesis uptake rate (GEM data 1998)

Population impact:
•

558 false-positive TMS test results

•

8 to 10 abortions (80-100% uptake after amniocentesis diagnosis)

•

4 normal fetuses lost due to amniocentesis (assume 1% fetal loss rate)

•

4 Down syndrome births would occur in TMS negative group testing (false-negatives)

•

Ratio of induced abortions following amniocentesis to DS fetuses detected is 1:2.5

Note: 1537 additional women (21% of women age 35 and older) were assumed to continue to use
amniocentesis as first screen. An additional 12 Down syndrome cases would be detected.

TABLE 1: Population Impact and Cost Option Option 1 (Current practice).
Total cost and cost per case detected* for 10,000 TMS tests, all age groups
(amniocentesis rate: 70% for women under age 35 and 60% for women age 35 and over)

TMS costs

Amniocentesis
costs

Follow-up care:
amniocentesisinduced
abortion

Cases
detected

Average
cost per
case
detected

TOTAL cost

<35 TMS

$836,772

$176,540

$585

5

$206,918

$1,013,897

35+ TMS

$286,685

$220,232

$730

10

$49,769

$507,647

TOTAL all
ages

$1,123,457

$396,772

$1,315

15

$101,436

$1,521,544

Age and
screening
group

* Explanatory Notes:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Current prices estimated using GEMS data and 1999 MSC fee schedule prices only
Excludes capital overhead costs borne by health centres providing services
TMS cost includes cost of prenatal counselling estimated at $22.00 per TMS test
Excludes costs of dating ultrasound. Although a dating ultrasound is strongly recommended
for TMS test interpretation, the majority of women in the province are currently receiving
this service for other reasons as part of routine obstetrical care.
Costs were only estimated to the point of detection of Down syndrome or spina bifida; that is,
they do not include costs associated with elective pregnancy termination, delivery or perinatal
and ongoing costs of care associated with the management of Down syndrome or spina bifida
whether they accrue to the health care system, families or society as a whole.
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Comments on Option 1: Current practice: ad hoc funding for TMS
Nearly all individuals interviewed for this report, or who have provided a written opinion on
TMS in BC, concluded consistently that: 1) the current ad hoc system is an inefficient use of
resources and 2) the system is unacceptable since there is no prevailing standard of practice.
Two medical care providers, for example, said that if the current situation was the only choice,
then it was better not to have TMS at all.
“[Continuing in this way is] just refusing to attack the problem and address it properly.
That's the way it has been introduced, though, through the back door and very
inadequately through a pilot (project) that has been expanded. In the end, everyone ends
up the loser except for a very small fragment of the population … lucky enough that the
doctor is knowledgeable and knows how to use the triple screen, how to interpret and
how to explain the triple screen.
I think that politically the government’s fine the way they are doing it right now, because
they provide amniocentesis for those who want it, they provide triple screen for those
who want it, but they’re not really looking at the public good. They’re not really looking
at what is an appropriate public choice - effective health care ... We can do a better job.”
“It shouldn’t be this half-way measure that satisfies the minority of pregnant women who
happen to be conveniently geographically situated.”
Among this sample of counsellors there was general support for TMS as representing an
improvement over screening based on age alone. However, the counsellors had significant
concerns about its current use in BC. In particular, the present situation was described as an
inefficient use of resources and inadequate with regard both to access to screening, and to the
availability of patient and provider education about it.
During the course of the interviews, focus group, and questionnaires, the following
recommendations were made by genetic counsellors regarding TMS in BC:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
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the wording of the results form should be changed to replace the terms “positive” and
“negative” with “increased risk” and “decreased risk”;
TMS false-positives could be reduced by instituting an early low-cost dating scan;
enhanced education of patients and physicians would facilitate informed choice;
an educational pamphlet about screening tests and TMS for women and their partners is
needed (Not all providers interviewed were aware of the pamphlet from BC Children’s and
Women’s Hospital);
TMS should be available only with the necessary support services (amniocentesis,
counselling, termination);
a program for maternal serum screening, rather than TMS, should be put in place, since there
are new biochemical markers under development that BC may consider in future. Ideally,
these new screening technologies should be assessed without repeating the entire evaluation
process;
additional funding should be available for children with special needs, to help ensure women
have true ‘choice’;
public debate should be encouraged, with a view to determining whether public funds should
be spent on population prenatal screening;
prevention of Down syndrome and spina bifida should not be the goal of prenatal screening.
BC Office of Health Technology Assessment
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CHAPTER 14
OPTION 2: FUNDING A TMS PROGRAM FOR
WOMEN AGE 35 AND OLDER
TMS can be offered to women over the age of 35 prior to amniocentesis so as to revise their agebased risk assessment for carrying a fetus with Down syndrome. Provided with this adjusted risk
level, women may be sufficiently reassured that they will subsequently decline amniocentesis.
They may still choose amniocentesis, however, because it has virtually a 100% detection rate, in
contrast to the lower TMS detection rate associated with women in this age group of 88%-90%.
Some women over age 35 who have no intention of having an amniocentesis or abortion may still
elect to have TMS so as to assess their risk status. This option has been studied in BC during a
pilot project from January 1995 to April 1997.47 The research was designed to ask, in part,
whether TMS reduced the number of women over age 35 who chose amniocentesis.
Insofar as it represents TMS funding for women age 35 and older, Option 2 is a subset of
Option 1. Some material presented below is therefore a re-iteration of the previous Option.
The overview of population impact and cost during 1997 is repeated here for ease of reference.
However, although Option 2 considers public funding for a much smaller population than Option 1,
it is somewhat more complex because of the historical use of diagnostic-screening with
amniocentesis in this sub-population. Women in BC age 35 years or older have been offered
diagnostic-screening with second trimester amniocentesis or less frequently chorionic villous
sampling (CVS), since the late 1970s and mid 1980s, respectively.
The policy is based on the rationale that the risk for Down syndrome rises so steeply in this
age-group that the benefits of detection outweigh the risks of invasive diagnostic procedures.
Amniocentesis also includes diagnostic testing for open neural tube disorders using intraamniotic alpha fetoprotein and acetylcholinesterase levels. The incidence of open neural tube
disorders, in contrast to Down syndrome, is independent of maternal age.
The GEM research project found that about 21% of women still choose amniocentesis as the
first screen because, in contrast to the 100% detection rate associated with amniocentesis, the
detection rate associated with TMS is 80% (GEM data).
It may be noted that women under age 35 could privately purchase TMS. An analysis of the
population impact and cost of private purchase of TMS is considered in Option 3.
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Women age 35 and over
Subset of total live births 1997: 7,221 live births (BC Vital Statistics)
Tested population: 2574 (35%); modelled on age profiles report by GEM
DS fetuses at the second trimester: total population over 35: 58; tested population: 20
Utilization:
Using TMS parameters (sensitivity and specificity) obtained from the BC TMS study:
•

578 women screen-positive (23%)

•

347 women subsequently undergo amniocentesis (60% amniocentesis, GEM data 1998)

Detection rate:
•

16/20 DS fetuses correctly identified in the screen positive group (true-positives)

•

4/20 fetuses incorrectly identified (false-negatives)

•

10/16 diagnosed with a 60% amniocentesis uptake rate (GEM data 1998)

Population impact:
•

558 false-positive TMS test results

•

8 to 10 abortions (80-100% uptake after amniocentesis diagnosis)

•

4 normal fetuses lost due to amniocentesis (assume 1% fetal loss rate)

•

4 Down syndrome births would occur in TMS-negative group testing (false-negatives)

•

Ratio of induced abortions following amniocentesis to DS fetuses detected is 1:2.5

Notes: 1537 additional women (21% of women age 35 and older) were assumed to continue to
use amniocentesis as first screen. An additional 12 Down syndrome cases would be detected.
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TABLE 2: Population Impact and Cost Option 2 (Limiting TMS funding to
women age 35 and over)
Total cost and cost per case detected* for approximately 2,500 TMS tests per annum
for women age 35 and over (amniocentesis uptake rate for women with positive screens
of 60%)
Age and
screening
group

35+ TMS

TMS costs

Amniocentesis
costs

Follow-up care:
amniocentesisinduced abortion

Cases
detected

Average
cost per
case
detected

TOTAL cost

$286,685

$220,232

$730

10

$49,769

$507,647

* Explanatory Notes:
i) Current prices estimated using GEM data and 1999 MSC fee schedule prices only
ii) Excludes capital overhead costs borne by health centres providing services
iii) TMS cost includes cost of prenatal counselling estimated at $22.00 per TMS test
iv) Excludes costs of dating ultrasound. Although a dating ultrasound is strongly recommended
for TMS test interpretation, the majority of women in the province are currently receiving
this service for other reasons as part of routine obstetrical care.
Cost were only estimated to the point of detection of Down syndrome or spina bifida; that is,
they do not include costs associated with elective pregnancy termination, delivery or perinatal
and ongoing costs of care associated with the management of Down syndrome or spina bifida
whether they accrue to the health care system, families or society as a whole.
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Opinions regarding Option 2: Funding TMS for women 35 and older.

There were mixed views on this option. Reasons given to reject it also varied. One medical
care provider considered that this option was a duplication of existing services: “we have an
acceptable process right now which has been working for the over thirty-five year old.” Another
provider expressed a similar view, “we know that this pathology [Down syndrome] happens
most commonly in women under thirty-five, it’s just that the risk increases with age.”
Yet another provider raised the spectre of legal challenges under the Canadian Charter of Rights:
“someone could challenge that, I think, saying ‘you’re discriminating against me on the basis of
age, and age alone.’” The view was also expressed that, since TMS carries no risk to the
pregnancy (unlike amniocentesis), there is no reason to limit it only to women over 35.
“... I think it would be wrong just offer it to the [advanced maternal age] population.
I mean, why try to use that test to reduce someone’s risk, instead of saying this is a
good screening test and we’ll use it to assess everyone’s risk. So I think [for] the
women who are young, [and] don’t qualify for amnio, we’re using ultrasound to modify
their risk. Why not use ultrasound and triple screen? And there’s a justification for that.
I mean, there are women who we find on ultrasound, a soft marker and we use triple
screen to prevent them from having an amnio. If we don’t offer them triple screen, they
may well go directly the route of the amnio. So, I think that triple screen should be
offered in conjunction with the detailed ultrasound to all women.”
Four providers supported the argument of offering TMS to women over a certain age, but only if
that age threshold were lowered from 35, as three others suggested, to age 30. One provider felt
that to lower the bar to 30 years would probably generate controversy about cost-benefits, but
that the benefit of reassuring women in the slightly higher risk group was justified.
“Instead of using a cut-off of 35 and older, let’s define who need it the most and
then lets try to define that group who need it the most. And yes 35 and older would
be part of that group, but maybe another group should be 33 and older or patients
who have other reasons, high risk factors or ultrasound markers, or other things.
Even if they are 22 but there is something wrong with their pregnancy they have
an increased risk for whatever reason. Then the risk is equivalent of a 35 year old
... It’s like it would be available to women who have a risk equivalent to a 35 year
old or I think even lower than that, a 32 year old or a 30 year old.”
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CHAPTER 15
OPTION 3: NO PUBLIC FUNDING FOR TMS
Description
Option 3 considers ending public funding of TMS, while at the same time recognizing that,
in the absence of public funding, private purchase of TMS is likely to occur. The level of
private purchase, however, is unknown and unpredictable from available data sources.
Continuing the long-standing public funding for alpha fetoprotein screening, in the absence of
the additional two markers comprising TMS, is considered problematic. While elevated levels
of alpha fetoprotein are considered a reasonable screening test for neural tube disorders, low
alpha fetoprotein results are considered a poor screening test for Down syndrome. Although
not considered in this report, a possible policy option would be to fund TMS in cases with
unexplained low alpha fetoprotein results.
The policy of providing second trimester diagnostic-screening with amniocentesis and CVS is
assumed to remain in place. The population impact and cost analysis therefore examines use
of these invasive tests for women age 35 and older. In the interest of clarity, and because CVS
utilization has decreased dramatically to less than 100 per year in the province, this analysis
will focus on amniocentesis alone.
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Women age 35 and over
Subset of total live births 1997: 7,221 live births (BC Vital Statistics)
Tested population: 2574 (35%); modelled on age profiles report by GEM
DS fetuses at the second trimester: total population over 35: 58; tested population: 20
Utilization:
•

3074 amniocentesis (42%) would be expected among the 7,221 live births in 1997 (from BC
utilization data, 1995/96 - Amniocentesis Business Plan 52)

Detection rate:
•

24 Down syndrome fetuses would be correctly identified (100% amniocentesis accuracy)

•

no Down syndrome fetuses incorrectly identified (no false-negatives)

Population impact:
•

19 to 24 abortions (80-100% uptake following positive amniocentesis)

•

31 normal fetuses lost due to amniocentesis-induced abortion (assume 1% rate)

•

8 spontaneous abortions, and 26 Down syndrome births would occur in the non-tested
population

•

Ratio of induced miscarriages following amniocentesis to Down syndrome fetuses detected
is 1:1.3

AND in the absence of private purchase of TMS:
•

13 Down syndrome spontaneous abortions and 41 Down syndrome births would occur to
women under age 35 in the absence of TMS testing

Note: the number of Down syndrome fetuses born would decrease in proportion to age and
percentage of the population purchasing TMS

TABLE 3: Population Impact and Cost Option 3 (Amniocentesis funding
for women age 35 and over).
Amniocentesis total cost and cost per case detected* (approximately 3,074 amniocentesis
per annum for women age 35 and over, based on current 42% amniocentesis uptake rate)
Age and
screening
group

TMS costs

Amniocentesis
costs

Follow-up care:
amniocentesisinduced abortion

Cases
detected

Cost per
case
detected

TOTAL cost

35+ no TMS

Not
Applicable

$1,952,591

$6469

24

$81,628

$1,959,060

* Current prices estimated using GEMS data and 1999 MSC fee schedule prices only
(i.e. excludes capital and overhead costs borne by health centres providing services.)
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Opinions on Option 3: No public funding for TMS

An option which would not provide public funding for TMS was rejected by most providers
interviewed for this research (Chapter 9). In part, this was because all of the providers
interviewed felt that TMS should be available in BC as it is a better screening tool than age
alone. In addition, the lack of support for this option reflected the view that once a technology
is introduced, it cannot be retracted - even if it were possible it would appear ‘foolish’.
“I think it would be very hard for the government to not offer triple screen at all,
to cut the funding back completely. Because there are people out there that know
about it and will request it and it’s standard of care in so many other places.”
Furthermore, to withdraw all public funding for TMS was felt to be unacceptable insofar as
privatization conflicts with the Canadian health care principle of universality. Even among
three who felt that TMS might be offered privately, none felt this was an ideal solution.
“… I don’t mind if the government wants to say, we’ve looked at this and … it’s
just something we can’t afford. But we will allow you to have this as an unfunded
option. That if you want to go out and put together a package ... of all of the things
that you think are right, and you want to charge the patient for it, as you do for
circumcision, etc, you go ahead. I’m quite happy to do that. I believe there is a
certain amount of … entrepreneurial health care that is appropriate ... But for
pregnancies, I think its different. I just don’t think its right.”
“I guess I’d still say, it’s hard to know whether offering a little bit is better than not
offering at all, but … I guess I wouldn’t really like to see it not available at all, I
just think it’s not as it should be right now. I mean if public funding is available
for something as expensive as amnio and CVS, you know … who’s making these
decisions that these are worth spending the money on versus the blood test that
doesn’t cost very much?”
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CHAPTER 16
OPTION 4: CO-ORDINATED TMS FUNDING
FOR WOMEN OF ALL AGES
Description
In contrast to Options 1, 2 and 3 which to some extent present actual population impact and cost
measurements of TMS in BC, Option 4 is almost completely model-based. Two models are
presented.
•

The first provides an estimate of the cost of co-ordinating TMS with other prenatal screening
tests, genetic counselling and fetal diagnostic services in all regions of the province.

•

The second model estimates the population impact and cost analysis, based on a hypothetical
scenario expanding TMS testing from 10,000 tests per annum, approximating current
practice (Option 1), to 30,000 tests per annum, approximating the maximal expected uptake
of 67% of current live births in the province). Additional cost estimates for intermediate
utilization levels (12,000 through 25,000 tests) are summarized in Appendix J.

Option 4 maintains the assumption that TMS would be offered to women of all ages. Further, it
makes no assumption that amniocentesis testing would be limited to those women over age 35
who screen positive on TMS. A decision to limit access to amniocentesis for women over age 35
who have traditionally been eligible without TMS, is beyond the scope of this review, although
the benefits of this policy to population parameters have been mentioned earlier.

Co-ordinated service-funding model
An accurate estimate of the cost of co-ordinating TMS services for the province would require
substantial additional program evaluation research beyond that conducted for this review. In this
respect, TMS would need to be situated in relation to relevant prenatal services such as ultrasound
scanning, genetic counselling, amniocentesis and abortion in all regions of the province.
Some information has been derived from recent program evaluations of abortion services and,
in particular, the Amniocentesis Business Plan.52 The Plan provides detailed information derived
from meetings with individuals providing prenatal diagnostic services in most health districts
in the province. This document was the most recent and comprehensive estimate of the costs of
co-ordinating a regional network of prenatal services.
These are applicable because TMS relies on amniocentesis for diagnosis and amniocentesis is
best delivered closest to where women live. TMS as well as other fluid and tissue samples may
continue to be analyzed centrally. It is assumed, therefore, that the cost of adding TMS-specific
information to this co-ordination effort would be relatively small if it is integrated into this
overall regionalization effort. Additional costs, such as those required to develop abortion
services have not been included.
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It also provides seemingly reasonable estimates of the resources needed to create regional
amniocentesis centres and a provincial co-ordinating centre at BC Children’s and Women’s
Hospital in Vancouver. Therefore its estimates will be used as a starting point for discussion
around this component of TMS funding. It should be noted that co-ordinating regional
amniocentesis services would result in significant overlap with co-ordination of TMS services.

Table 4: Start up & operating costs of co-ordination

START-UP COSTS

Regional centres

$

130,000

Co-ordinating centre

69,100

Provincial steering committee

45,000

Database requirements

130,000

Total

374,100

ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS

$

Subsidy of 3 regional centres

30,000

Maintenance of skills

10,320

Provincial steering committee
meetings

30,000

Database requirements

66,000

Annual general meeting

6,000

Total
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Population impact and cost model: (30,000 TMS test per annum)
TMS test parameters: data from the BC context
The GEM program provided local test parameters for TMS. Because the ability of the TMS test
to detect a fetus with Down syndrome is dependent on the prevalence of Down syndrome in the
population tested and because this prevalence is age dependent, these test parameters are
influenced by the age distribution of the test population.
As Figure 1 (repeated below for convenience) demonstrates, the age distribution of the
population tested to date within the GEM program differs markedly from the maternal age profile
in BC. This means that test parameters from the GEM program cannot reliably be extrapolated
to the larger population. They must instead be adjusted to sensitivities and specificities that
reflect the larger, and much younger, test population. (See Appendix E, Table 10).

Population impact parameters
Total eligible population in 1997: 44, 371 live births

[Figure 1: Distribution of live births by age and risk of Down syndrome]
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Women under age 35
Subset of total live births 1997: 37,150 (BC Vital Statistics)
Tested population: 24,800 ( 66%); based on GEM data age profiles
DS fetuses at the second trimester *: total population under age 35: 54; tested population 37
Utilization:
Using TMS parameters obtained from the GEM study:
•

1,065 women TMS-positive (4.3 %)

•

745 women subsequently undergo amniocentesis (70% uptake rate from GEM 1998)

Detection rate:
•

17/37 Down syndrome correctly identified in screen-positive group (true-positives)

•

20/37 fetuses with Down syndrome incorrectly identified (false-negatives)

•

11/17 Down syndrome diagnosed through amniocentesis (70% uptake)

Population impact:
•

9 to 11 abortions would result (80-100% uptake of abortion; literature estimate)

•

1,048 initial false-positive TMS results

•

7 normal fetuses lost due to amniocentesis induced abortion (assume 1% rate)

•

9 Down syndrome births would occur in TMS-negative population (false-negatives)

•

Ratio of induced miscarriages following amniocentesis to Down syndrome fetuses detected
is 1:1.6

Women age 35 and over
Subset of total live births 1997: 7,221 live births (BC Vital Statistics)
Tested population: 5,186 (72%); modelled on age profiles report by GEM)
DS fetuses at the second trimester: total population over 35: 58; tested population: 41
Utilization:
Using TMS parameters obtained from the BC TMS study:
•

1,176 women screen-positive (23%)

•

705 (60%) undergo amniocentesis (uptake rate; 1998 GEM data)

Detection rate:
•

34/41 Down syndrome correctly identified in screen-positive group (true-positives)

•

7/41 fetuses with Down syndrome incorrectly identified (false-negatives)

•

20/34 Down syndrome diagnosed through amniocentesis (60% uptake)

* Approximately 23% of Down syndrome fetuses abort spontaneously between the second trimester and birth.
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Population impact:
•

1,159 false-positive TMS tests

•

16 to 20 abortions (80-100% uptake following positive amniocentesis)

•

7 normal fetuses lost due to amniocentesis-induced abortion

•

2 Down syndrome spontaneous abortions, 5 Down syndrome births would occur in TMSnegative group (false-negatives)

•

Ratio of normal fetal loss to Down syndrome fetuses detected is 1:2.9

Note: 1,537 women would likely use amniocentesis as a first screen detecting an additional 12
Down syndrome cases, while inducing the loss of 15 normal fetuses.

TABLE 5: Population Impact and Cost Option 4 (Co-ordinated program
funding for all ages)
Total cost and cost per case detected* for 30,000 TMS tests per annum, all age groups
(amniocentesis for women with positive screens at a rate of 70% for women under age
35 and 60% for women age 35 and over)
Age and
screening
group

TMS costs

Amniocentesis
costs

Follow-up care:
amniocentesisinduced abortion

Cases
detected

Cost per
case
detected

TOTAL
cost

<35 TMS

$2,781,737

$473,390

$1,568

12

$273,672

$3,256,696

35+ TMS

$585,451

$447,972

$1,484

20

$50,731

$1,034,907

$3,367,188

$921,362

$3,052

32

$134,113

$4,291,603

TOTAL ALL
AGES

* Explanatory Notes:
i) Current prices estimated using GEM data and 1999 MSC fee schedule prices only
ii) Excludes capital overhead costs borne by health centres providing services
iii) TMS cost includes cost of prenatal counselling estimated at $22.00 per TMS test
iv) Excludes costs of dating ultrasound. Although a dating ultrasound is strongly recommended
for TMS test interpretation, the majority of women in the province are currently receiving
this service for other reasons as part of routine obstetrical care.
Cost were only estimated to the point of detection of Down syndrome or spina bifida; that is,
they do not include costs associated with elective pregnancy termination, delivery or perinatal
and ongoing costs of care associated with the management of Down syndrome or spina bifida
whether they accrue to the health care system, families or society as a whole.
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Opinions of Option 4: Offering TMS to all pregnant women (program
funding
Three medical care providers felt this option was unacceptable, saying either that routine and
universal offering of TMS was not cost-effective, or that TMS is too confusing for women,
giving the wrong message that women should be trying for the perfect baby. Five providers felt
that this was the best option. However, each stated that although this was the option they would
support, it was expensive and would likely take limited health care resources away from some
other program.
“My first choice. That’s because … it is the right choice when we’re dealing with
obstetrics and health care. You know, equal access, I think it’s cost effective and a
number of other things. It may not be anxiety effective, ‘cause that’s the one thing
that everybody keeps harping back to, but I think … if you could get the people to
understand what it is they’re having, I think you’ll decrease that anxiety.”
One provider emphasized that this option would have to be voluntary screening, rather than
population screening as rubella screening has become.
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CHAPTER 17: SUMMARY OF POLICY OPTIONS
Economic analyses
The resources required to diagnose a fetus with Down syndrome depend on its prevalence
in the population tested and the diagnostic methods used for its detection. Prevalence of
Down syndrome is directly related to maternal age, increasing for older cohorts of women
(Figure 1 p98).
Two competing testing strategies are considered in this review:
•

Amniocentesis as the primary test;

•

TMS with amniocentesis as a secondary confirming test.

The power of amniocentesis is its ability to discriminate between a positive and negative
diagnosis. This power is materially mitigated by significant numbers (approximately 1%) of
spontaneous abortions resulting from the procedure.
The sensitivity of the TMS test is varied by maternal age to maintain a constant absolute risk
for Down syndrome. Consequently, at any level of sensitivity for detecting a positive Down
syndrome case, the TMS produces significant numbers of false-positive cases. To resolve the
true-positives from the TMS-positive results, a confirming amniocentesis test is used.
TMS provides lower costs than amniocentesis for a population when the avoided costs of
amniocentesis and induced abortions offset the additional TMS costs. In high prevalence
populations therefore, where the false-positives relative to the true-positives are lower, TMS
can be more cost-effective in detecting Down syndrome than amniocentesis.
The problem with cost per case detected is that it ignores the population detection rate. A
population health perspective would ask “for a given detection rate in the population, what
is the cost/case detected?” The answer varies according to the target detection rate. Thus,
to detect only 30% of fetuses with Down syndrome, the least expensive alternative is to offer
amniocentesis to women over age 35.18
In lower-prevalence populations, the false-positives relative to the true-positives can reverse
the relationship. This is observed in the cost tables presented in the program options above.
The TMS cost per positive detected case for women less than 35 year old is higher than
amniocentesis, while the reverse is true for women 35 years and over.
This analysis is dependent on the selected sensitivity of the TMS for different age groups.
It is possible to obtain higher percentages of Down-syndrome positives with TMS, but this
is associated with higher rates of false-positives (requiring confirming amniocentesis) and
induced abortions. Consequently, the chosen TMS test sensitivity will change the cases
detected and costs, but is unlikely to change the relative efficiency related to prevalence.
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At current test sensitivities, TMS can only resolve a relatively small number of Down syndrome
cases in the under 35 age group compared to the 35 + age group. A question not answered here
is the cost and population effects of altering TMS sensitivities.
The population and economic impact estimates for four funding options are summarised in
Table 6 following.

Option-specific interview material
The providers interviewed were generally unsupportive of Option 1 (the current situation) and
Option 3 (no provincial funding for TMS). Option 2 (funding for age-based TMS) was
supported so long as the age limit for routinely offering TMS was lowered to a younger age,
although there was no consensus as to what that age should be or how it should be justified.
Option 4 (offering TMS to all pregnant women) received most support, despite being widely and
incorrectly considered an expensive option.
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TABLE 6: Population and economic impact of four alternative funding options (10,000 TMS tests)

Option 1:
Current practice
(ad hoc TMS funding)

Option 2:
TMS funding limited to
women age 35 and over

Option 3:
No public TMS funding.
Amniocentesis for
women age 35 and over

Option 4:
Co-ordinated TMS funding
for women of all ages

AGE < 35

AGE ≥ 35

AGE ≥ 35

AGE ≥ 35

AGE < 35

AGE ≥ 35

Eligible

37,150

7,221

7,221

7,221

37,150

7,221

Tested

7,471

2,574

2,574

----

7,471

2,574

Screen positive

397

578

578

----

397

578

Follow-up amniocentesis

278

347

347

3074 screening
amniocenteses

278

347

Down syndrome correctly identified by TMS

7/13

16/20

16/20

7/13

16/20

False-negative rate

6/13

4/20

4/20

---0

6/13

4/20

5/7

10/16

POPULATION

UTILIZATION

DETECTION RATE

5/7

10/16

10/16

24 (amniocentesis
accuracy 100%)

False-positive TMS tests

390

558

558

----

390

558

Therapeutic abortions

19 - 24

5-7

8-10

Down syndrome confirmed by amniocentesis
POPULATION IMPACT

5-7

8-10

8-10

Normal fetuses lost through amniocentesis

3

4

4

31

3

4

Down syndrome births with negative TMS

6

4

4

----

6

4

1 to 1.7

1 to 2.5

1 to 2.5

1 to 1.3

1 to 1.7

1 to 2.5

Ratio of induced miscarriages following
amniocentesis to Down syndrome fetuses detected
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Cost per case detected

$101,000

$450,000

$82,000

$114,000

TMS cost

$900,000

$230,000

----

$900,000

TMS-related genetic counselling

$220,000

$55,000

----

$220,000

Amniocentesis costs

$397,000

$220,000

$1,953,000

$397,000

$1,500

$700

$6,500

$1,500

Follow-up care: amniocentesis induced abortion
CO-ORDINATION COSTS
TOTAL ANNUAL COST
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$186,000
$1,619,500

$555,700

$2,041,500

$1,818,500
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PART VII • FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER 18: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
This chapter summarizes general and option-specific findings regarding TMS. The optionspecific findings include a summary of the advantages and disadvantages of each option
as perceived by different interest groups. Estimates of screening program performance and
costs are also provided.
The first three options are in essence variations on current TMS practice in the province.
The fourth option incorporates co-ordination, regulation, education, and evaluation of TMS
at various utilization levels.
Notwithstanding consultation with all interested parties on the possibility, no further option
emerged from the review.

I. General Prenatal Screening Findings
1. Provincial health policy has in recent time strongly supported the right of individual women
to choose prenatal testing such as amniocentesis and consequent abortion services on
demand, a policy reflecting the principle of individual autonomy enshrined in the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms. But while the right to individual autonomy has remained
paramount in relation to prenatal screening, there is a growing need to examine the social
implications of this type of testing for, and selective abortion of, fetuses with viable genetic
conditions, such as Down syndrome.
2. This TMS review and several other recent governmental and non-governmental studies have
found that current access in the province to genetic counselling, diagnostic testing and
abortion is unequal, favouring women in the Vancouver and Victoria regions.
3. Dissemination of genetic prenatal screening services has mainly occurred through passive
transfer of responsibility to primary care physicians and obstetrical specialists around the
province, rather than by any relocation of genetic specialists themselves. This responsibility
transfer began with pre-test counselling of women over age 35 for amniocentesis, and is
continuing with TMS.
4. There is currently no provincial group with the responsibility or funding to set standards
for the provision of prenatal testing across various regions of the province, that is, with a
mandate to evaluate and ensure the quality of informed choice, provider and patient
education, and culturally-appropriate methods of counselling.
5. There is as yet no mechanism to provide individuals with disabilities, their families or
representatives the opportunity to design educational materials, or provide social
commentary on prenatal screening programs. Furthermore, although social support for these
individuals has begun to develop in the province, there is as yet no formal means to balance
the degree of public funding for prenatal detection with support for people living with
disability; and no voice for these individuals or their representatives in designing or
providing prenatal screening programs.
BC Office of Health Technology Assessment
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II. TMS Specific Findings
1. The Genes, Elements Metabolism (GEM) program analyses all TMS tests in the province.
GEM data show that TMS utilization has approached 25% of live births in fiscal year
1998/99. Utilization has further increased 40% in the first quarter of 1999/2000 as compared
with the same time period of the previous year.
2. Virtually all individuals interviewed for this review agreed that TMS is well on the way to
becoming a standard component of obstetric care. This is probably the result of several
factors, including: dissemination of professional knowledge of the test; growing awareness
of the threat of wrongful birth lawsuits if TMS is not offered; and advice published by the
College of Physicians and Surgeons of BC stating that TMS should be offered as part of
routine prenatal care.
3. TMS prior to amniocentesis improves upon several features of using amniocentesis alone
(an approach offered to women age 35 years and older in BC). Most notably, TMS increases
the percentage of affected fetuses detected, reduces the initial false-positive rate, and reduces
unaffected fetal loss due to amniocentesis, in any age group.
4. Although an improvement on amniocentesis alone, TMS remains less than ideal as a
screening test, owing to an initial false-positive rate for Down syndrome of 8.7% (in BC),
and an overall detection rate of 60%-70%. Although the detection rate increases to over 80%
for women age 35 and older, the less than 100% detection rate associated with TMS may be
of particular importance to women in this age group, at highest pre-test risk of carrying a
fetus with Down syndrome, and who are eligible for amniocentesis.
5. Provincial health policy has supported a number of medical genetics services relevant to
TMS, such as counselling, amniocentesis, and laboratory testing, but this has not extended
to overall responsibility for co-ordinating a TMS service. A decision to fund a co-ordinated
TMS service would therefore be a new initiative in the province.
6. The anticipated costs of co-ordinating TMS are small (approximately 10%) relative to
current costs of providing TMS and associated services, regardless of whether the services
are offered in a provincial centre or in various regional centres. Potential benefits of a coordinated service include provision more responsive to regional needs in physician
education, counselling, diagnostic testing and abortion. The costs of providing quality
services across all regions are not taken into account, however, and could be substantial. The
cost of counselling alone, both in relation to positive TMS results and to abortion, could add
significant costs to the health-care system.
7. Because of the lower prevalence of Down syndrome in women under 35 years old, the cost
per fetus detected is significantly higher in this group than for women 35 years and older,
$268,700 and $64,600 respectively. This is because, compared to the higher-prevalence
population, many more younger women need to be screened for each affected fetus.
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8. TMS will also result in the detection of open spina bifida, adding to the cost, but also the
detection rate of the program. The cost will include an increase in the initial screen-positive
rate by 1%-2%. The actual number of fetuses with open spina bifida detected remains
difficult to predict owing to uncertainty regarding the prevalence of open spina bifida at
16-18 weeks’ gestation. The prevalence is estimate at 1/1000 without, and 1/2000 with prescreening with ultrasound. Using an 80% detection rate for TMS, 8 out of 10 cases would
be identified as screen-positive per 10,000, for women who have not had pre-screening
ultrasound. An estimated 4-5 women would have subsequent diagnostic amniocentesis.
Figure 6 illustrates expected outcome from 10,000 tests.
9. From a broader economic perspective, the cost of detecting a fetus with Down syndrome,
rarer chromosomal or neural tube disorders has been weighed against the very significant
cost of developing and providing health and social services for these children and families.
Although cost estimates vary and do not include any estimate of the value of people with
Down syndrome to society, virtually all cost-benefit analyses conclude that prenatal
screening with TMS does not result in a net increase in public expenditure. However, these
cost-benefit analyses do not take into account the value of people with these disabilities to
their families and to society, and so the economic arguments for or against prenatal screening
have not been given significant weight in this review.

III. Option-specific Findings and Comments

Option 1. Current Practice of ‘ad hoc’ funding
The TMS blood test is currently funded for women of all ages. There is no program funding for
co-ordination, systematic quality control, or provider or patient education. This form of funding
is termed ‘ad hoc’ by geneticists and proponents of comprehensive program funding because
individual clinicians, institutions and regions, as opposed to a centralized authority, are left to
determine whether TMS is integrated into diagnostic and counselling services in their area.
Individual Rights / Autonomy Framework
When viewed within a framework of individual choice, access to TMS in the current system is
a service available to women who live in the south-west of the province and who have either the
initiative to ask for TMS or a provider who will offer it. Women over 35 may choose initial
TMS instead of amniocentesis screening, and all women may choose TMS as a means of
reassuring themselves about the health of the fetus.
Clearly, without extensive education and a commitment to consistent and province-wide
practices, screening does not ‘support or enhance’ equality for women. Those better educated,
living in urban areas or who have a well-informed physician enjoy a distinct advantage.
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Figure 6: Expected impact of 10,000 TMS tests on Down syndrome detection

10,000 TMS TESTS

Women under age 35
(37,150 live births in BC)

Women age 35 and over
(7,221 live births in BC)

7,471 tests (75%)
397 screen positive (5.3%)

2,574 tests (25%)
578 screen positive (23%)

Down syndrome = 13
7 Down syndrome correctly
identified (54%)

Down syndrome = 20
16 Down syndrome correctly
identified (80%)

278 undergo amniocentesis
5 Down syndrome diagnoses
confirmed

347 undergo amniocentesis
10 Down syndrome diagnoses
confirmed

4-5
abortions
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3 normal
fetuses lost
through
amniocentesis

6 Down
syndrome
births
(falsenegatives)

8-10
abortions

4 normal
fetuses lost
through
amniocentesis

4 Down
syndrome
births
(falsenegatives)
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Disability Rights Framework
From the Down syndrome community and disability-rights perspective, this option is neither
desirable nor acceptable. That is, while all forms of TMS are disturbing and frustrating from this
perspective, an ad hoc system provides no opportunity for systematic education of women, health
care providers, and the general public regarding Down syndrome and those affected by it. The
lack of education about Down syndrome was articulated frequently by representatives of the
Down syndrome community as being the most significant gap in the screening process.
Legal / Regulatory Framework
Among the providers interviewed, there was nearly unanimous agreement on the need for clear
guidelines in the provision of TMS. Nearly all those interviewed expressed concern that the
current system was both an inefficient use of resources, and unacceptable in having no standard
of practice.
Providers generally did not support the argument that current ad hoc utilization reflects demand
by women and willing providers. They explained that many women did not demand TMS during
pregnancy (often because they were unaware of the test); and that many providers offered it, not
because they supported the test, but from compelling malpractice concerns.
Health Management Framework: Utilization and Cost
In 1997, approximately 10,000 tests were performed (25% of total live births); 75% were women
under age 35, 25% in women age 35 and older. The overall Down syndrome detection rate was
approximately 45% (15 of 33) in the test population. The relatively low detection rate was
primarily the result of only 60% of TMS-positive women electing to have amniocentesis.
The immediate TMS program cost plus associated amniocentesis and cytogenetics totals
approximately $1,521,544.

Summary of Cost estimate: 10,000 TMS tests - all ages
Serum testing

$900,000

Genetic counselling

$220,000

Amniocentesis

$397,000

Follow-up cases of
amniocentesis-induced abortion
Total cost

$1,500
$1,619,500
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Option 2. TMS funding for women over age 35
Under this option, TMS would become an additional funded service, along with diagnostic
amniocentesis and chorionic villous sampling (CVS), available to women 35 years of age or
older. TMS, similar to amniocentesis, would not be a provincial program with program funding.
TMS can be offered to women prior to amniocentesis so as to revise their age-based risk
assessment for carrying a fetus with Down syndrome.
Women may be sufficiently reassured by a low age-adjusted risk level that they will subsequently
decline amniocentesis, or they may still choose amniocentesis because they are aware that the
detection rate with TMS, even if all initial screen-positive women elect to have amniocentesis, is
about 60-70%. The illustrative example below shows that TMS use for women over age 35
decreases the amniocentesis rate and corresponding fetal loss, while at the same time increasing
the detection rate, owing to the greater proportion of women having TMS than had amniocentesis
screening in the past. Some women over age 35 who have no intention of having an
amniocentesis or abortion, may still elect to have TMS so as to assess their risk status.
Individual Rights / Autonomy Framework
Within an individual-rights framework, this option may well be perceived as enlarging the
choices available to women over 35 years of age. It will be familiar to many women in BC who
already associate ‘advanced’ maternal age with increased risks during pregnancy and a need for
increased medical surveillance. While this option fits within the framework of choice that is
prevalent in Canada, it continues to medicalize pregnancy in older women, while withholding
the choice of TMS from younger women.
Disability Rights Framework
From a disability-rights perspective, age-related screening, as with Option 1, continues what
these groups consider the controversial practice of screening for Down syndrome.
Legal / Regulatory Framework
Among the providers interviewed for this review there were mixed views on this option. Many
believed that, because TMS would be offered to women at highest pretest risk, this option would
be the best use of limited funds. With one exception, the physicians interviewed were generally
hesitant about supporting any option that would apply a specific age cut-off for funding. They
noted that to avoid risk of either wrongful birth lawsuits or sub-standard clinical practice, they
would feel compelled to offer TMS to women of all ages, despite an absence of public funding.
Health Management Framework: Utilization and Cost
As detailed in Option 1 above, in 1997, this option would have detected 10 cases of Down
syndrome at an immediate cost to the Medical Services Commission of $555,700. Additional
cases of Down syndrome would have been detected for the 25%-30% of women who choose
amniocentesis screening. Further costs could also arise if women under age 35 purchase TMS
privately, then seek amniocentesis on the basis of a positive screen.
Note on test-performance: TMS reduces by half the number of amniocenteses needed
to detect one fetus with Down syndrome. This in turn reduces by half the number of
unaffected fetal losses.
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Cost estimate: TMS funding for women age 35 and over (approximately 2500 tests at
current level of 10,000 )
Serum testing
Genetic counselling
Amniocentesis
Follow-up cases of
amniocentesis-induced abortion
Total cost

$230,000
$55,000
$220,000
$700

$555,700

Option 3.
Funding amniocentesis and CVS for women age 35 and over
(No public TMS funding; possible private funding)
As with Option 2, this option continues a long-standing practice in BC of offering diagnostic
screening with second trimester amniocentesis, or less frequently chorionic villous sampling
(CVS), to women aged 35 years or older. In discussing this option, we recognize that the
absence of provincial funding does not preclude private purchase of TMS.
Individual Rights / Autonomy Framework
This option seems to conflict with the framework of individual autonomy and choice in a number
of ways. In particular, not offering TMS removes from women’s choice a non-invasive and, for
that reason, potentially preferable method of assessing risk. The main concern is that, in the
absence of provincial funding for TMS, private purchase is likely to occur, and thereby conflict
with the principle of universality in health care and discriminate against low-income women
and families.
Disability Rights Framework
Many, but not all, members of the Down syndrome community implicitly or explicitly support
this option. In general, they expressed a high level of antipathy towards TMS and broadly
considered that it should not be offered at all.
Noting that testing for Down syndrome implied the condition is ‘bad’, many members of the
focus group felt this would be the message sent by government through any type of Down
syndrome screening. Similarly, those who work daily with the Down syndrome community
found it discouraging to see government dollars used to support genetic screening rather than
providing resources for people with Down syndrome or promoting social programs aimed at
changing cultural perceptions of disability.
However, the Down syndrome and disability rights communities shared concerns that privatelyfunded TMS would, if anything, represent a worsening of current problems associated with the
ad hoc use of TMS.
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Legal / Regulatory Framework
As with Option 2, providers stated that they are likely to continue to offer TMS to all women
because of concern over malpractice lawsuits and because of peer pressure to offer it as a
standard component of obstetrical care.
Health Management Framework: Utilization and Cost
Without public funding for TMS at any age group, women over age 35 may continue to utilize
amniocentesis at current rates of about 42% of all live births in this age group. It is also possible
that the private sector would offer TMS testing. TMS utilization rates and the age distribution of
women who would privately purchase is speculative. It seems reasonable to assume that a
majority of women purchasing this test would be in the older reproductive age-groups, that is, at
higher pre-test risk. Women who purchase the TMS test privately and have a positive screen for
Down syndrome may request amniocentesis and expect it to be paid for through public funds.
The following estimate is probably an underestimate of demands on public funds, should funding
for TMS be discontinued for all age groups.

Cost estimate: No public funding for TMS - Amniocentesis funding for women
age 35 and over
Amniocentesis
Follow-up cases of
amniocentesis-induced abortion
Total cost

$1,953,000
$6,500

$2,041,500

Rationale: Without public funding for TMS, women over 35 in a high-risk age category may
continue to use amniocentesis at the current provincial levels of 42% on average.

Option 4. Co-ordinated TMS funding for women of all ages
Under this option, TMS would not necessarily be either expanded or restricted. Rather, the
emphasis would be on co-ordination of TMS and associated services in all regions of the
province. Within the frameworks of choice, disability rights, and providers’ concerns, this
option has mixed but overall general support.
Individual Rights / Autonomy Framework
This option has the potential to provide equitable access to TMS and a standard of care. It would
also provide the opportunity to ensure culturally-appropriate education and counselling aimed at
discouraging the perception of pregnancy as risk-laden, reducing the impression that having TMS
is ‘mandatory’, and supporting women and couples in discussing its implications. Making TMS
available to women of all ages as a co-ordinated service aligns well with the social value placed
on individual choice, and with the Canadian principle of universality in health care.
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Disability Rights Framework
Systematic government support of TMS, even limited to co-ordination, is unacceptable from the
perspective of disability rights. Such support may well be perceived as a sign that people with
disabilities are undesirable and that their elimination is supported by government. At another
level, however, people within the disability-rights and Down syndrome communities recognize
this as a preferable option to the present ad hoc situation, as it at least encourages education,
information and a standard of care. As noted by one mother of a child with Down syndrome,
it is not the test itself that is problematic, but the pressures surrounding it, and the confusion
and stress that accompany a hazy policy.
Legal / Regulatory Framework
Among the providers interviewed, there was general agreement that while this was the best
option it was potentially expensive and would be likely to take limited health care resources
away from other perhaps more needed prenatal programs. They acknowledged that, while the
province would save money from care of people with disabilities, it cannot be assumed that such
savings would not be directly used to reduce the pressure on competing prenatal services.
Health Management Framework: Utilization and Cost
At current levels of testing (10,000) with an average annual cost of regional co-ordination of
$186,435, the total cost to the Medical Services Commission would be $1,708,000.
Assuming the demand for TMS reached 30,000 (66% of live birth population) and assuming a
60% amniocentesis rate by TMS positive women, the proportion of Down syndrome cases
detected will increase proportionally, as will the cost. It is assumed that, similar to the estimates
for 10,000 TMS cases, the Down syndrome detection rate will remain at about 50% and the
directly measurable Medical Services costs will reach approximately $4,000,000.

Cost estimate: Expansion model of 30,000 TMS tests - all ages
Serum testing

$900,000

Genetic counselling

$220,000

Amniocentesis

$397,000

Follow-up cases of
amniocentesis-induced abortion
Cost of regional co-ordination

Total cost

$1,500
$186,000 (average of
start-up and annual cost
over 4 years)
$1,818,500
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CHAPTER 19: CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions have emerged, in part from quantitative and qualitative contextspecific data gathered in BC, and in part from published and unpublished accounts of TMS
in other jurisdictions. Additional and more detailed conclusions may follow consultations
planned with local clinical experts and health policy-makers.

I. General Conclusions
1. The current policy issue does not derive from the question of whether TMS ought or ought
not to be provided, or whether TMS will increase or decrease health care costs. Instead, the
policy questions are (i) how equitably to provide TMS across the province, assuming that
TMS is and will be offered to women, whether the initial serum test is paid for publicly or
purchased privately; and (ii) what degree of effort and resources will ensure that access is
accompanied by high-quality support (for example in educational and counselling services).
In particular, policy-makers are faced with a current imbalance in most regions of the
province between ready access to the first step in TMS, the serum blood test, and relatively
inaccessible diagnostic, counselling and abortion services.
2. TMS, similar to other prenatal screening tests before it, is cost-effective. That is, the excess
health cost of caring for children with Down syndrome or neural tube disorders is so great
that it easily exceeds the cost of providing these prenatal screening programs. This reality
has been identified in the published literature since the late 1970s, and validated in a series
of more recent economic analyses. The cost of providing TMS therefore cannot be used as
an argument against its implementation.
3. The converse argument, that TMS ought to be provided because it will reduce health costs,
is quite properly considered unethical. In fact, current interest in prenatal screening in
general, and TMS in particular, does not derive from the inclination to make savings by
eliminating the cost of caring for children with Down syndrome or other detectable
conditions. Nor has this argument ever been sufficient in the province to justify prenatal
screening. Instead, complex factors (technical, personal, social, and professional) have
encouraged screening to proceed.
4. Local and international experience recognizes that to pay for TMS without adequately
funding infrastructure support for quality assurance and education as well as diagnostic and
abortion services, risks unnecessary harm to women who lack ready access to adequately
informed clinicians or diagnostic facilities.
5. Acknowledging that 25% of pregnant women in the province are now having TMS, and
regardless of whether utilization continues to rise in BC, there is a clear need for specific
funding to a single group or institution to co-ordinate TMS along with other prenatal
screening services in the province. Because of the technical difficulties associated with TMS
and associated prenatal screening and diagnostic tests, the group co-ordinating TMS should
include, but not be limited to, the current consortium of specialists providing prenatal
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services: tertiary care, university-affiliated obstetricians, geneticists, and laboratory
pathologists. Because of the difficulties associated with providing TMS in remote and
isolated regions of the province, the group co-ordinating TMS should also include regional
representatives, either clinical, administrative or both. These representatives may usefully
recommend regionally-appropriate practice: who should offer TMS (primary care physicians,
public health nurses), and in what location (doctor’s office, public health unit).
The responsibilities of the prenatal screening co-ordination group in relation to TMS should
include establishing a province-wide standard of care and disseminating accurate information
about TMS among providers and potential users. In particular, that information should
include, but not be limited to the following:
•

in conjunction with disability rights and support groups, providing accurate, balanced
information about care-giving for people with Down syndrome and open neural tube
disorders, as much as possible derived from personal experience

•

highlighting the difference between screening and diagnostic tests

•

indicating the false-positive and false-negative rates for TMS, and other screening tests

•

identifying the most common causes of false-positive outcomes, such as inaccurate dates,
or twins

•

encouraging women or couples to consider how they might respond to a TMS result

•

providing a discussion of the clinical and social aspects of detectable conditions

In addition, there is clear need to establish a prenatal screening co-ordinator whose role
would be to oversee technical and logistical details of TMS and other complex prenatal
screening and diagnostic services. Such a co-ordinator would be responsible for evaluating
prenatal testing performance, such as initial false-positive rates, as well as noting regional
disparities in amniocentesis and abortion rates for serum screen- positive women.
6. There is a clear need for greater input from various concerned groups regarding prenatal
screening in BC. A Provincial Prenatal Screening Advisory Committee made up of primary
care physicians, midwives, public health professionals, and women’s health and disability
rights’ representatives would provide an organised forum for discussion among the interest
groups, and a platform for making recommendations to government and to the group
responsible for co-ordinating prenatal screening services. (A similar group was
recommended for a federal committee by the Royal Commission.8 ) Such an Advisory
Committee would provide information regarding the technology and practices of prenatal
screening and diagnosis in BC, with particular attention to changes that affect policy.
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II. Option Specific Conclusions
In terms of the four options considered by this review, we draw the following conclusions:
•

Option 1. Ad hoc funding: Ad hoc or unco-ordinated provision of TMS received the
least support of all the options.

•

Option 2. TMS funding over age 35: Offering TMS on the basis of advanced (over
age 35) maternal age would seem to provide a way to integrate TMS into clinical
practice without fundamentally changing existing social understandings of pregnancy
and disability, especially understanding of an accelerating risk of Down syndrome with
advancing maternal age. However, virtually all the literature on women’s experiences
with prenatal screening strongly suggests that from a woman’s perspective, the primary
determinants of ‘appropriateness’ of this type of testing is her perception of risk, not
actual risk, and her perception of disability, not actual disability. It is therefore difficult
to justify assigning an age cut-off level using pre-determined population-based features
such as a detection rate or maximum cost per affected fetus detected. Despite the
acknowledged age-dependent prevalence, from the perspective of the individuals
concerned, TMS could be appropriate for as many women under an arbitrary screeneligible age level as over it.

•

Option 3. No TMS funding: A decision to withhold government funding for TMS
would send a positive message to the Down syndrome & disability rights community.
However, although this community would appreciate the broad-level support, they also
recognize that TMS would inevitably continue through private funding, and necessarily
with much less opportunity for them to influence the educational messages provided to
physicians and women. Moreover, from the reviewers’ perspective, the privatization of
TMS and the subsequent difficulty low-income women and couples would be likely to
experience in obtaining TMS risks further marginalization of disadvantaged groups.

•

Option 4. Full co-ordinated TMS funding: This option received the widest support
among the groups interviewed for this review. It was agreed that TMS needs to be
provided as part of a co-ordinated prenatal screening service, at any level of utilization
and everywhere that it is offered in the province. In this sense, ‘full’ TMS funding refers
to the full cost of providing TMS within a co-ordinated service, independent of the actual
utilization level. Use of TMS is likely to increase in response to a complex combination
of social and professional expectations and fears.
It should be borne in mind that provincial policy is not in a position either to promote or
discourage TMS use. The former could lead to criticism that it is practising eugenics,
while the latter could be criticised as denying women their individual rights. Providing
TMS as part of a co-ordinated prenatal screening service to various northern and isolated
regions of the province will require an active government role to achieve an
unprecedented decentralization of pre-natal diagnostic and genetic counselling services
currently concentrated in Vancouver.

Based on the conclusions of the review, Figure 7 indicates the decision-making sequence
appropriate to Option selection.
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Figure 7: Decision diagram appropriate to Option selection

DECISION ON PUBLIC FUNDING

YES

NO

OPTION 3

UNCO-ORDINATED

CO-ORDINATED

OPTION 1

AGE RESTRICTED

ALL AGES

OPTION 2

OPTION 4
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III. Future Policy Conditions
The foregoing findings and conclusions are derived from the most current information, but their
applicability is inevitably finite.
In the era of rapid technological development (for example, with the introduction of maternal
serum screening innovations already proven more accurate than TMS,127 or alternate prenatal
programs with ultrasound as the primary prenatal screening manoeuvre,128 ) it is probable that
the parameters of policy-making will change appreciably in the relatively near future. Further
ahead, policy challenges are likely to shift again, as questions on the utilization of any given
test turn to questions of how many conditions should be tested for. Asche 129 discusses this in
the US context:
“ Given that more than 50 million people in the US population have disabling traits
and that prenatal tests may become increasingly available to detect more of them, we are
confronting the fact that tests may soon be available for characteristics that we have until
now considered inevitable facts of human life, such as heart disease.”
The obligation for public policy actively to support individuals born with disabilities must
therefore accompany the growth of prenatal testing and selective abortion. In Asche’s argument,
“… our clinical and policy establishments must communicate that it is as acceptable
to live with a disability as it is to live without one and that society will support and
appreciate everyone with the inevitable variety of traits … When our professions
can envision such communication and the reality of incorporation and appreciation
of people with disabilities, prenatal technology can help people to make decisions
without implying that only one decision is right.” 129
The tension between ethical questions and policy constraints, even considered academically as
in Part V above, is complex. Decision-makers need to find ‘real-life’ solutions. The suggestion
was therefore made in Chapter 1 of this review that future policy might ideally be developed
with the benefit of broad public input.
But policy developed with public support still has practical confines which should be borne in
mind. For example, while relatively strong influences operate to limit prenatal testing for
socially unacceptable reasons such as sex selection, to ban sex selection and selective abortion
of female fetuses may not prevent infanticide, or improve social conditions which discriminate
against female children.
Despite the diversity of preferences in our pluralistic society, it is clear that limits (whether based
on ethics and rights, or economics) have been set by individuals and committees working for
government, and equally clear that this kind of decision-making will continue.
However formulated, it appears from our present perspective that some established policy will
be necessary to limit the conditions under which pre-natal testing is either publicly-funded or
permissible outside the publicly-funded system. In the shifting sands of modern conditions,
policy-makers seeking a firm foundation on which to base policy may usefully be guided by
principles of utility and equity, that is, the most good for the greatest number of people.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW PROTOCOL
The following provides an outline of the specific protocol used to identify recent syntheses
of evidence on TMS efficacy, effectiveness and safety, as well as the impact of TMS on
geographical populations and costs to the health care system.
Objectives
The objective of the systematic review of the literature was to identify evidence on serum,
triple-marker screening (TMS) programs to detect Down syndrome, other rarer chromosomal
anomalies and neural tube disorders as well as alternate prenatal screening programs using
amniocentesis or chorionic villous sampling. Specifically, this review was designed to identify:
•

integrative analyses such as technology assessment reports, systematic reviews,
meta-analyses, decision analyses, population impact analyses, utilization analyses,
and economic analyses;

•

the most recent primary data on test parameters and program effectiveness.

Search strategy
Computerised bibliographic databases searched included the Cochrane Library, Medline and
Embase. The equivalent database-specific subject headings were used in the other databases
searched. Text words only were used in Current Contents, as no subject headings are applied
in this database.
Search terms were as follows:
“Amniocentesis”, “Karyotyping”, “Chorionic Villus Sampling”, “*CVS”, “*Biochemical
Screening”, “*Antenatal Screening”, “Prenatal Diagnosis”, “*Prenatal Screening”, “*Prenatal
Testing”, “Genetic Screening”, “Mass Screening”, “*Triple Marker Screening”, “*Fetal
Abnormalities”, “*Fetal Malformations”, “*Congenital Malformations”, “Congenital
Abnormalities”, “*Fetal Loss”, “*Fetal Outcomes”, “Pregnancy Outcomes”, “Miscarriage”,
“Abortion—Etiology”, “*Preterm Deliveries”. “*Antenatal Complications”, “Genetic
Diseases”, “Fetal Diseases—Diagnosis”, “Fetal Death—Etiology”, “Pregnancy”, “PregnancyTrimester-First”, “Pregnancy-Trimester-Second”, “*Infant Mortality”, “Risk Factors”,
“Abnormalities—Diagnosis”, ”Abnormalities—Ultrasonography”, “Diagnostic Tests, Routine”,
“Chromosome—Abnormalities”, “Prenatal Care”, “Down Syndrome”, “Ultrasonography,
Prenatal”, “Maternal Age 35 and over”, “Maternal Age”, “Gestational Age”, “alphaFetoproteins”, “Gonadotropins, Chorionic”, “Estriol”, “Biological Markers”, “Amniotic Fluid”,
“False Positive Reactions”, “Sensitivity and Specificity”, “Cost-Benefit Analysis”,
“Chromosome Aberrations”, “Chromosome Abnormalities”, “Trisomy”, “Neural Tube Defects”.
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The following Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) were used in the Medline and HealthStar
searches:
“Guidelines”; “Clinical Protocols”; “Consensus Development Conferences”; “Physicians’
Practice Patterns”; “Metaanalysis”; “Evidence-based Medicine”; “Decision Making”; “Decision
Making, Computer-assisted”; “Technology Assessment, Biomedical”; “Quality Assurance,
Health Care”; and “Quality of Health Care”. In addition, searches were limited to the following
document types in Medline: “Consensus Development Conference”; “Consensus Development
Conference, NIH”; “Guideline”; “Practice Guideline”; and “Metaanalysis”. The following text
words (keywords) were used: “clinical, medical, practice or practise, performance, treatment*,
planning, or care” and “guideline*, standard*, protocol*, recommendation*, statement*, criteri*,
parameter*, policy or policies, option*, intervention* or review*”; “position” “paper* or
statement*”; “guideline*”; “flowchart* or flow chart*”; “consensus”; “management” “plan or
plans”; “practice or practise pattern*”; “clinical or medical” “necessit* or indicator*”; “reference
standard*”; “appropriate” “care or evaluat*”; “clinical or critical” “pathway*”; “metaanalys* or
meta analys* or overview*”; “evidence-based”; “expert panel*”; “care map*”; “algorithm*”;
“systematic or critical” “review* or appraisal*”; “cochrane” “collaboration or collaborative”;
“prediction* or decision*” “rule*; “technology assess*”; “quality of care”; “quality” “assurance
or standard*”; “datta”; “diagnostic therapeutic technology”.
References were obtained from citations identified in published reviews, clinical trials,
conference abstracts and bibliographies.
Selection criteria
All integrative analyses that met one or more of the following criteria:
•

reported on programs for identifying Down syndrome, other rarer chromosomal
abnormalities and open neural tube defects;

•

reported on programs which use any of the following prenatal screening tests: triple-marker,
alpha fetoprotein, chorionic villus sampling, amniocentesis;

•

reported at least one outcome measure relating to the following parameters:
◊
fetal loss
◊
abortion
◊
detection rates for Down syndrome, other rarer chromosomal abnormalities or
open neural-tube defects
◊
test parameters, i.e. sensitivity, specificity, false-positives and negatives

•

reported on costs, utilization rates;

•

in participants of any age group;

•

with a minimum observational period of two years.

Exclusion criteria
Research was excluded that:
•

was conducted on animals;

•

reported physiological or laboratory parameters.
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Fugitive Search
A fugitive search was conducted to identify current and ongoing projects in the area of TMS.
The following databases and sources were searched using the terminology outlined in the search
strategy:
OCLC (Online Computer Library Center) Article1st Database
The OCLC provides references to over 13, 000 periodicals in the area of science, technology,
medicine, social science, business, the humanities, and popular culture. It is offered through the
University of British Columbia.
HTA Database (INAHTA Member Projects)
The HTA database contains information on health-care technology assessments and is produced
in collaboration with the secretariat of the International Association of Health Technology
Assessment (INAHTA).
BCOHTA In-House Library Catalogue
The BCOHTA Library Catalogue contains over 9,000 items including books, reports,
newsletters, industry reports, policy statements, conference proceedings and article reprints.
TRIP (Turning Research Into Practice) Database
This database is a collection of evidence-based reports, systematic reviews and meta-analyses.
It is maintained by the NHS Gwent Health Authority in the United Kingdom.
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APPENDIX B: SUPPORT SERVICES IN BC
Among the organizations in BC, the BC Down Syndrome Research Foundation (DSRF) and the
Lower Mainland Down Syndrome Society (LMDSS) provide services for families who are caring
for children and adults with Down syndrome, and support services, education and networking to
the Down syndrome community. DSRF is research based with a well-developed resource centre
and active research arm, whereas the LMDSS is more support-service oriented. Policy
Statements by each group are provided in Chapter 11 of the review.

1. The Down Syndrome Research Foundation and Resource Centre (DSRF)
3580 Slocan St. Vancouver BC V5M 3E8
(604) 431-9694

Prior to the establishment of the Centre, concerned parents and professionals had articulated a
need for medical services and educational opportunities for families and their children with
Down syndrome, and one group was actively working for a clinic in BC. In 1993, a
questionnaire was circulated to BC families by Sunny Hill Health Centre and the Down
syndrome community to find out what co-ordinated services were required. The results
demonstrated access to information about Down syndrome was extremely limited, and it was
decided to develop a web page and Internet communications links with international groups.
With a view to basing the CDSS in BC, the executive director had previously moved from
Alberta to open an office in Surrey. In the winter of 1994, the CDSS Board decided the main
office should return to Calgary.
New beginnings were therefore envisaged in BC so as to provide access to clear, co-ordinated
information about the latest research and recommended programs for children and adults with
Down syndrome. Building upon this premise, a joint initiative between local parent groups in BC
and Sunny Hill Health Centre for Children and supported by Simon Fraser University, resulted in
the creation of DSRF, registered under the BC Society Act in March 1995. DSRF and its
Resource Centre opened a research office on May 1st 1995 at the University.
With considerable volunteer support, a permanent resource centre for families and professionals
was set up in a trailer on the grounds of Sunny Hill Health Centre in September 1995. A
reference library was incorporated at the centre, as a source of information on Down syndrome.
Donations provided the means to research several projects, and to offer educational conferences
and video-conferences to assist people with Down syndrome and their families. The web page
and Internet connection were established with the CDSS, thereby developing a national
affiliation with Toronto and Calgary. Rather than adopting a role in advocacy, the focus
developed along research and education lines.
In the early stages, only two people worked at the Centre, paid part-time and volunteering as
needed. A part-time librarian was replaced by a part-time web-master, or ‘virtual librarian’,
with the support of another person overseeing library resources. DSRF started educational
programs through conferences and video conferences. A trial summer school program was
undertaken, while the most ambitious and successful initiative to date has been the 1st Biennial
Scientific Conference held in Vancouver in April 1998, which brought together international
professionals and experts in Down syndrome, as well as local participants. The conference
proceedings were published.
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In the first nine months of the DSRF, the executive director raised $100,000, and by the end of
the following year that figure had “more than doubled, … then the following year ... we raised
$400,000 plus … and last year it was somewhere between $500,000 and $600,000” (interview
with Executive Director March 22nd 1999). This funding has supported specific projects, such
as the Adult Employment Program, and the Teen Social Program, which led to a summer school.
These significant projects led in turn to support to the Foundation from the financial community.
Three companies in 1999 have each given $20,000 to have their names on the logo. Among the
most imaginative fund-raising events have been stock-market dinners, which have taken place in
Vancouver, Toronto and Calgary. By 1999, the society was financially self-sustaining, with
corporate financing, a strongly developing research arm, and a resource centre for the Down
syndrome community.
Currently, funding has been directed towards employing a research development co-ordinator
and to developing a list serve concentrating on reviewing Canadian research papers. It is hoped
that this may lead to a research journal. The broad aim is to disseminate information about
Canadian research both nationally and internationally. One of the purposes of the 1st Biennial
Conference on Down Syndrome was to try to give Canadian research a higher profile. In time,
DSRF hopes to fund and support research of its own, perhaps incorporating a student position.
The Foundation recognizes that research has continually to be evaluated, if it is to receive
continuing funding. The Executive Director maintains the importance of self-generated funds:
“I don’t think the government is going to be able to fund everything we want to do. And I
think that more and more things are going to have be self-supporting … whether it is fee for
service, or people doing things to raise funds to support it … I don’t anticipate the running of
the new building being dependent upon government funding, because I think we would be
wasting out time if we did … Whereas if you start getting people aware that … this is a
service which brings benefits, but it costs this much, they start contributing.” (interview with
Executive Director March 22nd 1999)
In 1999, DSRF received permission to purchase property and build new premises. With present
funding, it is hoped that this goal may be completed in the next few years. In addition to housing
administrative offices, a resource centre and other facilities, the new building will facilitate
research into Down syndrome. It is anticipated that it will include a laboratory established by
Simon Fraser University, Department of Kinesiology.

Foundation response to maternal serum screening
As part of the ongoing dialogue raised by Lee and Sroka’s research initiatives, which have been
supported and funded by DSRC, the Foundation formulated and published a statement about
maternal serum screening (Chapter 11 above). It raised several concerns about maternal serum
screening in regard to the ways in which it is being used and to the lack of information for those
affected by the test. The statement cautions that balanced information both about the predictive
value of the test and about Down syndrome should be made available, ensuring that positive
aspects of having a child with Down syndrome should be balanced against the negative impact of
testing. The Foundation takes the position that the primary goal of prenatal testing should be to
improve health care, not to reduce the birth prevalence of Down syndrome:
“If the test is only used to identify and abort fetuses with Down syndrome, we feel
it will adversely affect the quality of life for people with Down syndrome in our
community, since there is the assumption that Down syndrome should be eradicated”
(Position statement)
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2. The Lower Mainland Down Syndrome Society (LMDSS)
14740 - 89A Ave. Surrey BC V3R 7Z9
(604) 930-1113

The Lower Mainland Down Syndrome Society (LMDSS), formerly affiliated to the Canadian
Down Syndrome Society, provides support, information, network opportunities and development
in issues of concern for individuals with Down syndrome, their families and professionals
working with them. The mission statement of the LMDSS is to facilitate positive change so that
individuals with Down syndrome become full members of society.
LMDSS was established in 1989 and currently has over two hundred members comprised of
parents, self-advocates and professionals. The Society provides accurate and current information
about Down syndrome, meetings with professional guest speakers, social family events, quarterly
newsletters, new parent packages, resource referrals, family support through networking needs
and concerns, groups advocacy, information on research projects and cross- cultural information.
It maintains a resource library on Down syndrome. One of its main functions is to disseminate
information packages in order to increase awareness about Down syndrome. The Society is selfsustaining through membership fees, independent fund-raising efforts and donations.
Based on interview data from an active member of CDSS, two issues were identified, religious
affiliation and adoption, which have been poorly explored to date in relation to the use of triplemarker screening. They have a direct impact on many women’s attitude towards screening.
Certain religious convictions preclude the uptake of triple-marker testing or an abortion to
terminate a pregnancy when a fetus with Down syndrome has been identified. Often, if one or
other expectant parent feels abortion is morally wrong and therefore has no intention of
terminating the pregnancy, there may be no wish to engage in the process of screening and
diagnosis. This does not mean that the couple might not consider adoption of their infant on
discovering the baby is disabled. Other couples, however, might consider using the screen in
order to determine the status of the fetus and in the event of a positive screen, prepare to give
birth to a disabled child and to make the necessary arrangements to care for their child. Again,
this may provide the time necessary to consider and arrange for an adoption.
Another concern for the Society has been the effect of the information bulletin in the BC College
of Physicians and Surgeons’ College Quarterly 110 (see Chapter 8), and its emphasis on the right
of women to be informed about and to obtain triple-marker screening as a standard of prenatal
care. Since all physicians in BC are members of the College and receive the bulletin, the Society
feels that physicians are being pressured to provide screening, notwithstanding the absence of
any provincial guideline. In their view the College’s stance equates certain religious or ethical
convictions with poor patient management. It is arguably a short step from withholding a
technology which becomes routine just because it is available, to physicians being held liable for
‘wrongful births’. The Ontario study 109 of health care providers and the medico-legal risks of
maternal serum screening concluded that it is most important that providers be well-educated as
to the complexities, and that in interactions with patients, there is clear, effective communication
about them.
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3. Spina Bifida Association of BC
th

9460 - 140 St. Surrey BC V3V 5Z4
(604) 521-2454

The Spina Bifida Association of BC is a support group for individuals with spina bifida or
hydrocephalus and their families. The structure of the Association comprises a membership
of approximately 400 parents, individuals and caregivers, with a volunteer board of directors.
One half-time staff member undertakes office support.
The Association provides information and advice on spina bifida conditions, and on the
care of people with spina bifida. It is presently assisting the national association with the
preparation of a prenatal kit aimed at supporting expectant families. Currently available are
new parent kits, an educator’s guide, a teen kit, and folic acid information. The Association
is also able to offer financial assistance for equipment, and has some limited funding available
for research support.

Prenatal screening
The Association has not issued any public statement regarding prenatal screening or triplemarker screening. Its current position is that individuals receiving a screening result indicating
a fetus with a neural tube disorder are faced with a personal decision, and that resources should
therefore be available to enable them to make informed choices.
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APPENDIX C: MARKERS, MEASUREMENT, AND ANALYSIS
The data reproduced here and elsewhere in this review has been provided by the GEM
staff and biochemistry experts at the BC Children’s and Women’s hospital, whose generous
assistance is gratefully acknowledged. The information supplied has ensured this review
is not wholly dependent on published literature.
This Appendix provides details of laboratory activities in BC. It includes descriptions of
the laboratory components of TMS, the biochemical markers sampled in maternal serum
and how the sample levels are analysed to determine an individual woman’s risk profile.

1) Biochemical testing of maternal serum

The triple serum markers
Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP)

Alpha-fetoprotein is a glycoprotein with a molecular weight similar to albumin (67,000 - 70,000)
and is synthesised by both the fetal liver and yolk sack. The function of AFP is not fully
understood, although it seems to act as the precursor form of albumin, the most common,
osmotically-active circulating protein. AFP levels increase with open (non-skin covered) neural
tube disorders because fetal plasma in the area of the open disorder comes in close contact with
amniotic fluid and transfer can occur. Maternal serum AFP levels are optimally measured
between 15-20 weeks’ gestation. During this time, AFP levels increase by approximately
12%-15% per week.130
AFP levels rise most dramatically with anencephaly (approximately 50% of neural tube
disorders) and less with open spina bifida. In 1984, researchers noted that low AFP levels were
associated with Down syndrome.131
Human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG)

Human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) is a glycoprotein hormone made from two protein subunits, the alpha and beta chains. Antibodies directed at the β-chain are used in assays of hCG,
which is secreted by the chorion and placenta. It acts to maintain the corpus luteum necessary
for the production of both progesterone and estrogen. Maternal serum hCG peaks at
approximately 10 weeks’ gestation. In early mid-trimester hCG levels fall, reaching the
relatively low level maintained for the duration of pregnancy.
Bogart et al first noted that pregnancies with a fetus with Down syndrome have approximately
twice the level of hCG that is found in non-affected pregnancies between 15-18 weeks’
gestation.132 Because of the extent of the separation between affected and unaffected
populations, hCG is to date the single best marker for population screening for Down syndrome.
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Unconjugated estriol (uE3)

Unconjugated estriol (uE3) is produced by a complex fetal metabolic pathway that includes
adrenal tissue, liver and finally the placenta. Essentially all the maternal unconjugated estriol is
of fetal origin. Maternal serum uE3 is rising at a rate of about 20% per week during the second
trimester.
In 1988, Canick et al reported that low uE3 was associated with Down syndrome. Affected
pregnancies were at 0.79 times the unaffected control mean values.133

Triple-marker samples
Triple-marker samples can be gathered at any public or private laboratory in the province using
standard serum collection techniques and storage vials.
Samples are normally transported by regular courier services used by hospitals and private
laboratories. In some areas of the province however, there are concerns about unpredictable
delays in the regular system. One community, for example, uses Greyhound bus for transmitting
samples. Another community freezes samples and ships them once a week.
Tubes occasionally break or leak in transport. Based on test cancellation reports at BC
Children’s hospital between March 31 1998 and April 1 1999, sample recollection was requested
in the following cases:
Broken in transit

5

Leaking in transit

13

Leaked / broken in centrifuge

10

Delay in receipt /
questionable condition

9

Insufficient sample

1

Requisitions without samples

2

In the case of a broken tube or otherwise compromised sample, the laboratory will telephone
a request for a repeat sample. Correction for missing samples is dependent on the error being
noticed, and a check by telephone of the laboratory record of shipment. Another sample
may then be gathered. The number of samples totally lost (i.e. no requisition or sample)
is unknown.
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Quality assurance for triple-marker screening
Quality assessment, quality control

Quality assessment and quality control, for laboratory aspects of TMS, depend on two factors:
1) Calculation of median values for each marker for the BC population;
2) Reliable measurement of individual serum samples.
Calculation of median values for each marker for each week of gestation (weeks 15-20) require
a minimum of 100 samples from women of Euro-American descent, and unaffected singleton
pregnancies. Individual risk estimates, and ultimately individual patient-labelling as over or
under the risk cut-off level of 1:365, depend on each of these medians.
TMS performance, measured as the false-positive and detection rates, depends directly on these
median estimates. Several uE3 assays have, for example, been in use in BC. The original uE3
assay was replaced in November 1996, when uE3 became based on medians from local frozen
samples.
In April 1997, the uE3 medians were recalculated based on actual patient data from the
5-month period. During the transition phase, the median was slightly higher than past levels.
The analysis used 0.92-0.96 rather than 1.0 multiple of the median as the risk cut-off. As a
result, it is possible that more women at that time were labelled as initial ‘test-positive’ owing
to uE3 levels and offered amniocentesis, than in subsequent years.
The reliability of serum marker testing in BC is also assured through regular laboratory
accreditation and sample testing. For example, the laboratory subscribes to an FBC/CAP
maternal screening survey. The survey provides unknown serum to numerous laboratories for
analysis and risk estimation. The results are then compiled and the local findings of marker
levels are compared to other laboratories included in the system.
Quality assurance protocols

Setting
Triple-marker screening is run in the Pediatric and Obstetric Laboratory located in the BC Children’s
and Women’s Hospital in Vancouver to whom the authors are indebted for the following data. This
clinical diagnostic laboratory is subject to accreditation by the BC Diagnostic Accreditation Program
for Clinical Laboratories. Quality assurance procedures are in accordance with their general
guidelines, with some features specific to the screening program.

Instrumentation
Triple-marker screens are run on the Autodelfia (Wallac Oy, Finland). A single analyzer handles
the current workload. Downtimes for preventative maintenance are currently scheduled between
assays. As workload increases, a second analyzer is likely to be required to accommodate both
scheduled and unexpected downtime.
Quality assurance related to instrumentation includes maintaining an up-to-date method manual,
instrument problem and troubleshooting logs, and maintenance logs.
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Reagents
General quality assurance for reagents includes documenting condition on receipt, ensuring good
reagent dating, appropriate storage and use, documenting refrigerator temperatures, monitoring
calibration curve-drift within and between reagent lots, and running quality control samples.

Internal (daily) quality control
Assay performance is monitored on a day-to-day basis using quality control materials. Three
quality control (QC) materials are used for each test, to monitor test performance at three levels
within the analytical range. Each material is run twice in one assay (total 6 controls per assay).
Controls are placed at the beginning, middle and end of each plate. This allows monitoring of
within-assay variability, as well as between-assay variability calculated from results over time.
Two of the controls are made from large pools of serum from pregnant women. One pool has
levels consistent with about 15-16 weeks’ gestation, the other with 18-19 weeks’ gestation. The
third control for each assay is a commercially available lyophilized material (one for uE3,
another for AFP and hCG). (Table 7)
Mean and standard deviation for QC data are set for each test on each material based on
historical performance according to usual laboratory methods. During a run, QC results are
compared with the allowable ranges set in the analyzer. Results greater than 2SD from the mean
are reviewed to determine whether the run can be reported. Trends in internal QC data (LevyJennings charts) are reviewed monthly and also with reagent lot changes or if there are outlyers.

Table 7: Assay performance on quality control materials (target mean (CV%)
and a recent actual mean (CV%)):
Quality Control

Serum pool 1

Serum pool 2

Lyophilized
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Target/Actual

AFP ug/L

uE3 nmol/L

hCG kIU/L

Target

35.9 (1.3%)

2.47 (7.7%)

36.4 (2.5%)

Actual

36.1 (1.3%)

2.69 (7.7%)

36.3 (2.1%)

Target

53.2 (1.2%)

4.52 (6.4%)

23.9 (3.5%)

Actual

54.0 (1.7%)

4.86 (5.7%)

23.6 (2.7%)

Target

228 (5.3%)

4.64 (6.0%)

193 (4.7%)

Actual

230 (2.2%)

4.87 (4.6%)

186 (2.8%)
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External proficiency testing

External proficiency testing is a way to compare laboratory performance with other laboratories
undertaking testing. Samples with unknown results are sent from a commercial provider and the
Pediatric and Obstetric Laboratory results are submitted back to them. A report is received that
compares our results with those of other laboratories. Unacceptable results (usually more than 2
SD from the target mean) are followed up, and processes modified, as applicable, to improve
performance.
The laboratory participates in three external proficiency testing programs:

College of American Pathologists (CAP)
Foundation for Blood Research Maternal Screening Program
Tests AFP, hCG and uE3 in serum, AFP in amniotic fluid.
Report assesses analytical performance (analyte results), clerical transcription accuracy, validity
of medians (MOMs compared), risk calculation, interpretation and follow-up protocols. Patterns
of practice questions are often included. Reports often contain an educational article.
Frequency: 3 sets (5 sera and 2 amniotic fluids each set) per year.

Murex Immunoassay Program
Tests AFP, hCG, uE3 in lyophilized serum.
Primarily assesses analytical performance. Same samples recur on a random basis through the
cycle to assess precision.
Frequency: 1 sample every two weeks.

Ontario LPTP Maternal Serum Screening Program
Tests AFP, hCG, uE3 in serum.
Report assesses analytical performance (analyte results), clerical transcription accuracy, risk
calculation, interpretation. Patterns of practice surveys are sent periodically. Some samples
recur, often with modified clinical information, to assess precision.
Program was designed primarily for Ontario MSS labs: only 8 labs total participate.
Frequency: 5 sets (4 samples) per year.

Other quality assurance parameters
Mean multiple of the median (MOM) is monitored monthly. Deviation from a mean MOM of
1.0 may signify a change in method since the gestation-specific medians were set. If the mean
MOM drifts significantly and troubleshooting does not identify and correct the problem,
consideration is given to resetting the medians.
Screen positive rate is monitored monthly. It assesses whether changes such as MOM drift have
a significant effect on interpretations.
Turn-around time (TAT) is monitored during sign-out. Delayed reports are faxed. Computerized
TAT reports are not currently available. The goal is to have results signed within 1 week of
collection.
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Triple-marker measurement
All serum samples collected in BC for Triple-Marker testing are analysed in one biochemistry
laboratory, the Pediatric and Obstetric Laboratory, located in the BC Children’s and Women’s
Hospital in Vancouver.
The Children’s Hospital laboratory measures the serum levels of AFP, uE, and total hCG using
automated analysers. The analyser is calibrated every month using standardized samples to
prevent assay drift.
The software program at Children’s and Women’s Hospital laboratory, known as AFP Expert
(Benetech Medical Systems, Toronto) includes a Median Calculation utility that allows
calculation of median values. It also allows extrapolation from known serum values to estimate
values at the extreme gestational ages (20 weeks) when serum samples are much less commonly
obtained.
Serum marker levels are reported using both mass units (ug/L) and multiples of the median
values for the local population. The median value is defined as the value which divides a
population in half.
The local median values are established for each marker, for each week (from 15-20 weeks) of
gestation, from a minimum of one hundred local samples. The median value data must be from a
homogeneous population of unaffected ‘Caucasian’, non-diabetic patients with singleton
pregnancies.
A patient’s serum level is divided by the median to establish her level as ‘multiples of the
median.’ Multiples of the median units, as opposed to mean values in mass units, are used for
reporting because:
i)

fewer observations are required to establish a median, compared to a normal range based on
the mean and standard deviation;

ii) the normal limits or screening cut-off can be described with a minimum of numbers that
apply to all circumstances;
iii) the results of different laboratories can be pooled, regardless of the source of standard, assay
methodology or variance in precision.134

Analysis of triple-marker measurements
The serum marker measurements are analysed using AFP Expert V5.00. The calculation of
Down syndrome risk used in AFP Expert V5.00 explicitly follows from the work of Wald et al 135
and Cuckle.131
In 1988, Wald et al established that log values of the three serum markers follow Gaussian curves
(‘normal’ bell-shaped curves) for affected and unaffected populations. It was therefore possible
to use the mean and standard deviations that describe these curves to establish likelihood ratios
for each marker.
Likelihood ratios are calculated from combining the separate likelihoods of a patient being part
of the affected and unaffected patient populations. The separate likelihoods depend on where the
individual’s serum marker value (expressed as multiples of the mean) is placed relative to the
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median value. In other words, the likelihood ratio is the height of one curve (i.e. affected)
divided by the other curve (unaffected) at the patient’s multiple of the mean value. A likelihood
ratio forms the basis of the probability, or risk, estimate for each patient.

Down syndrome risk calculation
Down syndrome risk is calculated by multiplying the likelihood ratios for each marker, at a
certain gestational age, by a women’s prior risk. Prior risk depends on maternal age. Maternal
age is estimated in days from the date of the start of the last menstrual period. Although
gestational age is also estimated in terms of the number of completed weeks, this method is not
used for risk estimates based on multiple serum markers.
Because the three markers are not completely independent assessments of risk, correlation
coefficients must be calculated between each pair of markers. The correlation coefficients,
originally published by Wald et al,135 are used to adjust the final risk estimate. The actual
calculation of individual risk involves complex mathematics not of relevance here. The
correlation coefficients have been validated by three different research groups with the largest
number of Down syndrome cases, all of whom considered all of the serum parameters in the
same data set.136
The risk calculation used at BC Children’s Hospital has the advantage of building on risk
assessments for open spina bifida, and it can be adapted to include or exclude specific markers.
It also has been subjected to empirical validation.136
The laboratory reports risk at term, not at the time of sample collection. The standard projection
is that approximately 20% of Down syndrome pregnancies are spontaneously lost between the
second trimester and term (48% between the first trimester and term).137

Correction factors
A patient’s risk estimate is based on gestational age, serum marker levels and the selected
median. In addition, risk estimate is adjusted according to weight, whether the patient is of
African-American origin, or if she has diabetes mellitus.

Weight adjustment
The effect of maternal weight on TMS performance has been shown to be slight.138,139
Nevertheless, the overall volume of circulating maternal plasma affects the concentration of the
circulating markers, which in turn reduces the multiple of the mean levels for all three markers.
However, while the reduced circulating levels will decrease the risk based on AFP and uE3, it
will increase the risk estimate based on hCG. The converse applies in small women. Weight
correction, therefore, is more important if only two markers are used, particularly for AFP
and uE3.
The AFP Expert program used at BC Children’s hospital applies minor weight correction factors
based on the results of Palomaki.139

African-American descent and diabetes mellitus
Maternal serum and amniotic fluid AFP levels have been shown to be higher in women of
African-American origin.140
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Women with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus are known to have lower AFP medians
than the non-diabetic population.141
Median correction factors which are adjustable are built into the AFP Expert program. The
correction factor is 1.10 for women of African-American descent and 0.80 for women with
diabetes mellitus.
Figure 8 after Wald et al,142 shows the distribution of Down syndrome pregnancy in affected and
unaffected pregnancies.

Figure 8: Distribution of the risk of having a Down syndrome pregnancy in affected and
unaffected pregnancies using maternal age with AfP, uE3 and hCG gestational age
estimated by scan and marker levels adjusted for maternal weight) (DR, detection rate;
142
FPR, false-positive rate). (After Wald et al )*

Reporting
The biochemistry laboratory at BC Children’s Hospital processes serum samples and reports risk
estimates to physicians usually within 2 - 3 days and in a maximum of 1 week.
Typical positive and negative results reports are given in Figures 9 & 10.
If the initial screen result is positive, the physician is telephoned. If the physician is unavailable,
the laboratory staff confirms with the doctor’s office whether a report can be sent by fax.
Physicians contacted by telephone are also asked if they will accept a faxed report, and most do.
Negative reports are generally transmitted by inter-hospital or regular mail depending on office
location. Negative reports may, if requested, be phoned or faxed. Reports significantly delayed
by an incomplete laboratory requisition or shipping problems may be faxed or phoned without a
specific request. Mailed reports follow all faxed or telephoned reports.
* Reproduced by permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office
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Figure 9: Sample TMS negative report
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Figure 10: Sample TMS positive report
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Trisomy 18
Trisomy 18, although considered a generally fatal malformation, is screened for along with
Down syndrome, in part because it has no additional testing or analysis requirements other than
an addition to the computer software program. Detection is justified for women since it may
avoid the risk of unnecessary cesarean section operations in undiagnosed cases.
Using fixed cut-off rates, between 40% and 60% of affected fetuses can be identified. Maternal
weight and ethnic origin are not relevant. BC reports use a risk cut-off method, with 1:100 and a
false-positive rate of 0.2%.

Open neural tube disorders
Maternal serum AFP measurements taken between 15-18 weeks’ gestation are also used to
screen for open neural tube defects. Closed, or skin covered defects, which constitute 5%-10%
of all neural tube disorders, will not be detected. Open neural tube disorders consist of
anencephaly and spina bifida in about equal percentage.
Anencephaly, which results in a seven-fold rise in the median maternal serum AFP level, has
little overlap with unaffected pregnancies, and therefore is not considered part of the routine
screening parameters. Instead, neural tube disorder screening parameters, such as false-positive
and detection rates are discussed in terms of open spina bifida cases.
As with other markers, the most common causes of elevated AFP are not the target conditions of
neural tube disorders. Reasons can include under-estimation of gestational age, low maternal
weight, ethnic origin, diabetes mellitus, multiple gestation, fetal blood contamination of
amniocentesis sample, and other rarer fetal conditions such as gastroschisis that result in transfer
of normal fetal AFP to the amniotic fluid.
Suppression of AFP is commonly the result of improper gestational dating. It can also be
suppressed by the presence of Down syndrome.
The BC program to detect open spina bifida utilizes the same AFP expert software program, and
assigns an initial, screen-positive cut-off level of 2.5 multiples of the median. With an assumed
prevalence level of 1:1000 for a ‘Caucasian population’, the initial-positive rate is 2% and the
detection rate is 70%-75%.
The initial screen positive rate for open spina bifida adds to the overall screen-positive rate for
TMS. However, the actual amount of that increase is unknown, primarily because the more
severe forms of open spina bifida and virtually all cases of anencephaly are detected by dating
ultrasound, which often precedes serum screening. In fact, in BC, ultrasound detection of neural
tube disorders now rivals that of serum AFP testing.
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2) Dating ultrasound
Ultrasound scan estimates of gestational age, as against a women’s own assessment, results
in a narrower statistical range of serum markers in a TMS test population. This is represented
statistically as a smaller standard deviation of the serum markers. The effect is greatest for
markers whose concentrations change most with gestational age (notably uE3).143
Although estimates of the effects of ultrasound dates are not possible from actual BC data,
it is reasonable to assume the effect would be similar to that found in the world literature.
Wald has shown the effect of ultrasound dates on screening test performance.144 TMS
detection rates rise from 59% without dating ultrasound, to 69% with these scans.

Cytogenetic laboratories
Cytogenetic analysis in BC is conducted at four laboratories: two in Vancouver (the
Vancouver Hospital and Health Sciences Centre, and BC Children’s and Women’s Hospital);
one in New Westminster (the Royal Columbian Hospital); and one in Victoria (the Victoria
General Hospital).
The Director of the cytogenetics laboratory at BC Children’s and Women’s hospital, who
was interviewed for this review, describes all four cytogenetic laboratories as following
identical procedures to determine fetal karotype. In addition, she maintained that because
of rapid improvements in computer imaging and enhancement programs, the capacity of
the laboratories could expand to deal with the increased number of samples from a full
provincial TMS program.
A randomized, controlled trial and several cohort studies have shown analysis of fetal cells
obtained by amniocentesis to be an accurate and reliable method of prenatal diagnosis of
Down syndrome and other chromosomal abnormalities, specifically trisomy 18.41,145,146
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APPENDIX D: EFFECTIVENESS OF TMS
This Appendix summarizes the clinical effectiveness evidence for TMS. It aims to address the
clinical concerns mainly of physicians and counsellors, whose primary anxiety is whether TMS
is able to provide pregnant women with sufficiently accurate data about the fetus to allow
informed choices on termination of pregnancy or preparation for a child with trisomy or open
spina bifida.
TMS effectiveness in terms of social and economic costs, as judged by health economists
and policy analysts is examined in Part VI. The systematic literature review protocol used to
identify the relevant literature is detailed in Appendix A.

Screening test performance
Screening test performance is assessed by two measurements:
1. the detection rate (the proportion of affected pregnancies with ‘positive’ results); and
2. the false-positive rate (the proportion of unaffected pregnancies with ‘positive’ results).
Before discussing TMS screening test performance data, a brief outline of TMS statistical
models is presented to assist readers unfamiliar with this type of risk information and how it is
provided to women during pregnancy.

Statistical models
TMS is used to provide individual woman with a risk estimate for carrying a fetus with Down
syndrome. Because it is impractical to have sufficiently large databases to gather all the possible
combinations of the various markers empirically, the risk estimate is based on a statistical
model.135 A known population is used to determine statistical parameters of several markers.
These parameters are then combined with the age distribution of pregnancies, together with the
age-specific risk for Down syndrome in order to develop a hypothetical population of affected
and unaffected women.
After Wald et al,135 the following features are considered necessary for valid risk-screening based
on a model:
1. The statistical model used must be clearly specified.
2. The data used to construct the model must be published.
3. The limits over which the model is judged to be satisfactory must be defined.
The statistical parameters are defined in terms of the means and standard deviations for each
marker in affected and unaffected pregnancies, and the correlation coefficient among all the
markers. In addition, in this instance, the statistical models have been subjected to empirical
validation.136
Wald et al argue that serum marker values for affected and unaffected pregnancies used for the
models are best obtained from the same patient population. They therefore support use of the
Oxford-St. Bartholomew’s Hospital Data as the most complete, noting that in addition to serum
markers, this data set includes gestational estimates from both ultrasound and last menstrual
period dates.147
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The statistical model used in BC is based on the Oxford-St. Bartholomew’s Hospital Data set
and the work of Cuckle et al.148 Individual patient-risk estimates are primarily based on the
regression relationship between age and serum markers. Additional factors known to affect the
risk estimate, such as gestational age, maternal weight, ethnic origin, and diabetes mellitus, are
considered separately and independently of the primary regression relationship. These were
described in detail in the previous appendix.

Demonstration projects
Evidence on TMS effectiveness has been reported in the published literature since1992. These
reports, listed below, are all from interventional cohort studies using the same or very similar
statistical models to determine individual risk.
The evaluation of TMS effectiveness presented in this review is based on the following four
methodologically-sound secondary analyses of the primary cohort study evidence:

1. The Canadian Task Force on the Periodic Health Examination;* 149
2. The US Preventative Services Task Force; 54
3. The UK, Nation Health Service, Research and Development, Health Technology Assessment
programme; 22
4. The Conde-Agudelo and Kafury-Goeta meta-analysis.150
The findings from these reviews are summarized below. Because the 1996 Canadian and US
Task Force reports considered essentially the same evidence on TMS, applied the same grading,
and drew essentially the same conclusions, only the findings of the Canadian Task force are
presented here, except where significant discrepancies occur.
1. The Canadian Task Force on the Periodic Health Examination
In its most recent update, the Canadian Task Force published a chapter on Prenatal Screening for
and Diagnosis of Down Syndrome. Its recommendations regarding TMS were based on four
prospective intervention studies, published to 1994, the cut-off date for inclusion in its literature
search:
•

Haddow et al 151

•

Phillips et al 152 (< 35)

•

Wald et al 153 (< 37)

•

Cheng et al 154 (< 37)

The reported detection rate for TMS varied from 48 to 91% (mean 64.5%; CI 44-72%) and falsepositive rate (after revision for ultrasound) of 3 to 10 %. The likelihood of Down syndrome,
given an initial screen-positive result, ranged from 1.2 to 3.8% depending on the risk cut-off
values used. The risk cut-offs ranged from 1/125 to 1/380. In Haddow et al,151 for example, of
the women screened, 3.8% were offered amniocentesis (risk cut-off was 1:190).

* Now the Canadian Task Force on Preventive Health Care
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The Canadian Task force raised one concern over study validity, regarding reported detection
rates, (i.e. the proportion of fetuses with Down syndrome identified versus the total number of
such Down syndrome fetuses in the screen population). They noted that, in most studies,
determining the total number of Down syndrome cases is problematic owing to incomplete
karyotype determination and incomplete diagnosis at birth. Most studies rely on indirect findings
from independent surveillance systems to determine the number of Down syndrome babies born
in the screened population.
The Canadian Task Force also noted that the detection rate varies with maternal age and between
studies:
Wald et al 153

39% among women younger than 37 years versus 71% among those 37 and older

Cheng et al 154

67% among women younger than 30 versus 100% among those 30 to 39

They also noted that 21 to 31% of women with a positive initial screen did not have prenatal
diagnosis using amniocentesis.

2. The UK, NHS, Health Technology Assessment programme
The UK, Health Technology Assessment Programme report on ante-natal screening for Down
syndrome, published in 1998, added six prospective cohort studies to the four originally
reviewed by the Canadian and US Task Forces. Four of the additional studies were published
after the original search cut-off date used by the Task Forces:
•

Piggot M et al 155

•

Goodburn SF et al 156

•

Mancini G et al 157

•

Kellner LH et al 158

One prospective study seems to have been missed:
•

Burton BK et al 159

One was published in French:
•

Prescia G et al 160

Despite the additional data, the UK HTA group did not draw significantly different conclusions
on TMS from those of the two Task Forces, that is, they found that variations in the TMS test
performance features reflected differences in decisions on risk cut-off levels, and not any
underlying flaw in the primary serum marker data used, or in the statistical model providing
individual risk estimates.
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The UK group reported a broader range of TMS test parameters, reflecting the wider range of
program options selected. They summarize the following TMS features: 153
a)

screen uptake

mean of 73% (reported in 3 studies)

b)

screen-positive rate

the mean initial screen-positive rate was 7.5%, reducing
to 5.7% after revision of gestational age using ultrasound
scan among women with positive screening results

c)

amniocentesis uptake

mean of 81% after screen-positive result

d)

abortion

mean of 91% of affected pregnancies (from 6/10 studies)

e)

detection rate

mean of 70% (adjusted to 64% owing to an estimated
23% fetal loss from spontaneous abortion)

3. Conde-Agudelo and Kafury-Goeta meta-analysis
The authors provide the most complete collection of TMS studies to date, reporting on a pooled
analysis of the findings of 20 cohort studies involving 194,326 women, published to November
1996.150
The validity of the meta-analysis was not formally evaluated for this TMS review, although
the authors used standard methods for pooling and analysing individual study findings. Formal
assessment of the meta-analysis would require retrieval of all studies, critical appraisal, and
reconstruction of ‘two by two’ tables for each study.
The meta-analysis confirms the findings of the systematic reviews mention above. That is, the
authors found detection rates (sensitivities) of 67%, 71%, and 73% for risk cut-offs of 1:190-200,
1:250-295, and 1:350-380, respectively. The median false-positive rates fluctuated between 4%
and 8%.
The optimal risk cut-off rate suggested in this study will be of interest to those having to decide
on an appropriate initial screen cut-off rate for TMS testing. The authors used the different point
estimates of detection rates (sensitivity) and screen-positive rates to construct summary receiveroperating curves. The receiver-operating curves describe the relationship between detection
rates and a screen-positive rates. Based on these curves, the authors suggest an optimal risk cutoff rate for testing of women of all ages as 1:190 (detection rate 67% with a 4% initial positive
rate). Though not as comprehensive, similar analyses form the basis of deciding the appropriate
cut-off rate for any population.
The screen-positive cut-off rate in BC is 1:365, the assumed pre-test risk of a women 35.5 years
old at the time of birth. In contrast, the risk cut-off of 1:190 suggested by Conde-Agudelo and
Kafury-Goeta is the pre-test risk for a women 38 to 39 years old.
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Illustrations of program test performance evaluations
1. The number of amniocenteses to detect one fetus with Down syndrome
One way of illustrating screening-test performance is to consider the number of amniocenteses
needed to identify one fetus with Down syndrome. Haddow et al, the largest of the studies,
summaries the effectiveness of TMS in one US centre.151
They determined that in a relatively young population (5% >35 years) one case of Down
syndrome was found for every 39 women considered screen positive (after ultrasound
confirmation of gestational age). By contrast, they found that if women over 35 were
given screening, for every case of Down syndrome identified, 140 women would have
undergone amniocentesis.
The Canadian Task Force similarly considered TMS in relation to its predictive value,
a numerical estimate of the number of positive tests, women actually having the condition of
concern. They then compared TMS to the standard age-based screening of women over age 35.

2. Detection and false-positive rates
Wald et al 161 argue that at high detection rates (over 60%) prenatal screening program
performance should be compared in terms of their false-positive rates. That is, a detection rate
should be set, for example at 60%, and the associated false-positive rates should be measured.
Prenatal screening policy should favour the program with the lowest false-positive rate for a
given detection rate.

3. Age-specific cost/effectiveness ratios
Cuckle 162 and Torgerson 163 argue that screening policy should be informed by age-specific costeffectiveness ratios. These are calculated as a cost per affected pregnancy detected for each year
of maternal age. Based on this approach, Cuckle for example shows that using an age cut-off of
28 and a lower risk cut-off of 1:250 will result in the same detection rate.

4. Down syndrome birth rates
The rate of Down syndrome birth in a screened population depends both on the accuracy of the
test results, and on the subsequent decision of the parents. In turn, the parents’ decision will
depend on their attitudes to induced abortion and towards Down syndrome. Induced abortion is
currently sought by the majority of women whose prenatal diagnosis is Down syndrome or neural
tube disorders.22,54 A study for the Royal Commission indicates a substantial majority of women
in Canada have sought an abortion in these circumstances (76% for neural tube disorders and
83% for Down syndrome).164
The US Task Force estimates that the prevalence of Down syndrome in women over age 35
offered amniocentesis ranges from 7.3%-29%.54 The effect is low, owing to the relatively small
number of a total population of pregnant women who are over age 35.
Limited data are available on the impact of TMS on the prevalence of Down syndrome.
The US Task Force estimates the effect to range from 36% to 62%, depending on how many
initial screen-positive women elect to have amniocentesis, and how many of these elect to have
an abortion.54
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APPENDIX E: BRITISH COLUMBIA MEDICAL SERVICES
COMMISSION ADMINISTRATIVE DATA
I. Analysis of cost and volume of prenatal test use in British Columbia
Maternal serum screening in BC: Alpha fetoprotein and TMS
1) Provincial payment data
Only a small proportion of the total cost of TMS is identified from provincial fee-for-service
payment data. The fee-for-service plan currently reimburses TMS testing at a rate of $28.24 per
test. This is actually only the rate for the alpha fetoprotein (AFP) proportion of the TMS test.
The other two markers which make up the triple-marker screen are covered from a contract grant
to the Genes, Elements, Metabolism (GEM) Program at Children’s and Women’s Health Centre
of BC through the Alternative Payments Division of the BC Medical Services Commission.
For example, the GEM program budget estimates that per 10,000 tests they have labour costs of
$381,502 and non-labour costs of $373,500, giving a total cost of $955,002 per 10,000 tests.
This exceeds the Medical Services Commission payments of $388,076 for 11,301 test by 2.5
times. Even so the GEM budget is an underestimate in that the budget does not account for
capital and overhead costs which are born by the Children’s and Women’s Health Centre.

2) Trends
The total volume of AFP testing reimbursed by the BC Medical Services Commission increased
from 1,872 tests in 1991/92 to 6,313 in 1994/95 and 11,301 in 1996/97 (Tables 8-10). Total
payment increased to $61,132, $216,631 and $388,076, respectively.
TMS began to replace AFP testing as the maternal serum screening test used in British Columbia
in 1995. Only AFP appears as a fee item in the BC Medical Services administrative database.
Since, however, AFP is one of the three markers which make up the triple-screen, it provides a
rough estimation of the trend in maternal serum screening use.*
In 1996/7, 25% of eligible women received an AFP test during their pregnancy. The proportion
of tests for women under 35 was 54% of all AFP tests in 1991/92, 47% in 1994/95 and 56% in
1996/97. The potential for expansion of service provision is in the category of women under age
35. 83% of live births occurred in this age group, with only 17% of potentially eligible women
receiving serum testing to date. More recent data on TMS utilization were obtained directly from
GEM (Appendix G, Table 18).
* A proportion of the AFP tests included in these totals were not conducted on maternal serum but
amniotic fluid. This accounted for approximately 35% of all AFP tests reimbursed in 1996/97.
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Table 8: Fee for Service Payments and Services, BC Physicians & Female BC patients, 1991-1992
Age Group at Date of Service
Fee Item

15-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

Other

Total

Payments
00787

Amniocentesis, transabdominal

299.50

1,318.00

2,903.50

5,443.50

15,160.50

2,075.50

28.50

88.00

88.00

27,407.50

00794

Chorionic villus sampling

67.50

67.50

467.00

469.50

6,926.50

2,330.50

0.00

0.00

71.00

10,400.00

08651

Obs. - B-scan - 14 wks. or more

327,338.50

1,042,373.00

1,868,058.50

1,478,450.50

505,340.50

73,861.00

3,161.00

430.50

1,791.50

5,300,804.50

08654

Ultrasonic guidance for amniocentesis

601.00

2,546.00

8,308.50

17,233.00

70,695.50

7,510.50

0.00

0.00

260.80

107,154.50

08655

Obs. - B-scan - less than 14 wks.

130,931.50

358,284.00

572,991.50

455,417.00

252,402.50

48,426.00

1,401.50

254.50

816.50

1,820,924.50

08657

Ultrasonic guidance for chorionic
villus sampling

84.00

605.50

1,114.50

2,503.50

22,827.00

9,331.00

177.00

0.00

0.00

36,642.00

23.00

265.50

1,062.50

777.00

370.00

21.50

0.00

0.00

43.00

2,563.00

880.00

4,385.50

11,426.00

16,180.50

21,331.50

6,147.00

258.00

31.50

491.80

61,132.00

3,660.50

6,451.50

27,550.50

115,379.50

856,786.50

146,377.50

1,232.00

0.00

0.00

1,157,437.50

09288 & 91120

Amniotic fluid examination

09480 & 91095

Alpha fetoprotein (R.I.A)

09542 & 93030

Cytogenetic analysis amniotic fluid

Services
00787

Amniocentesis, transabdominal

00794

Chorionic villus sampling

08651

Obs. - B-scan - 14 wks. or more

08654

Ultrasonic guidance for amniocentesis

7

30

98

208

832

08655

Obs. - B-scan - less than 14 wks.

2,045

5,605

8,968

7,113

3,948

08657

Ultrasonic guidance for chorionic
villus sampling

1

7

13

29

266

1

12

48

36

27

134

349

9

16

68

09288 & 91120

Amniotic fluid examination

09480 & 91095

Alpha fetoprotein (R.I.A)

09542 & 93030

Cytogenetic analysis amniotic fluid
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10

45

98

184

506

69

1

3

3

919

1

1

7

7

101

34

0

0

1

152

3,837

12,224

21,907

17,349

5,3935

867

37

5

21

62,182

91

0

0

3

1,269

758

22

4

13

28,476

109

2

0

0

427

17

1

0

0

2

117

495

654

189

8

1

15

1,872

282

2,090

358

3

0

0

2,826
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Table 9: Fee for Service Payments and Services, BC Physicians & Female BC patients, 1994-1995
Age Group at Date of Service
Fee Item

15-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

Other

Total

Payments
00787

Amniocentesis, transabdominal

249.00

1,432.00

2,148.50

5,483.50

27,826.50

4,678.00

96.00

32.00

159.00

42,104.00

00794

Chorionic villus sampling

72.00

146.00

510.50

969.50

5,399.50

1,386.50

73.00

0.00

0.00

8,558.00

08651

Obs. - B-scan - 14 wks. or more

380,866.00

1,198,461.00

1,956,010.80

1,747,020.50

605,272.50

101,221.50

3,976.50

541.00

2,526.50

5,995,896.00

08654

Ultrasonic guidance for amniocentesis

725.50

3,4542.50

4,814.50

08655

Obs. - B-scan - less than 14 wks.

164,043.50

381,893.50

534,665.00

16,335.50

83,068.00

14,161.00

363.50

0.00

181.50

123,192.00

499,094.00

308,766.00

66,673.50

3,523.00

609.50

745.50

1,960,013.50

08657

Ultrasonic guidance for chorionic
villus sampling

0.00

181.50

635.00

1,361.50

8,167.50

2,360.00

91.00

91.00

0.00

12,887.00

0.00

230.50

1,151.50

345.50

299.50

115.00

69.00

0.00

0.00

2,211.00

09288 & 91120

Amniotic fluid examination

09480 & 91095

Alpha fetoprotein (R.I.A)

2,265.00

13,385.50

30,167.50

55,109.00

94,495.00

17,054.00

1,442.00

549.50

2,163.50

216,630.50

09542 & 93030

Cytogenetic analysis amniotic fluid

3,440.00

14,636.00

17,637.50

154,588.00

1,090,254.50

194,909.50

3,884.00

0.00

432.00

1,479,781.50

Services
00787

Amniocentesis, transabdominal

8

45

68

173

876

147

3

1

5

1,326

00794

Chorionic villus sampling

1

2

7

14

74

19

1

0

0

118

08651

Obs. - B-scan - 14 wks. or more

4,219

13,274

21,666

19,349

6,704

1,121

44

6

28

66,411

08654

Ultrasonic guidance for
amniocentesis-

8

39

53

181

919

157

4

0

2

1,363

08655

Obs. - B-scan - less than 14 wks.

2,422

5,646

7,901

7,377

4,561

987

52

9

11

28,966

08657

Ultrasonic guidance for chorionic
villus sampling

0

2

7

15

90

26

1

1

0

142

0

10

50

15

13

5

3

0

0

96

66

390

879

1,606

2,754

497

42

16

63

6.313

8

34

41

359

2,529

452

9

0

1

3,433

09288 & 91120

Amniotic fluid examination

09480 & 91095

Alpha fetoprotein (R.I.A)

09542 & 93030

Cytogenetic analysis amniotic fluid

Table 10: Fee for Service Payments and Services, BC Physicians & Female BC patients, 1996-1997
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Age Group at Date of Service
Fee Item

15-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

Other

Total

Payments
00787

Amniocentesis, transabdominal

286.50

1,114.00

2,387.00

6,589.00

31,432.00

6,398.00

223.00

191.00

318.50

48,938.50

00794

Chorionic villus sampling

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

08651

Obs. - B-scan - 14 wks. or more

330,477.50

1,107,302.50

1,866,542.00

1,717,065.00

699,172.00

107,077.50

4,737.00

455.00

1,638.50

5,834,467.50

08654

Ultrasonic guidance for
amniocentesis-

274.50

2,289.50

5,038.00

17,038.00

81,909.50

16,308.50

274.50

0.00

183.50

123,317.00

08655

Obs. - B-scan - less than 14 wks.

158,337.50

342,459.50

481,804.00

454,281.00

324,336.50

78,070.00

4,513.00

547.00

614.00

1,844,963.00

08657

Ultrasonic guidance for chorionic
villus sampling

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

91.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

91.50

0.00

161.00

530.00

576.00

184.00

115.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,566.00

09288 & 91120

Amniotic fluid examination

09480 & 91095

Alpha fetoprotein (R.I.A)

6,318.50

27,746.50

70,465.50

116,584.50

129,118.50

24,690.50

3,949.00

2,369.50

6,834.00

388,076.00

09542 & 93030

Cytogenetic analysis amniotic fluid

6,915.50

20,746.50

50,569.50

219,135.50

1,143,222.00

226,051.00

6,483.00

0.00

0.00

1,673,123.50

Services
00787

Amniocentesis, transabdominal

9

35

75

207

992

202

7

6

10

1,543

00794

Chorionic villus sampling

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

08651

Obs. - B-scan - 14 wks. or more

3,627

12,152

20,483

18,842

7,672

1,175

52

5

18

64,026

08654

Ultrasonic guidance for
amniocentesis-

3

25

55

186

894

178

3

0

2

1,346

08655

Obs. - B-scan - less than 14 wks.

2,316

5,010

7,048

6,647

4,744

1,142

66

8

9

26,990

08657

Ultrasonic guidance for chorionic
villus sampling

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

7

23

25

8

5

0

0

0

68

184

808

2,052

3,395

3,760

719

115

69

199

11,301

16

48

117

507

2,645

523

15

0

0

3,871

09288 & 91120

Amniotic fluid examination

09480 & 91095

Alpha fetoprotein (R.I.A)

09542 & 93030

Cytogenetic analysis amniotic fluid
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TMS in combination with other prenatal tests
The Medical Services Commission database provides some data on the concurrent use of AFP,
ultrasound and amniocentesis. In this analysis, AFP is considered as a surrogate for TMS use.
Table 11 shows that in 1997/98 AFP and ultrasound was used by approximately 7000 women;
1000 women used AFP, ultrasound and amniocentesis; and 100 women used only AFP and
amniocentesis.
Ultrasound provides gestational age estimates needed for TMS test interpretation. It may also be
used by some women as their only prenatal diagnostic test. Detailed ultrasound is required for
definitive diagnosis of neural tube disorders. Amniocentesis is needed for definitive diagnosis of
Down syndrome and other chromosomal anomalies.

Table 11: AFP use in combination with other prenatal tests, 1997/98,
as a surrogate for TMS use.
Total number
of women

Services

Payments

AFP & amniocentesis

105

106

$ 5621.50

AFP, ultrasound &
amniocentesis

1056

3174

$ 233,028.00

AFP & ultrasound

6931

12647

$ 1,065,548.00

Prenatal test combination

Source: BC Medical Services Plan, Fee-for-service payment statistics tapes
AFP = alpha fetoprotein = fee code 09480 (also includes some AFP testing of amniotic fluid);
Amniocentesis, transabdominal = fee code 00787;
Ultrasound = Obs. - B-scan - 14 wks. or more = fee code 08651;
Obs. - B-scan - less than 14 wks. fee code 08655

Medical services payments for AFP compared with other prenatal tests
The cost of AFP was compared to the costs of amniocentesis and prenatal ultrasound. As
Figures 8 & 9 demonstrate, the cost of prenatal ultrasound exceeded $7 million in 1996/97 as
compared to about $400,000 for AFP and $49,000 for amniocentesis. As noted above, much of
the cost of amniocentesis and TMS is from alternative payments, and therefore not included in
this database. Nevertheless, the cost of ultrasound far exceeds costs associated with other
prenatal screening and diagnostic tests.

Amniocentesis and chorionic villus sampling (CVS)
1) Trends
Of the three Medical Services Commission amniocentesis fee codes, those for cytogenetic
analysis of amniotic fluid (#09642 and #93030) most closely reflect the total volume because
each amniocentesis produces only one sample for cytogenetic analysis. The volume of
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cytogenetic analysis of amniocentesis fluid increased steadily from 2,826 tests in 1991/92 to
3,433 in 1994/95 and 3,871 in 1996/97, with costs of $1,157,000, $1,480,000 and $1,673,000
respectively (Table 14).

2) Limitations
The two codes representing the procedure itself (#00787) and ultrasound guidance for the
procedure (#08654) are incompletely represented in the Medical Services Commission
administrative database (Table 10). This is because they (together with CVS) are also performed
under global contracts to Children’s and Women’s Health Centre of BC Perinatal Program. If all
items related to amniocentesis were reimbursed at 1999 fee-for-service prices, then the total cost
to the Medical Services Commission would be $2,795,907 for the volume of services conducted
in 1996/97 (Table 12). This does not include the cost of genetic counselling.
TABLE 12: Potential amniocentesis fee for service costs using 1996/97

volume and 1999 prices

1999 MSC fee
schedule price

Price x 3871
(Volume of
amniocentesis
for 1996/97)

Transabdominal
#04680

$87.17

$337,435

Ultrasound guidance
#04680

$57.53

$222,699

Cytogenetic analysis
#93030

$402.20

$1,556,916

OB Consult
# 04010

$88.20

$341,422

TOTAL

$635.10

$2,795,907

MSC fee items related
to amniocentesis

CVS does not appear in the administrative database for 1996/97 because all procedures are now
reimbursed under global contracts paid through alternative payment mechanisms. Prior to that
year, CVS use declined from 152 in 1991/92 to 118 tests in 1994/95.
This downward trend represents in part emerging efficacy data suggesting an unfavourable harm
to benefit ratio, even though CVS provides definitive diagnostic information on chromosomal
abnormalities earlier in pregnancy than amniocentesis. CVS is more expensive per procedure
than amniocentesis, amounting to $957.95 which includes the cost of the procedure itself (fee
code #00794), ultrasonic guidance (#08657), cytogenetic analysis (# 933025) and an OB
consultation (# 04010).
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Ultrasound
1) Trends
The volume and cost of prenatal ultrasound at less than 14 weeks has been reasonably stable over
the time period examined: 28,476 test at a cost of $1,820,924 in 1991/92; 28,966 tests at a cost of
$1,960,014 in 1994/95 and 26,990 tests at a cost of $1,844,963 in 1996/97. The fee-for-service
price of prenatal ultrasound before 14 weeks is $68.00.
The volume and cost of prenatal ultrasounds at 14 weeks’ gestation and over has also been
reasonably stable over time. The fee-for-service price of prenatal ultrasound before 14 weeks
is $90.63.

Regional distribution of prenatal testing
The use of prenatal tests has steadily increased over the time period in most regions (Figure 11
identifies Health Regions of the province). The highest use of TMS testing occurred in Vancouver,
South Fraser Valley, North Shore, Simon Fraser and Capital health regions as indicated by both
medical services commission and GEM data. The GEM program provided data on the regional
distribution of physicians who have ever ordered or received the results of a triple-marker screening
test (Table 13). The pattern of amniocentesis use also follows this pattern.
Tables 14 - 17 present total services and payment data from the BC Medical Services Commission
administrative database on alpha fetoprotein serum testing, cytogenetic analysis of amniotic fluid,
transabdominal amniocentesis and ultrasonic guidance of amniocentesis for fiscal years 1991/92,
1994/95 and 1996/97. These time periods were chosen to illustrate general trends.
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Figure 11: British Columbia Health Regions

British Columbia
Health Regions
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1. East Kootenay
11. Upper Island/Central Coast
2. West Kootenay-Boundary
12. Cariboo
3. North Okanagan
13. North West
4. South Okanagan Similkameen14. Peace Liard
5. Thompson
15. Northern Interior
6. Fraser Valley
16. Vancouver
7. South Fraser Valley
17. Burnaby
8. Simon Fraser
18. North Shore
9. Coast Garibaldi
19. Richmond
10. Central Vancouver Island
20. Capital

Southern and Central Vancouver Island
Vancouver and Lower Mainland
Prepared by: Information and Analysis Branch, Ministry of Health and Ministry Responsible for Seniors
Boundary Source: BC STATS, Ministry of Finance and Corporate Relations
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Table 13: Number by Health Region of physicians ordering or
receiving TMS screening test results.

BC Health Region

Number of ordering
physicians

1

East Kootenay

48

2

West Kootenay - Boundary

68

3

North Okanagan

101

4

South Okanagan - Similkameen

180

5

Thompson

118

6

Fraser Valley

169

7

South Fraser Valley

441

8

Simon Fraser

723

9

Coast Garibaldi

187

10

Central Vancouver Island

218

11

Upper Island/Central Coast

131

12

Cariboo

60

13

North West

105

14

Peace Liard

54

15

Northern Interior

116

16

Vancouver

884

17

Burnaby

170

18

North Shore

185

19

Richmond

125

20

Capital

291

Source: GEM program data
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Table 14: Total Services and Payments for Cytogenetic Analysis of Amniotic Fluid
for Fiscal Years 1991/92, 1994/95 and 1996/97
Fee code #09542 & 93030
BC Health Region

1991/92
Services

1994/95

Payments

Services

1996/97

Payments

Services

Payments

1

East Kootenay

2

823

1

426

0

0

2

West Kootenay Boundary

16

6,580

20

8,638

25

10,806

3

North Okanagan

23

9,259

22

9,491

30

12,967

4

South Okanagan Similkameen

71

29,152

64

27,555

78

33,713

5

Thompson

23

9,409

37

15,962

29

12,534

6

Fraser Valley

36

14,728

37

15,950

63

27,230

7

South Fraser Valley

190

78,156

290

124,980

304

131,395

8

Simon Fraser

151

61,634

342

147,354

237

102,436

9

Coast Garibaldi

26

10,503

29

12,511

47

20,314

10

Central Vancouver
Island

46

18,800

64

27,602

113

48,841

11

Upper Island/ Central
Coast

10

4,081

19

8,206

28

12,102

12

Cariboo

9

3,702

10

4,298

3

1,297

13

North West

17

7,053

20

8,626

15

6,483

14

Peace Liard

2

794

0

0

0

0

15

Northern Interior

18

7,462

11

4,742

31

13,399

16

Vancouver

1,624

664,149

1,624

700,009

1,899

820,786

17

Burnaby

85

34,839

118

50,883

178

76,935

18

North Shore

136

55,776

200

86,169

264

114,106

19

Richmond

75

30,781

127

54,790

174

75,206

20

Capital

254

104,821

332

143,187

346

149,548

Other

12

4,936

66

28,401

7

3,026

2,826

1,157,438

3,433

1,479,782

3,871

1,673,124

TOTAL
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Table 15: Total Services and Payments ($) for Transabdominal Amniocentesis
for Fiscal Years 1991/92, 1994/95 and 1996/97

Fee code # 00787
BC Health Region

1991/92

1994/95

1996/97

Services

Payments

Services

Payments

Services

Payments

1

East Kootenay

0

0

1

32

0

0

2

West Kootenay Boundary

3

67

6

191

2

64

3

North Okanagan

18

532

6

191

8

255

4

South Okanagan Similkameen

25

750

17

541

11

350

5

Thompson

4

122

7

223

6

191

6

Fraser Valley

19

572

10

318

13

414

7

South Fraser Valley

29

854

26

826

121

3,836

8

Simon Fraser

16

480

23

731

19

605

9

Coast Garibaldi

5

149

6

191

0

0

10

Central Vancouver
Island

36

1,068

47

1,489

45

1,432

11

Upper Island/Central
Coast

8

241

11

350

19

605

12

Cariboo

2

62

8

255

6

191

13

North West

17

466

36

1,130

35

1,114

14

Peace Liard

10

302

6

191

15

477

15

Northern Interior

9

268

17

542

34

1,082

16

Vancouver

388

11,532

737

23,399

843

26,705

17

Burnaby

7

214

10

318

5

159

18

North Shore

5

153

11

350

6

191

19

Richmond

5

153

7

223

1

32

20

Capital

306

9,216

329

10,454

350

11,109

Other

7

207

5

159

4

127

TOTAL

919

27,407

1,326

42,104

1,543

48,939
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Table 16: Total Services and Payments ($) for Ultrasonic Guidance of
Amniocentesis for Fiscal Years1991/92, 1994/95 and 1996/97
Fee code # 08657
BC Health Region

1991/92
Services

1994/95

Payments

Services

1996/97

Payments

Services

Payments

1

East Kootenay

2

168

1

91

0

0

2

West Kootenay Boundary

10

850

7

636

8

732

3

North Okanagan

21

1,790

14

1,272

13

1,189

4

South Okanagan Similkameen

46

3,867

25

2,268

19

1,741

5

Thompson

15

1,287

17

1,542

9

824

6

Fraser Valley

32

2,652

12

1,090

14

1,283

7

South Fraser Valley

79

6,760

74

6,716

150

13,744

8

Simon Fraser

76

6,482

94

8,531

48

4,398

9

Coast Garibaldi

12

1,021

9

817

14

1,283

10

Central Vancouver
Island

40

3,078

45

4,085

56

5,134

11

Upper Island/
Central Coast

9

787

9

818

11

1,007

12

Cariboo

6

504

7

636

5

458

13

North West

8

698

21

1,907

23

2,106

14

Peace Liard

9

773

15

1,182

15

1,374

15

Northern Interior

17

1,448

11

999

37

3,391

16

Vancouver

690

57,953

464

41,934

377

34,534

17

Burnaby

39

3,364

43

3,814

45

4,125

18

North Shore

65

5,577

46

4,173

58

5,315

19

Richmond

25

2,130

41

3,725

26

2,383

20

Capital

63

5,545

375

34,049

410

37,565

Other

5

421

33

2,907

8

733

1,269

107,154

1,363

123,192

1,346

123,317

TOTAL
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Table 17: Total Services and Payments ($) for Alpha Fetoprotein Serum Testing
for fiscal years 1991/92, 1994/95 and 1996/97
Fee code # 09480 & 91095
BC Health Region

1991/92
Services

1994/95

Payments

Services

1996/97

Payments

Services

Payments

1

East Kootenay

0

0

18

617

13

446

2

West Kootenay Boundary

7

230

45

1,544

102

3,503

3

North Okanagan

4

135

94

3,228

119

4,086

4

South Okanagan Similkameen

48

1,570

112

3,843

424

14,560

5

Thompson

6

195

42

1,441

97

3,331

6

Fraser Valley

31

1,015

98

3,364

233

8,001

7

South Fraser Valley

49

1,615

379

13,005

1,215

41,723

8

Simon Fraser

31

1,005

232

7,961

732

25,137

9

Coast Garibaldi

10

327

25

859

120

4,121

10

Central Vancouver
Island

12

395

74

2,540

231

7,933

11

Upper Island/
Central Coast

6

200

53

1,820

228

7,830

12

Cariboo

9

300

15

515

32

1,099

13

North West

52

1,747

114

3,912

269

9,237

14

Peace Liard

0

0

8

274

35

1,202

15

Northern Interior

12

390

38

1,304

95

3,262

16

Vancouver

1,389

45,296

3,797

130,301

4,867

167,133

17

Burnaby

61

2,001

227

7,790

583

20,020

18

North Shore

15

488

217

7,448

774

26,579

19

Richmond

19

601

150

5,148

356

12,225

20

Capital

109

3,556

522

17,896

674

23,145

2

68

53

1,818

102

3,503

1,872

61,132

6,313

216,631

11,301

388,076

Other
TOTAL
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APPENDIX F: TMS AND DOWN SYNDROME IN A
VANCOUVER SOUTH ASIAN COMMUNITY
This appendix chapter considers the experiences of mothers caring for their children with Down
syndrome who are also part of a distinct ethnic group, in this case the Vancouver South Asian
community. In-depth interviews were carried out with members of the community regarding all
aspects of their individual and family lives and is reported elsewhere.165 Opinions and attitudes
relevant to TMS are presented here.
The perspective of the South Asian community of Vancouver is included not to characterize
this ethnic group, but rather to raise general issues related to ethnicity and genetics. In fact,
the perspectives of the women interviewed from Vancouver South Asian community are
remarkably similar to the views expressed by women who are members of the dominant ethnic
group descended from Western Europe. They differ only in how they relate their perspectives
to their respective ethnic communities.

The Vancouver South Asian community
The South Asian community in Vancouver is a difficult community to define. Similar to other
ethnic groups, it includes younger members who were born in Canada and older members who
immigrated to Canada from various countries around the world. For the purposes of this project,
the use of the term ‘South Asian community’ is intended to describe a sector of the population
that includes Sikhs, Hindus, and Muslims. Of the seven women interviewed, four are Sikhs,
two are Hindus, and one is Muslim.
While the use of the term ‘South Asian community’ is convenient, the goal of this work is
not to classify the community as a monolith of static, cultural beliefs. Instead, the Vancouver
community holds in continual flux certain beliefs and values, rigidly honoured by some members
and virtually ignored by others. The voices of these seven women represent a small group of
people who happen to be both members of a visible minority while simultaneously raising a
disabled child. The common ground for these women is in the stories they share.
As addressed in earlier chapters, this review does not seek to ignore the opinions or views of
South Asian fathers who are also raising children with Down syndrome. However, it needs to
be borne in mind that the subject of reproductive technology or prenatal screening is one that
has a major impact specifically on the lives of women. Within South Asian families as in the
general population, the job of child-rearing tends to be more in the hands of mothers.
The present chapter continues with a brief literature review focussing on issues such as prenatal
screening and its relationship to ethnicity. This is followed by a closer examination of some key
issues relevant to a study of TMS among the South Asian Down syndrome community. This
includes recipient experiences with TMS, women’s concerns and attitudes towards TMS, and
finally a review by some members of the South Asian community of the four TMS options.
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The problem of reproductive technology stereotypes
For South Asian women, the notion of ‘choice’ and ‘freedom’ in relation to reproduction is
worth exploring in more detail.
Thobani critically examines 166 the way that the South Asian community in Vancouver has been
targeted by advertisements promoting the use of ultrasound for sex selection, which, according to
the advertised claims, can determine the sex of the fetus as early as twelve weeks’ gestation. The
results derived from this test are acknowledged as being used to abort female fetuses.
“As you know, every ill that befalls us [South Asians] has been blamed on our
‘culture’ in one way or another. As women of colour living in the West, we have
been told that our society is a backward, traditional society and that is the main
reason why women in our communities are oppressed. Since colonial times, we
have been told that patriarchal attitudes and oppressions are inherent in our
culture, and that machismo is very much a Third World phenomenon. Of course, I
would not deny that our culture is patriarchal, but this singling out of cultures of
people
of colour as inherently backward and oppressive is what is racist.” 166 (p170.)
Since the South Asian community is stereotyped as a community interested in sex selection
technology, it seems appropriate to relate this to a discussion about disability selection through
TMS. Women were asked to express their opinions about a possible connection between the
two. One of the women interviewed felt that they were separate issues.
“Those who go forward to see what the sex of their baby is … I really feel sorry
for those people. With most of the people I know, primarily you have a child
because you want to have a child. You’re not doing it because you want to have
a boy. You have what God will choose to give you. I don’t believe in this sort of
playing around with developing boys or developing girls. I’m not against it, but
that's something that I would never do. I look at both of those things [disability
selection and sex selection] as being completely different … Why do we need to
know what we’re having? It’s only for information purposes. It doesn’t really
help in any true way.”
On the other hand, some other women interviewed saw a connection between the two issues.
In their minds, sex selection was no different from disability selection because both interfere
with nature’s course.
“Why do we have to have these types of tests? Sex selection and disability
selection both provide us with information about our unborn child. But what we
make of this information is the key. Knowledge is good … But when you start
playing around with these types of technology you are ultimately dealing with
serious dilemmas. Fetuses are aborted because of their sex and because of various
disabilities. I believe as a society, we need to question how far we are willing to
go with this. It’s a dangerous area … I question the benefits of using either sex
selection technology or disability detection technology if it is only going to force
us to ‘get rid of our problem’ by simply having an abortion. If this is the case, then
society is in serious trouble.”
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Within current literature on prenatal screening relevant to ethnicity there is a discussion about
the actual ‘choices’ women have regarding their own reproduction. Rowland examines 167 the
relationship between women’s demand for choice in reproduction and sexuality and male control
of conception and reproduction. She suggests that the notions of ‘choice’ and ‘freedom’ in regard
to prenatal screening technology are ideological constructs which may “entrap women further and
limit their choice to say ‘no’ to increased male control of the reproductive process.” 167

Key issues among the South Asian Down syndrome community
In an effort to provide more insight into the cultural specific perceptions of TMS, this group of
South Asian women were asked to speak about their personal experiences of pregnancy. This
included a discussion of their impressions, if any, in receiving TMS, the emotional impact of test
results on them and their families, and their own and their families’ attitudes towards disability
in general.

Experiences with pregnancy and TMS
All the women included in this study were under the age of thirty-five when they had their child
with Down syndrome. Of the seven women interviewed, only two had direct experience with
TMS. They had the test only after their first child was born with Down syndrome, and both of
these women were over the age of thirty-five when expecting their second child. Although the
risk of their having another child with Down syndrome was low, both women opted for the
testing, primarily to provide some sort of reassurance.
“At some subconscious level, I knew that the chance of me having another child with
Down syndrome was very low. However, when you’ve been through the wringer the
first time – I was 31 when my first son with Down syndrome was born, you just can’t
shake the feeling that something else could go wrong. It happened once before, and
who’s to say it couldn’t happen again? I just didn’t want to take that chance. In my
mind, it was worth getting the testing done so that I could at least have some peace
of mind.”
While both women chose to accept the offer of TMS prior to the birth of their second child, it is
important to point out how unexpectedly having a child with Down syndrome can also change
one’s view towards future pregnancies. By looking beyond the impact of maternal serum
screening on one’s pregnancy experience, it is evident that women who have their first child
with Down syndrome are suddenly confronted with a new set of issues surrounding the birth
of a second child that challenges their beliefs about disability.
“I wasn’t over 35, I wasn’t a smoker or a drinker, or had been near a nuclear reaction
or anything that could have caused any type of an anomaly. It just happened…that is
why we went through all of the necessary testing. Even though I had the appropriate
tests, you tend to worry about other things that may go wrong. What if it’s really
bad labour or something happens and he ends up getting [cerebral palsy]? What if
they didn’t pick up on the fact that he may have spina bifida? You worry about all
of the things that are out there all of a sudden that you never worry about when
you’re pregnant the first time around because you haven’t confronted any of them.”
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Women’s concerns with TMS
During our interviews with the South Asian women, a number of important concerns and
attitudes surfaced towards the procedure itself. This section provides a brief synopsis of
what some of these women raising a child with Down syndrome have to say about this
type of prenatal diagnosis.
One concern related to the availability of information about TMS to members of a visible
minority group. All the women interviewed said that information about TMS, or other prenatal
screening techniques was not readily available to them. Some of the women attributed this
obstacle both to language barriers, and to a general ignorance on this subject among fellow
community members.
If a woman’s command of the English language is poor and she is unable to communicate
effectively with her physician, she may miss specific information. Some women also suggested
that ignorance toward the issue of disability continues because nobody wants to speculate about
the possibility of having a child with special needs until they are confronted with the reality.
“All of this scientific jargon about alpha-fetoprotein, etc … is still complicated for
me to grasp even though I am a fluent English speaker. So imagine how difficult it
would be for a South Asian woman who has a weak understanding of the [English]
language to understand all of this stuff? How would you even begin to explain the
notion of ‘false-positives’ or ‘false-negatives’? Perhaps one way of increasing a
South Asian woman’s knowledge about TMS would be to provide literature …
pamphlets, brochures … that would be written in either Hindi, Punjabi, Gujarati,
or some other South Asian language to these women … Maybe that would be the
key to making the community more aware of these issues.”
One of the most common issues to emerge was the need for prenatal screening to resolve the
‘fear of the unknown’.168 Within the South Asian community, the notion of the ‘fear of the
unknown’ seemed to prevail among stories articulated by women who had undergone some form
of prenatal testing, whether TMS or amniocentesis.
“It was important for me and [my husband] to have some confirmation that
everything was going to be okay this time. It was great to have that test done—the
amniocentesis … to say everything is going okay. This satisfied me. You know
you never get over it. All pregnant women feel the same way—not just me. You
always worry to the very end. But the fact that you’re sort of 95% certain that
everything is going to be okay gives you a lot of reassurance.”
Most of the women interviewed claimed that ‘fear of the unknown’ is a universal phenomenon;
one that extends across cultural boundaries. The South Asian community is not exceptional in
having fears about the future.
“You always want to know what lies ahead. That is a part of human nature. If we
weren’t so afraid of what lies ahead of us, we wouldn’t be so anxious to try and
create new ways of prenatal screening. In some sense, screening provides us with
a way of dealing with our fears of the unknown by making us more aware about
what we should expect. I’d say, in general, the South Asian community is by no
means distinct when it comes to this belief.”
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Another issue that emerged in discussions was the pressure of giving birth to a ‘perfect baby’.
Some of the women admitted that prior to the birth of their child with Down syndrome, they had
not imagined their child could be born with some form of a disability. Once presented with a
child with special needs, however, one woman describes going through different phases,
confronting her own fears, and learning to view her child as the ‘perfect baby’ in her eyes.
“I believe that all parents, regardless of their ethnicity, wish for a ‘perfect child’.
But I think that the important issue here is trying to define what is a ‘perfect child’?
In my mind, my child [with Down syndrome] is perfect. She is healthy and happy …
as a parent I couldn’t possibly ask for anything more ... When [my daughter] was
born,
I was worried and scared that she was going to have a terrible life because of her
condition. But I think that initial view was based entirely on my ignorance. Now
when I think about it, I wouldn’t change her for the world.”
When asked about the existence of pressures placed on women to participate in some form of
prenatal screening, differing opinions arose. Some felt that there are no pressures in society
forcing women to take these tests, and suggested that they have the right to make their own
decisions about reproduction without being controlled. Others, recalling their own experiences,
felt pressure can exist from both outside forces such as doctors, and inside forces, including other
family members.
“Pressure can be a dangerous thing … After having my first child with Down
syndrome, I felt apprehensive about future births. Although there was never any
direct discussions about the benefits of future screening, when I was pregnant with
my second child ... both my husband and I decided to wait until we had the results
from an amniocentesis before announcing our pregnancy to the rest of the family.
Once we knew that the baby was okay, we decided to tell everyone. And as I went
through the pregnancy, I noticed that more questions about my health and my future
baby’s health were coming from different members of our family, like our parents,
siblings, etc. For some reason, I seemed to get more attention, and more pressure
from other family members this time around to deliver a child that was ‘normal’ …
If for some reason something was not right with this child, I know that I would
have received pressure to terminate this pregnancy from both my husband and
our parents.”
Another issue that emerged during discussions about TMS was the idea that society in general,
and the medical community in particular are biased against people with disabilities. Women
mentioned that when they are in public, they get curious stares from other people. They noted
that this extra attention initially bothered them, but they have adjusted to these situations.
One woman stated that she had a tendency to hug her son when she felt that others were
watching him.
“Society is biased against people with disabilities … People tend to fear what is
different…what they don’t understand. These attitudes have to be changed. But it
is very hard. Where are we supposed to begin? South Asian families are usually
classified as being ‘inward-looking’ people who have a difficult time discussing
important issues such as disability, etc … If there is no dialogue within our
community, how can we hope to change things? We go to the [Sikh] temples and
that is where we usually make our contacts with other people from our community.
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But we never talk about any of these issues. Yes, we do get support from other
families who know us and see us there, but there never is any discussion about how
we can improve the views of society. Instead there seems to be this overwhelming
tendency to pity us for having a special needs child—a child who is different.”
Other women articulated how they felt about the treatment that they received from their family
doctors after their child with Down syndrome was born. Some women said they were informed
about the condition of their child by doctors who acted as though it ‘was the end of the world.’
“When I was first told about [my son’s] condition, I remember how our doctor came
into our room and told us. The look on his face was one of complete gloom. Before he
could say any of the words I knew that something was wrong. When he finally told us
that our child had Down syndrome, within the next breath he started talking about
other options such as giving up our child for adoption. He really had nothing positive
to say about having a child with Down syndrome. After hearing the news, both my
husband and myself went to the nursery to see our child. It was at that moment in time
that we decided he was perfect just the way that he was … there was no way that we
could ever give him up. While I didn’t notice it at first, when I think back now, I
realize that this doctor definitely had some sort of bias against children with
disabilities.”

Review of TMS Options
Option 1. Support for continuing current funding for ad hoc use of TMS by women of all ages,
was favoured as reflecting the demand for screening better than the other options, and as the
most cost-effective way to provide some sort of a screening option to women.
Option 2. Funding a TMS program for women over age 35 and older, was preferred by women
who felt that it is important to provide as much information to as possible to potential mothers in
order to enable them to make decisions which are right for themselves.
Option 3. The option of no public funding of TMS was strongly favoured by those women are
against abortions. They felt that any allocation of scarce health-care dollars into a screening
program which takes direct aim at children with disabilities would be a waste of money and an
insult to their children.
“I think that genetic screening interferes too much with nature’s course. What is so
important about knowing what is wrong with our child in advance? I think that the major
problem for us is to accept, as members of society, beauty in different forms ... The
problem lies with us. For some reason we find it very difficult to accept the unpleasant
things in life … This is what we need to change.”
Option 4. A full TMS program be funded for pregnant women of all ages was favoured by one
of the women interviewed as a beneficial program allowing women of all ages to learn more
about their pregnancies and to prepare for the forthcoming birth of their child.
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Summary
Responses and opinions surrounding TMS among the South Asian community varied greatly,
along with the extent of knowledge concerning this technology.
All the women interviewed saw TMS as having strengths and weaknesses. The strengths lay
in the fact that TMS provides a chance for them to become more knowledgeable about their
pregnancy. In addition, it could provide women with a sense of reassurance about the health
of their unborn child. It also allowed potential parents to know what to expect prior to the
birth of their child and to prepare for the birth, whether or not Down syndrome is present.
The weaknesses associated with offering TMS to women centred on issues surrounding eugenics,
and the notion of creating the ‘perfect child’. Some of the women interviewed described how
any technology used to identify certain fetuses as being at a higher risk for a certain abnormality,
can lead to a dangerous form of ‘societal cleansing’. Many see a thin line between any form of
prenatal screening and eugenics, mainly because of the way that results are interpreted.
While there is no clear consensus among the individuals interviewed on which of the four TMS
options would be the most beneficial, there seems to be an emerging voice within the community
questioning the very existence and potential benefits of any TMS program.
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APPENDIX G: TMS MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
AND DATA SOURCES
Model to assess population impact and cost
A simulation-planning model was used to estimate the population impact of various TMS
program options. The model was developed in two stages:
The first step was to estimate the number of pregnant women for each year of age in British
Columbia 1 and estimating the number of fetuses with Down syndrome in each age group.2
The number of fetuses with Down syndrome was estimated for the 2nd trimester, the time of
TMS testing, as opposed to live births. The spontaneous abortion rate for fetuses with Down
syndrome between the 2nd trimester and term is taken as 23%.169
The second stage was to estimate the effect of applying TMS to the modelled 2nd trimester
population. TMS test characteristics are known to vary according to maternal age, that is the
sensitivity (detection rate) of the test increases as the prevalence increases with advancing
maternal age. Because data from BC regarding TMS test characteristics 3 have been reported,
for the purposes of this analysis women are divided into two groups, those over and those
under 35 years of age. The model allows for estimates of the detection rate, the false-positive
rate, and the false-negative rate, for each sub-population and for the total population.
The actual population impact of TMS depends on several key variables:
1. TMS utilization at various ages. As shown by GEM data (Table 13), TMS utilization, at least
in this initial phase, is strongly identified with women over age 30 and close to age 35, the
established eligible age for amniocentesis without prior TMS. GEM data of utilization rates
for each age group were factored into the model. Also in keeping with GEM experience,
the model is based on the assumption that 50% of women age 35 and older would continue
to select amniocentesis first, rather than TMS.
2. Population impact is very sensitive to the decisions of having amniocentesis after a TMSpositive result, and of having an abortion if Down syndrome is confirmed by cytogenetics.
Amniocentesis rates are known to depend on access to services, which in BC favours women
in Vancouver and Victoria.52 Amniocentesis utilization also varies with age, with the highest
utilization in the younger age groups. GEM data were used to estimate the rate of
amniocentesis utilization by year of age.
3. Population impact is also dependent on how many women age 35 and older continue to
select amniocentesis first, rather than TMS. For the population 35 years and older, we
assume at least half the women who would have chosen amniocentesis in the past will
continue to choose amniocentesis, despite the availability of TMS.
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Table 18: Triple-marker screening statistics (January 1, 1998 - December 31, 1998) *

AGE
GROUP
(years)

TOTAL
WOMEN

NEGATIVE
SCREENS

POSITIVE SCREENS

SCREEN POSITIVE RATE
%

T21

T18

SB

ALL

T21

POST-SCREEN
AMNIOCENTESIS

TRUE POSITIVE
†
SCREENS

UPTAKE
%

T18

SB

ALL

T21

T18

SB

ALL

T21

T18

SB

ALL

T21

T18

FALSEPOSITIVE
†
SCREENS

TOTAL

<20

173

168

1

0

4

5

0.6

0

2.3

2.9

0

0

3

3

0

0

75

60

20-24

951

917

22

2

10

34

2.3

0.2

1.1

3.6

14

1

5

20

63.6

50

50

59

1

1

9

25-29

2519

2407

77

10

25

112

3.1

0.4

1.0

4.4

47

1

11

59

61

10

44

53

1

2

29

30-34

3945

3657

254

13

21

288

6.4

0.3

0.5

7.3

195

5

10

210

76.8

38

48

73

2

115

35-39

1763

1436

302

6

19

327

17.1

0.3

1.1

18.5

187

3

6

196

61.9

50

32

60

3

102

40-44

247

172

68

4

3

75

27.5

1.6

1.2

30.4

28

2

0

30

41.2

50

0

40

2

12

≥45

8

3

4

1

0

5

50.0

12.5

0

62.5

2

0

0

2

50

0

0

40

ALL

9608

8760

728

36

82

846

7.6

0.4

8.8

473

12

35

520

65

33

43

61

†

T21 = trisomy 21
T18 = trisomy 18
SB = spina bifida

0.9

1

9

3

268

Outcomes from known amniocenteses (193 unknown)
2 negative screens were false-negative
1 positive screen was a true-positive, but patient refused amniocentesis
3 positive screens had other anomalies found from karyotyping studies

* Source: Genes, Elements, Metabolism (GEM) Program, Children’s & Women’s Health Centre of British Columbia
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Cost estimates
Cost estimates were limited to those found in the Medical Services Plan billing records
and GEM budget. Although incomplete, because the costs do not contain operating budgets,
overheads, shared resources, capital, buildings or land, the estimates seemed valid for the
purpose of comparing the TMS Options in this review. The primary items and costs are:
•

TMS (including genetic counselling) $112

•

amniocentesis $635.10

•

induced miscarriage follow-up care $210.42

Table 19 provides further details of the components included in each item.

Table 19: Cost estimates for TMS, amniocentesis, follow-up care of
amniocentesis- induced abortions and therapeutic abortions
TRIPLE-MARKER
SCREEN*

Serum
screening

Genetic
counselling

TOTAL

AMNIOCENTESIS**

nd

2 TRIMESTER
THERAPEUTIC
ABORTION**
By D&E or
amniocentesis
- 18 weeks
and over #
04027)

$87.17

Cervix
dilatation and
curettage
#04500

$76.70

Ultrasound
guidance #04680

$57.53

Anaes. Level 1
X 30 min.

$45.52

Anaes. Level
2 X 45 min.

$72.12

Cytogenetic
analysis #93030

$402.20

OB Consult
# 04010

$88.20

OB Consult
#04010

$88.20

OB Consult #
04010

$88.20

$90.00

Transabdominal
#04680

$22.00

$112.00

FOLLOW-UP CARE OF
AMNIOCENTESIS
INDUCED ABORTIONS**

$635.10

$210.42

$149.95

$310.27

Sources: * Genes, Elements, Metabolism (GEM) Program estimates of their cost per TMS test
**Medical Services Commission Payment Schedule 1999
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Population at risk
In 1981, Baird and Sadovnik reported that the rate of birth of babies with Down syndrome in
British Columbia was 1.46/1000.16 They were able to report this figure because at the time
of their study, BC maintained a register of world-wide repute on congenital birth defects.
Following loss of funding, however, this data resource is not sufficiently reliable for current
purposes.
The 1981 data, although from BC, are of limited use because they do not take into account
changes in the age distribution of women giving birth in the province between 1979 and 1999.
In particular, they do not provide age-specific risk estimates which could be applied to the
current age distribution of women giving birth. Therefore, alternative age-specific risk of
Down syndrome profiles were sought.
The updated Hecht and Hook ’96 model of maternal age specific risks for a Down syndrome
birth was used because these authors based their meta-analysis on cohorts of women in which
ascertainment of outcome was most likely to be complete. It is therefore more appropriate for
contemporary estimates.2 The incidence rates 3 from the GEM pilot project (Table 20)
provide an indication of local data, although since they are not population-based these data
cannot be considered as representing the true incidence in BC.
Table 20: Incidence of chromosomal abnormalities from the GEM TMS pilot
study

TRISOMY 21
(Down syndrome)

TRISOMY 21
(Down syndrome)
or TRISOMY 18
(open neural tube defects
including anencephaly and
spina bifida)

Overall:

29 of 8333
1:287
3.5 per 1000
0.35%

32 of 8333
1:260
3.8 per 1000
0.38%

Age 35+:

13 of 2116
1:162
6.1 per 1000
0.61%

14 of 2116
1:151
6.6 per 1000
0.66%

<Age 35:

16 of 6217
1:389
2.6 per 1000
0.26%

18 of 6217
1:345
2.9 per 1000
0.29%

AGE GROUP
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Utilization rates
Prenatal diagnostic tests: Current TMS testing rates were obtained directly from the GEM
program (Figure 3). The rate of uptake of amniocentesis following positive TMS screen was
taken from the GEM 1998 data.3 Amniocentesis rates for advanced maternal age in 1996/1997
were obtained from the Amniocentesis Business Plan for 1998,52 which included regional data.
Amniocentesis rates were not obtained from the Medical Services Plan administrative database
because it does not distinguish between amniocentesis for prenatal testing and other indications.
Utilization rates for cytogenetic testing for 1996/1997 were taken from an original analysis of the
Medical Services Commission administrative database (see Appendix E).
Abortion: The rate of abortion following positive amniocentesis is unknown for BC; estimates
were accordingly taken from the literature.170,171 The rate of induced abortion as an adverse
effect following amniocentesis was also taken from the literature.41

TMS test parameters
TMS test characteristics, such as sensitivity and specificity, used in the population impact model
were taken from a meta-analysis by Conde-Agudelo et al ’98.150 This meta-analysis was chosen
for the rigor of its methodology in systematically reviewing and analysing the available studies of
TMS screening in populations of women under and over age 35. The GEM TMS pilot project
study data follow (Table 21).3 Test parameters correspond fairly closely with those obtained in
other jurisdictions.
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Table 21: Summary of test parameters from GEM TMS pilot study 1995 to 1997

AGE GROUP

BOTH TRISOMY 21 AND 18

Overall

Sensitivity: 72%
Specificity: 91%
False-negative rate: 28%
False-positive rate: 87%
Positive Predictive Value: 3.1%
Negative Predictive Value: 99.9%

>35

Sensitivity: 79%
Specificity: 79%
False-negative rate: 21%
False-positive rate: 21%
Positive Predictive Value: 2.5%
Negative Predictive Value: 99.8%

<35

Sensitivity: 67%
Specificity: 95%
False-negative rate: 33%
False-positive rate: 5%
Positive Predictive Value: 4.0%
Negative Predictive Value: 99.9%
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APPENDIX H: QUESTIONNAIRES AND INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS
I. GENETIC COUNSELLOR QUESTIONNAIRE
Distributed to all genetic counsellors within the Department of Medical Genetics at Children’s and
Women’s Health Centre of BC:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
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Why do you think women/couples have the maternal serum triple screen?
What is the most important thing that you believe women/couples contemplating screening should
consider?
What are some of the ‘other’ things that they should consider?
How long would you say that it takes to adequately explain the triple screen to a patient?
Is there any particular aspect of the triple screen that you feel is frequently misunderstood? If so, how
would you attempt to explain it best?
What do you think individuals considering screening need to know about Down syndrome and Spina Bifida
before deciding whether or not to test?
Do you think that knowing their child has Down syndrome or Spina Bifida prior to birth can help ‘prepare’
the family/couple for having a child with special needs? How?
Do you think that genetic counsellors and geneticists/pediatrician can educate families about the benefits of
raising a child with Down syndrome or Spina Bifida and still remain non-directive? How?
If a couple asks for information on Down syndrome or Spina Bifida what sort of materials do you provide?
What resources do you find most useful?
How would you describe children/individuals with Down syndrome to a patient that is unfamiliar with the
condition?
How would you describe children/individuals with Spina Bifida to a patient that is unfamiliar with the
condition?
What type of information do you think SHOULD BE included in a pamphlet on the triple screen?
What type of information do you think should NOT be included in a pamphlet on the triple screen?
Do you think that information regarding ultrasound markers and amniocentesis should be included in such a
pamphlet? Why or why not?
Do you think that information about Down syndrome, Trisomy 18 and neural tube defects should be
presented in the pamphlet? If so, what type of information?
Do you think it may be useful to include statements made by different couples regarding how they choose
to have or not to have screening? Why or why not?
Do you feel that the pamphlet should state clearly that there are no cures for the conditions being screened
for and that the screen provides information for couples that may help them ‘prepare’ for having a child
with special needs or ‘stop’ the pregnancy? Why or why not?
What approach(es) do you use to help patients understand the difference between a screen and a diagnostic
test?
Do you think that a ‘visual aid’ along with an interpretation guide might be useful in a pamphlet to help
couples understand false/true positives and false/true negatives ?
If you could change any aspect(s) of the implementation of triple screening (as it currently stands) would
you? What change(s) would you make and why?
Do you think that the triple-marker screen should be part of a provincially funded program? Why or why
not? Any restriction criteria?
Optional hypothetical question:
If you were 28-32 years old and pregnant for the first time, do you think you would have the triple screen?
Why or why not? What things would you need to consider? What about if you were 38 years old and this
were your first pregnancy?
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II. DOWN SYNDROME RESEARCH FOUNDATION FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS
1.
2.

Why do you think women undergo testing?
Do you think that learning your baby has Down syndrome after testing (20+ weeks) could help
‘prepare’ the family for having a child with Down syndrome? How?
3. If you believe that one of the reasons women undergo testing for Down syndrome is out of fear of the
unknown, do you think that is a relatively new phenomenon?
4. Why do you think that many prospective parents doubt their ability to raise a child with Down
syndrome?
5. If you believe that women are pressured to have testing, who do you think does most of the pressuring?
Why do you think they do that?
6. How do you think we can best educate people about the positive aspects of raising a child with Down
syndrome? Do you think genetic counsellors can present such information and remain ‘nondirectional’? How?
7. Do you think women that decline having screening for Down syndrome might become ‘blamed’ by
society for having a child with special needs?
8. Do you think that having screening alters the pregnancy experience: How and why?
9. What are some of the issues surrounding ‘wrongful life’ suits. Thoughts? Feelings?
10. What is the most important thing that you would want women contemplating having the triple screen to
consider?

III. INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR BC PROVIDERS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

What is your connection to or involvement with TMS?
Under which circumstances do you suggest TMS?
What do you like about it?
What are your concerns about TMS?
Do you have concerns about the rate of false positives?
False negatives?
Do you have concerns about the way in which TMS results are being reported to physicians and to
women?
Are the results difficult to understand?
How could these difficulties be overcome?
What is the most important thing that you would want women thinking about having TMS to consider?
Does TMS present particular ethical concerns?
How TMS fits in other tests? (ultrasound, amniocentesis)
Impact on laboratory services and costs?
There are a number of different policy/program recommendations that might be made to the Ministry
about TMS. I’d like to go through them (4) with you ask for your comments.
Option 1: Current situation with ad hoc funding for TMS
Option 2: No public funding for TMS; amniocentesis and CVS for women over 35
Option 3: Funding to offer TMS routinely only to women 35 and older
Option 4: Offering TMS to all pregnant women?
Is there an option other than these four which you would support?
What do you see as the important payment issues around TMS?
What are the barriers to developing an effective TMS program?
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APPENDIX J
Table 22: Cost * summaries at various utilization levels

TMS TEST
LEVEL

*
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OPTION 1

OPTION 2

OPTION 3

OPTION 4

12,000

$1,344,000

$336,000

$0

$1,718,100

16,000

$1,792,000

$448,000

$0

$2,166,100

20,000

$2,240,000

$560,000

$0

$2,614,100

25,000

$2,800,000

$700,000

$0

$3,174,100

30,000

$3,360,000

$840,000

$0

$3,734,100

Total costs of serum testing, genetic counselling and co-ordination (Option 4 only)
excluding amniocentesis and follow-up care of amniocentesis induced abortions.
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